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Violations of human rights by North Korea highlighted in 
a conference in Paris 

 

HRWF (28.11.2016) - Egregious violations of human rights in North Korea have been 

denounced by a wide range of European and South Korean experts at a well-attended 

conference organized on 24 November at the National Institute for Oriental Languages 

and Civilizations (INALCO) in Paris by Dr. Guibourg Delamotte, lecturer and associate 
professor of political science at INALCO’s Japanese Studies Department.  

The event was introduced by Mr MO Chul-min, Ambassador Extraordinary and 

Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Korea in France. As of November 2016, the number of 

North Korean refugees living in South Korea was estimated at 30,000, he said. They 

escaped at the risk of losing their lives or freedom, but many more would leave their 

country if they were free to do it. Their main motivation was the systematic, brutal, and 

widespread violation of their human rights in their own country. The ambassador recalled 

that since 2005 twelve resolutions had been adopted by the United Nations, and in the 

last one dated 15 November, the North Korean authorities had been clearly identified as 

the main perpetrators of human rights violations. 

The first session on “North Korea’s Lack of Respect for Human Rights” was chaired by Dr. 
Guibourg Delamotte. 

The magnitude of this human tragedy was illustrated by statistics covering more than 

65,000 cases collected by the Seoul-based Database Centre for North Korean Human 

Rights (NKDB) and presented by Ms Teodora Gyupchanova, a member of the NKDB’s 

International Communications Team and contributor to the annual White Paper on North 

Korean Human Rights. Their work confirms in figures the findings of the UN Commission 
of Inquiry and other reports. 



Dr. HAN Dong-ho, a researcher at the Korean Institute for National Unification (KINU), 

focused on the conflicting perceptions of the situation in North Korea inside South Korea 
and announced the publication of a report on women and children in the DPRK. 

The second session on “Regime Survival” was chaired by Dr. John Nilsson-Wright. 

Willy Fautré, director of Human Rights Without Frontiers (HRWF) raised the issue of the 

exploitation of 50,000 North Korean overseas workers in the world, including in the EU 

(Poland, Czech Republic, Netherlands and Malta). In the last few years, the Czech 

Republic and the Netherlands stopped issuing working visas for North Korean workers 

after the problem became public and drew international attention. Fautré shared the 

latest encouraging news concerning his advocacy campaign in the media, through the 

OSCE and the European Parliament but regretted the persistent passivity of the Polish 

authorities and the lack of activity of the European Commission on this issue. “Despite 

NGOs reports, written questions and calls by several members of the European 

Parliament (such as Kati Piri, Anges Jongerius and Thomas Händel), EU 

Commissioner Marianne Thyssen has up to now failed to question the Polish authorities 

about their responsibility in this issue and activate the infringement procedure against 

Poland, where 550 North Korean laborers are working in inhumane conditions, earning 
only 120-140 USD per month,” he commented.  

The worldwide exploitation of this workforce by Pyongyang is said to generate benefits in 

hard currencies amounting to 1.2 – 2.3 billion USD per year, a financial manna which is 
welcome to finance the nuclear program of North Korea. 

Ms. Jihyun PARK, from the European Alliance for Human Rights in North Korea 

(EAHRNK) brought a personal moving and harrowing testimony about the living 

conditions of ordinary people in North Korea. Since she left her country many years ago, 

a heart-breaking decision, she has not had any news about her parents. 

Each session was followed by a debate with two discussants: 

Dr. Pierre Rigoulot, Director of the Institute for Social History in Paris 

Dr. John Nilsson-Wright, from Cambridge University and visiting fellow at the Asia 

Centre 

Dr. Antoine Bondaz, from the Asia Centre, author of “From Insecurity to Stability: 

China’s Korean Policy from 2009 to 2014” 

Mr. Dorian Malovic, journalist for the French newspaper La Croix. 

They elaborated on the issues raised by the speakers: lack of political freedom and 

human rights, official and secret executions, forced repatriation of escapees from China 

and other countries, arrests, torture, imprisonment, forced labour in concentration 
camps, forced prostitution, poverty, social discrimination, etc.  

Last but not least, they also addressed the political and geo-political implications of the 

nuclear program as well as the threat posed by the repeated launches of ballistic missiles 

in the region. 

 



The BBC announces a Korean-language World Service 

Lord Alton of Liverpool, Co-Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on North 

Korea 

 

Lord Alton (16.11.2016) - As Co-Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on North 

Korea, I welcome today’s announcement by the BBC of a Korean-language World 

Service. The announcement follows many years of work by the APPG and others, and we 

congratulate the BBC and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office on making the correct 

decision for the people of North Korea. 

 

This is a practical and overdue step in breaking the information blockade that engulfs 

North Korea – and fulfils our duties under Article 19 of the Universal declaration of 

Human Rights – to ensure unimpeded free access to information and news. 

Whether in the dark days of Nazi occupied Europe or in remote parts of the world today, 

the BBC World Service has always provided access to truthful reporting and given people 

hope in times of oppression and despair. Mikael Gorbachev once said that even he relied 

on the BBC to learn what was really going on in the world while Aung San Suu Kyi said 

that the BBC World Service kept hope alive during her years of house arrest in Burma. 

 

In July 2014, I initiated a wide-ranging House of Lords debate on the BBC World Service. 

In that speech, my colleague, Lord Eames, stated: 

 

‘I visited North Korea…From a most unlikely source, there was a remark that will live with 

me for a very long time. Obviously, I cannot disclose the complete circumstances, but 

the words speak for themselves. “Where”, he said to me, “is the BBC?”. If you knew the 

person who said that, the circumstances and the position that he held, it would set the 

balance right of many of the impressions that we have of what is going on in North 

Korea. Those words speak louder than statistics, transmission problems and the facilities 

needed, and I convey them to the House with great feeling’. 

 

North Korea is a country where access to foreign media is prohibited and accessing such 

media is punishable by barbaric sentences. Today, the BBC and the United Kingdom 

Government have taken a stand against the censorship and repression practiced by the 

North Korean Government. Free speech, objective news, and voices from the outside 

world will now travel from London to the darkest corners of North Korea. 

 

Over the past decade, the APPG has listened to many calls from exiled North Koreans to 

send information to their compatriots north of the 38th parallel. This call has now been 

heard. A mistake which has often been made is to believe that to engage with North 

Koreans, one must deal with the North Korean Government. Our approach at the APPG 

has differed. We have instead listened to the knowledge and stories of the 30,000 North 

Koreans who have escaped their homeland. Some of these exiles have bravely addressed 

our group in Parliament and their stories have undoubtedly inspired today’s BBC service 

and will go on to challenge a sixty year old status-quo on the Korean peninsula. 

 

The work of the APPG has long-established the increasing desire of North Koreans to 

know what is happening in the world outside. Escapees say that significant numbers risk 

imprisonment and even execution to consume foreign media. But try as they may, the 

North Korean Government has been unable to put the information genie back in the 

bottle. 

 

In 2014, a United Nations Commission of Inquiry, chaired by Justice Michael Kirby, 

detailed ‘an almost complete denial of the right to freedom of thought’ as well as ‘the 

rights to freedom of opinion, expression, information and association’ in North Korea. 

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights insists that citizens have a right 

to access news and information. 



 

For the people of North Korea, I am pleased that breaking their information blockade and 

upholding their given rights is to become a central pillar of UK foreign policy and BBC 

practice. From the Soviet Union to Burma, the BBC has shown that broadcasting can 

inspire and broaden the horizons of the repressed. 

 

Facing the challenge of North Korea is an urgent diplomatic and political problem, but it 

is also a moral obligation. A BBC World Service in the Korean-language should come as a 

sledgehammer to the North Korean Government’s information blockade and inspire those 

who will one day lead a new North Korea into the light. 

 

Read more: http://bit.ly/2fVEES9 & http://bit.ly/2gh2Xgf  

 

North Korean women get inventive in underground sex 
industry 

As their financial situations worsen, 40-year-old North Korean mothers must 

sell their bodies to return home: an insight into North Korea’s underground sex 

industry. 

 

New Focus (03.11.2016) - http://bit.ly/2fyTsX5 - North Korea’s informal economy is 

experiencing a new low, which means more pressure on its women, the backbone of 

North Korea’s black market. 

 

Like any other place in the world, North Korea has a sex industry. Red-light districts are 

mainly concentrated around train stations. Most of the women who work there are in 

their twenties. But prostitution also exists in unconventional forms, away from the red-

light districts, dominated by women in their forties, married and with children. 

 

A New Focus correspondent inside North Korea explained through phone, “New systems 

of prostitution have emerged other than the traditional red-light districts. In the border 

region train stations, where there are interchanging stops, women from different 

provinces from groups and offer sexual favours to military officers or passengers in 

exchange for a small sum of money. After making enough money the women leave for 

the next province. We call them ‘long-distance prostitutes’.” 

 

The women are typically traders, who have left their home provinces temporarily to sell 

grains or livestock on the outskirts of the markets, in which they have no stalls. Grains 

and livestock may be their main commodity, but they also sell sex on the side, 

approaching any men that they see on the streets. These women need to go back to 

their families within a short period of time, but have no money to make the long journey 

home. Due to the desperation of their situation, the prices they charge are much lower 

than women in the red-light districts who mostly depend on sex work as their first source 

of income. 

 

How much do these women charge? Just one kilo of rice. It doesn’t seem like much, but 

the price of rice has shot up in the aftermath of North Hamkyung Province’s devastating 

floods, which may explain why these women prefer to be paid in food and not cash. 

Some men who have taken to the new system of sex work carry a small load of rice with 

them wherever they go, in case a woman may approach them. 

 

“How much, for a quick one?” they would ask. “The price of rice,” the women would 

answer, without a beat. 

 

http://bit.ly/2fVEES9
http://bit.ly/2gh2Xgf
http://bit.ly/2fyTsX5


Often, the sex industry proves to be more lucrative than grain and livestock, and women 

who choose this path enter dangerous territory. Long-distance sex workers move in 

numbers to protect themselves and one another. Most of them carry large backpacks 

filled with things that they can sell, so that it doesn’t seem too obvious to any police 

authorities that they are actually prostitutes. Their bags are filled to the brim with 

cigarettes, alcohol, and snack foods – a selection suited to the male consumer. 

 

Underground sex work can be testified by North Korean refugees now living in South 

Korea, like Kim, from Wonsan. Kim arrived in South Korea less than a year ago. She 

says: 

 

“I used to live in rural areas of Gangwon Province. Gangwon Province has a lot of military 

personnel, more than the other provinces. Where I lived, there were women who shined 

shoes for military officers for a living. Some women were even specialists, specifically 

cleaning only army boots. It wasn’t a common profession. Occasionally you would see a 

woman kneeling down and shining the shoes of a soldier whilst talking in hushed voices. 

The women wore heavy makeup and gaudy clothing. And the soldiers were never just 

ordinary military personnel – they were either generals or high-ranked officers. After 

shining their shoes, the women would follow the soldiers for a village by the military 

base, where they could be in private.” 

 

Korean women have typically been conservative when it comes to issues pertaining to 

sex, but where it is a matter of survival, fidelity and moral principle become secondary. 

Meanwhile, the North Korean government pours money into the further development of 

its nuclear program, money that could be used towards their own food program. 

Misaligned priorities are at the heart of North Korean politics and society. 

 

Concern as North Korean ships fly Tanzania flag 

By Louis Kolumbia 

 

All Africa (10.10.2016) - http://bit.ly/2edjCQf - Tanzania is on the spot again over 

international sanctions after an investigation found out that about 50 vessels owned by--

or linked to--North Korea, have been using the country's flag since March this year in 

what could constitute a breach of a key UN resolution. 

 

An investigation carried out by Mr Leo Byrne, the Data and Analytic Director at NK News 

based in Seoul, South Korea, has shown that around 15 per cent of North Korean ships in 

the NK Pro vessel tracker now sail under the Tanzanian flag, with the large majority of 

changes happening over a three-month period. 

 

The data was taken from Marine Traffic, the Equasis maritime database, and inspection 

records from Port State Control (PSC) authorities and it is then fed on the NK Pro vessel 

tracker show an unprecedented campaign to reflag vessels with links to the DPRK, 

dwarfing previous flurries of changes that occurred after the UN and US designated a 

North Korean shipping company in 2014. 

 

This is not the first time for Tanzanian flag to be used by vessels targeted by UN 

sanctions. Iranian ships caused a considerable diplomatic embarrassment for Tanzania in 

2013 after the US embassy protested the continued use of the Tanzanian flag by Iranian 

vessels even after the country gave assurances that it would deflag the ships. 

 

And yesterday, the minister for Foreign Affairs and East African Community, Dr Augustine 

Mahiga, blamed the repeat of the problem on a "notorious", Dubai-based agent. 

 

http://bit.ly/2edjCQf


"This is not the first time we get into trouble over having countries sanctioned by the 

United Nations Security Council flying our flag. We earlier had the same problem with 

Iranian ships," Dr Mahiga told The Citizen yesterday. 

 

He noted that the government is categorically opposed to allowing UN sanctioned 

countries from flying our flag but the problem is a notorious agent in Dubai who has been 

violating Tanzania government's directive to that effect. 

 

"Since I am just learning it from you now while I am at the airport and about to travel 

abroad, I will pass the information to colleagues at the Foreign Affairs ministry to 

establish on the truth of the matter as diplomatic procedures follow," says the Foreign 

minister. 

 

He added that upon establishing the truth, his ministry officials would engage the North 

Korean Dar es Salaam embassy for further steps. 

 

"Diplomatically, we can't rush to act on unverified issues. But, in general, our 

international shipping registration agents have been categorically warned against 

permitting countries sanctioned by the UN to fly our flag because by so doing, the 

country would be deemed to have violated membership sections of the UN," Dr Mahiga 

said. 

 

Mr Byrne further says that his investigations show that the Tanzanian foreign vessels 

registry includes North Korea's mentioned by the UN Panel of Experts (PoE) and one ship 

sanctioned by the US Department of Treasury. 

 

"Other Tanzanian-flagged ships belong to companies recently struck off by another 

shipping registry and many others are frequently seen near DPRK waters," Mr Byrne says 

in his analysis. 

 

If an independent verification finds the North Korean vessels are truly using the 

Tanzanian flag, the country's international vessels registry could be considered guilty of 

violating a key UN resolution. 

 

Para 19 of Resolution 2270 passed in March this year calls on member states to de-

register any vessel that is owned, operated or crewed by the DPRK. It further calls upon 

member states not to register any such vessel that is de-registered by another member 

state. 

 

North Korea vessels have long been using foreign flags to hide the origins of its vessels, 

according to Byrne. But following the latest, harsh UN sanctions, many foreign vessels 

registries seem to have been avoiding the pariah state. 

 

The majority of the vessels appear to have transferred their details to the Tanzanian 

registry, which accepted nearly all the ships between June and August this year. A 

number of other vessels also appeared to come clean and register in North Korea. 

 

Tanzania has been using agents to register foreign firms. The "notorious" Dubai-based 

agent mentioned by the Dr Mahiga has reportedly been blacklisted by Tanzania. 

 

The maritime intelligence firm, Lloyd's List, reported in 2014 that Tanzania had 

announced that it has terminated its ship registration contract with the United Arab 

Emirates-based Philtex two years after the agency was accused of registering Iranian 

vessels under the Tanzanian flag illegally. 

 



North Korean ships reflag in Tanzania 

Around 50 ships owned by or related to North Korea have reflagged in Tanzania 

since the United Nations Security Council adopted its strongest-ever resolution 

on the country in March, in an apparent attempt to circumvent the sanctions. 

 

By Aiswarya Lakshmi 

 

Marine Link (10.10.2016) - http://bit.ly/2egOdtq - "The change of nationality into 

Tanzania comes in violation of the UNSC resolution," a report in Korea Herald said, 

indicating Resolution 2270's ban on North Korean ships sailing under the flag of other 

countries.  

  

The group of vessels includes one ship blacklisted by the U.N.'s sanctions committee and 

the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Washington, D.C.-based NK News said, citing 

European shipping database Equasis and Port State Control. 

  

The numbers and time frames indicate an unprecedented campaign to reflag vessels with 

links to the DPRK, dwarfing previous flurries of changes that occurred after the UN and 

U.S. designated a North Korean shipping company in 2014. 

  

Resolution 2270 calls on U.N. member countries to revoke the local registration of ships 

owned by North Korea or carrying North Korean citizens, while also ordering them not to 

allow new registration of ships that were de-registered in other countries.  

  

The re-registering could also put the Tanzanian registry in breach of UN Resolutions.   

 

Two more North Koreans said to defect, but don’t hold 
your breath for regime’s collapse 

The Washington Post (06.10.2016) - http://wapo.st/2dJnu9D - Is Kim Jong Un’s regime 

crumbling? It’s a perennial question that gets asked every time there’s a report of 

another defection from North Korea’s upper ranks. 

The latest reports, published this week in the South Korean press, suggest that two 

senior officials and their families have defected from North Korea’s huge embassy in 

Beijing. The daily newspaper JoongAng Ilbo reported that one was a Health Ministry 

representative who was responsible for procuring medical supplies for Kim. 

This follows the escape of Thae Yong Ho, North Korea’s deputy ambassador to Britain, to 

South Korea with his family in August, as well as reports of North Korean money men 

fleeing their posts in Russia and Southeast Asia, taking bags of cash and valuable 

information with them to Seoul. 

This year also saw the highly publicized mass defection of 13 North Korean restaurant 

workers employed in China and the announcement — months after the event — that a 

colonel from North Korea’s spy agency had made his way to the South. 

For advocates of change in North Korea, it is all too tempting to see these defections as 

evidence of a crumbling of the political order, brought about — the theory goes — by 

unbearably painful direct and multilateral sanctions. 

http://bit.ly/2egOdtq
http://wapo.st/2dJnu9D


“We see that defections by North Korean elite are clear signs of cracks in the North 

Korean regime,” an official from South Korea’s Unification Ministry, responsible for 

relations with the North, told reporters Thursday in Seoul. 

“But it remains to be seen if it could work as a trigger for the regime’s collapse,” the 

unidentified official said, according to a report from the South’s Yonhap News Agency. 

This follows an exhortation from South Korean President Park Geun-hye, who has taken 

an increasingly strident approach to the North following this year’s nuclear tests, 

encouraging North Koreans to defect. 

 “We are well aware of the gruesome realities you face,” Park said Saturday in a message 

to North Koreans on South Korea’s Armed Forces Day. “We will keep the road open for 

you to find hope and live a new life. Please come to the bosom of freedom in the South 

whenever you want.” 

North Korea responded by calling Park, in the Rodong Sinmun state newspaper, “a 

barefaced and impudent b----.” 

 

Park’s address came a day after a rare defection by a North Korean soldier across the 

2.5-mile-wide demilitarized zone that divides the peninsula. 

 

The South Korean government, once loath to confirm such events, has this year been 

boasting about high-level defections from the North as it ramps up its own propaganda 

campaign against Pyongyang. The Unification Ministry official said the number of 

defections by high-ranking officials in the North Korean regime has risen over the past 

year compared with the 12 months before, but he did not disclose figures. 

 

Analysts cautioned against reading too much into the latest reports, given that the North 

Korean regime has remained intact through three generations of leaders named Kim. 

 

“The conventional wisdom says not to overestimate these defections, that the regime is 

much stronger than we think,” said Euan Graham, a former British diplomat in 

Pyongyang who now works at the Lowy Institute for International Policy in Sydney. 

 

In fact, more high-level defections should be expected after Thae’s dramatic departure 

from London, he said. “It would be strange if there was not a clampdown on diplomats at 

foreign embassies and an order to send their families home to Pyongyang,” Graham said. 

 

North Koreans working abroad used to have to leave one family member, usually a child, 

in the country as a kind of insurance against defecting. But in recent years, these rules 

seem to have been relaxed, with an increasing number of trusted officials allowed to take 

their whole nuclear families overseas with them. 

 

Thae’s defection, reportedly with his wife and two grown sons, could have led Pyongyang 

to recall families, Graham said. Some, perhaps those concerned about being split up or 

families with children who don’t want to go back to the relative isolation of North Korea, 

might defect instead. 

 

Christopher Green, who analyzes North Korea at Leiden University in the Netherlands, 

also warned against overblowing the latest report. 

 

“If the entire North Korean diplomatic corps and all the other North Koreans who work 

abroad all defected simultaneously, that would in principle have a deleterious effect on 

the regime,” Green said. “But people outside the country are generally not viewed as a 

threat, given what we know about dictators and their tendency to ship people overseas.” 

 



Even the reported defections from Office 39, the main moneymaking organization for the 

Kim leadership, would not have much impact on the regime, he said. “Even for a poor 

country like North Korea, losing $10 million isn’t going to make a significant dent,” Green 

said, referring to reports of North Korean businessmen defecting with bags of cash. 

 

Exploitation of North Korean workers in Gdansk 
shipyards: Poland reacts to HRWF statement at the OSCE 

conference in Warsaw  

See video of statement here (start 31:00) 

 

Full text of statement 

 

HRWF (29.09.16) – On 22 September, the director of HRWF raised the issue of the 

exploitation of North Korean workers in Gdansk shipyards at the OSCE/ ODIHR Human 

Dimension Implementation Meeting in Warsaw (See video and full text on the OSCE 

website above) and initiated a friendly dialogue with the OSCE delegation of Poland about 

this problem. On 28 September, HRWF was informed by the delegation of Poland about 

the state of play regarding the situation of private companies hiring North Korean 

workers, who get working visas from the Polish authorities for this purpose. Here is the 

message that they sent to HRWF:  

 

“The Republic of Poland, just as any other country of the European Union does not have 

any bilateral agreement with the DPRK regarding the exchange of workers. The Polish 

government does not take an active part in the process of hiring said workers nor does it 

promote such practices. The existing cooperation is based on private companies' 

independent agreements. 

  

According to our estimations there are not more than 550 North Korean workers in 

Poland. Under the existing laws, all visa applications continue to be reviewed on a case 

by case basis. We would like to stress that in 2016 Poland has not issued any work visas 

for DPRK's nationals. In 2015 we issued only 129 such visas. 

  

We wish to stress that government institutions, such as the National Labour Inspectorate 

and the Border Guard oversee their employment conditions and ensure the Polish laws 

are respected in their workplace. To that end, these institutions regularly inspect the 

companies where the DPRK nationals are employed.” 

 

Human Rights Without Frontiers urges the Polish authorities to stop delivering 

work visas to North Korean workers as long as the ILO labour standards cannot 

be fully respected. 

 

North Korea tightens border security to prevent mass 
defections 

Korea Times (26.09.2016) - http://bit.ly/2e7qmRP - North Korea has hastily dispatched 

agents from its State Security Ministry to flood-damaged areas bordering China to block 

mass defections of residents there, a U.S. broadcaster, monitored in Seoul, reported 

Monday. 

 

This summer, the North's northeastern provinces adjacent to China were devastated by 

heavy rains accompanied by Typhoon Lionrock. The United Nations estimates that 138 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBMgsoxriWU&list=PL8DHbLgTnz1taXQy0K65yTP4KYdkgyq75&index=6
http://www.osce.org/odihr/266761?download=true
http://bit.ly/2e7qmRP


North Koreans were killed and 400 others are missing in the country's worst flooding in 

its history, with about 20,000 houses destroyed. 

 

The North Korean authorities employed the step as defections have become easier as the 

heavy rains wrecked lots of border facilities, such as guard posts, and barbed-wire 

fences, the Radio Free Asia (RFA) said, citing a source in the North. 

 

"The ministry sent its agents to border areas pertinent to an order from the Central 

Committee of the North's Workers' Party on Sept. 18, and they are currently staging 

inspections in all border areas," the source in North Hamkyong Province was quoted as 

saying. 

 

The agents from the ministry have taken hold of overall border control, the source said. 

 

"The agents are not only cracking down on defectors but on illegal cell phones and CDs 

containing South Korean dramas and movies," the source said. 

 

Another source in Ryanggang Province also said that agents from the security ministry 

are inspecting the border areas, making the atmosphere there completely frozen. 

 

"The agents are searching every house, with some households undergoing tough 

inspections on charges of possessing illegal mobile phones," the source said. 

 

Exploitation of North Korean overseas workers in Poland, 
an issue raised at the OSCE in Warsaw 

Statement presented by Willy Fautré, director of HRWF, at the OSCE 

Human Dimension Implementation Meeting on 22 September in Warsaw 

 

HRWF (22.09.2016) - “In 2014, a welder at a Polish shipyard died in a horrible accident. 

According to the Polish Labour Inspectorate, the safety measures in place were not 

sufficient to provide even a minimum of safety to the welder. He was wearing flammable 

clothing provided to him by Armex, the company that employed him. Armex is a Polish 

company that is tied into a complex structure of companies that are co-owned by Polish 

and North Koreans representing their government and provide Polish companies with 

North Korean cheap labourers. The welder who died was a North Korean national, 

working 12-hour workdays (excluding overtime), 6 days per week. Not allowed to go 

anywhere in Poland except for work and home, not receiving proper compensation for his 

work (just his living expenses), forced to participate in ideological sessions worshipping 

an absolute god-like leader in his spare time, not having received a labour contract, and 

not in possession of his own passport, Chŏn Kyongsu was a victim of forced labour. A 

special kind of forced labour at that, one that is ideologically enforced and shaped, 

exported across borders and instigated and executed by the state.” This is an excerpt 

from the 115-page report of the Leiden Asia Centre entitled “North Korean Forced Labour 

in the EU: the Polish Case.” (http://bit.ly/1pAcuz6)  

 

Over the last couple of years, the amount of work permits issued to North Korean 

workers in the EU has increased to around 500 per year with the amount accumulating to 

a total of 2783 work permits granted between 2008 and 2015. 

 

Notable shipbuilding companies linked to North Korean workers are Crist S.A. and Nauta. 

S.A. Crist has worked on vessels for European companies located in Denmark, France, 

Germany, Netherlands, Spain, UK amongst others, and additionally for Norway, 

Cameroon and other non-EU countries. Nauta also works on NATO military vessels and is 

NATO certified, which may pose some global security and intelligence concerns. 

http://bit.ly/1pAcuz6


 

Exploitation of North Korean workers in Poland 

 

North Koreans that are sent to Polish shipyards and other worksites as forced laborers 

are subject, by their own political regime, to various forms of exploitation with the 

passive approval of the Polish authorities. Examples of unlawful exploitation of these 

workers include: 

 

 Work hours ranging between 12 and 16 hours a day, with only one or two days of 

rest a month;  

 An average monthly wage of $120-150 per month, which is only 10-20% of their 

actual labor value in the contracts. As they are not allowed to have a bank 

account or to receive this money in cash, they are given a small stipend for 

personal use and will only collect their accumulated wages upon return to North 

Korea;  

 Upon arrival in Poland, workers’ passports and visas are confiscated by a North 

Korean so-called ‘supervisor’; 

 While in Poland, North Korean workers are denied freedom of movement. Every 

day they are transferred to and from their worksite and dormitories by bus, and 

are under constant surveillance by North Korean security agents; they may not 

have any contact with the local population, and are separated from non-North 

Korean workers in their workplaces. 

 

The Polish authorities are fully aware of this situation and yet these systematic violations 

of the ILO standards have not been addressed by a revision of their policies or sanctions 

against the actors involved in the exploitation of these workers.  

 

A number of Polish companies have been identified as employing North Korean laborers 

and subjecting them to these improper work conditions: 

 

• Alson Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Aramex Elektro Sp. Z.o.o.52 

• Aramex Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Borgwarner Poland Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Fabryka Mebli „Ryś’ Sp. Z.o.o. 

• FLAIR POLAND Sp. Z o.o. 

• Fms Kielce Sp. Z o.o. Mielec 

• Fms Kielce Sp. Z.o.o. Ceramika Harasiuki – Harasiuki 

• HSBC Service Delivery (Polska) Sp. Z.o.o. 

• JP Construct Sp. Z.o.o. 

• K&K Select Sp. Z.o.o. 

• K&K Select Aviation Sp. Z.o.o. 

• K&K Selekt Itd. - Foreigners Recruitment 

• Kobylnica 

• Medif Prywatna Kasa Chorych Sa 

• Monolit Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Przedsiębiorstwo Produkcyjno – Handlowe „Postęp’ S.A. 

• Przedsiębiorstwo Usługowo – Handlowe Modern – Bud Sp. Z.o.o. Gospodarstwo Rolne 

Tomasz Kociszewski 

• Puckie Centrum Medyczne Sp. Z.o.o. Sp. Komandytowa Zs. W Pucku, 

• Redshield Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Stalbud – Budownictwo Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Stalbud – Konstrukcje Sp. Z.o.o. 

• Uniwersytet Gdański (Gdańsk), 

• Wonye Sp. Z.o.o. 

 



Three North Korean state companies have provided Polish companies with North Korean 

workers: 

 

• Korea Cholsan General Corporation 

• Korea Rungrado General Trading Corporation 

• Korea South – South Cooperation Corporation 

 

An exceptional 32-minute investigation video report made by Polish journalists 

about the exploitation of North Korean workers in Poland is available online at 

the following web addresses: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNVCdL908ko (Sub-titles in English and 

French) 

http://www.vice.com/nl/video/cash-for-kim-de-noord-koreaanse-

dwangarbeiders-die-zich-doodwerken-in-polen-293 (German) 

More reports about North Korea’s involvement can be found at the following 

web address: http://www.vice.com/nl/tag/Noord-Korea (Dutch) 

 

 

North Korea's internet revealed to have just 28 websites   

The Telegraph (21.09.2016) - The full scope of North Korea's private internet has been 

revealed after the country accidentally gave people outside of the country brief access to 

it.  

The government-controlled internet is a lot smaller than was 

initiallybelieved, containing just 28 websites in total, including an insurance company, 

sports website and site containing culinary information and recipes, according to 
information posted to GitHub.  

Previous reports had suggested the North Korean internet was significantly larger, with 

as many as 5,500 websites. But when access to the country's web was briefly 
available this week, the GitHub users found just 28 North Korean domains.  

What North Korea's internet looks like  

 Air Koryo - the website for North Korea's only commercial airline, which operates 

internal flights as well as international ones to China, Russia and Kuwait 

 Korean dishes - a culinary website that contains recipes for North Korean dishes 

restaurant reviews, which is run by the Korean Association of Cooks 

 Friend - the site for the Cultural Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign 

Countries, an organisation based in Spain that organises cultural events and 

international exchanges between North Korea and other countries. The site 

contains news, e-books and information about cultural exchange programmes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNVCdL908ko
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBKxDovkhGPWHDC2B1i8FWp3WxbWrfA_5kr0hAQPBRw4eWQU35Jo1kGw3l4OmkAwghUDHp73_QA_8-Ogq8JSGHuIBhSgW1zAHz0YvWrimePmAYabuPyqNqEGU4r7kuRVIgSAUD81fAnlA=&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBKxDovkhGPWHDC2B1i8FWp3WxbWrfA_5kr0hAQPBRw4eWQU35Jo1kGw3l4OmkAwghUDHp73_QA_8-Ogq8JSGHuIBhSgW1zAHz0YvWrimePmAYabuPyqNqEGU4r7kuRVIgSAUD81fAnlA=&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==


 

North Korea's Friend website CREDIT: REDDIT 

 Great National Unity - the Pyongyang Broadcasting Agency's website, this is a 

Korean language page targetted at people in Japan, China and South Korea 

 Korean Association of Social Scientists - a possible education website for 

adults 

 The Korean Central News Agency - a news site for the country's main news 

agency 

 

The Korean Central News Agency  

 The Korean International Youth and Children's Travel Company - possibly a 

site for foreign visitors 



 The Korean National Insurance Corporation - the country's state-

run insurance company 

 The Korea Education Fund - the website for an education non-governmental 
organisation that is in English and Korean 

 

 
 

The Korean elderly care fund  

 Korean Elderly Care Fund - another non-governmental organisation's site that 

specialises in care for the elderly 

 KorFilm - official site for the Pyongyang International Film Festival and the 

country's film industry  
 Maritime Administration of Korea 



 

The official government website 

 Naenara - Korean for "my country", this is the government's official site and a 

web portal for news, magazines and music  

 The Korean Tourism Board 

 Rodong Sinmun - the website for the leadership body of the Workers' Party of 
Korea, the country's only political party 

 

Kim Il Sung university website 

 Kim Il Sung University - the website for the first university built in North Korea 



 Sports Chosun - sports news site. There is also Faster Korea, which contains 

information about international sports 

 Voice of Korea - website for North Korea's shortwave broadcaster 

 10 other websites were not online, including what appeared to be the Facebook 

clone, Starcon 

Who can access North Korea's internet? 

North Korea's internet is accessed through an intranet called "Kwangmyong" or "Bright", 

which is an internal network launched in 2000 that includes a search engine, news, email 
and a browser. The websites are hosted in China, rather than in the country itself.  

The intranet is free to use for those with access to a computer. However, computers can 

cost months of salary and people have to be granted government permission to purchase 
one.  

This means that of the country's 25 million people, only a few thousand have access to 

the internet. The full list of websites has been posted on Reddit. 

That the country had an internet at all first became common knowledge in 2014 when it 
suffered an outage after it was attacked by external hackers.  

Since then, information about the secret network has gradually leaked out. Earlier this 

year, a Scottish teenager hacked North Korea's imitation of Facebook, called "Best 

Korea's Social Network".  

 

About the dynamics of the fight against the exploitation 
of North Korean Overseas Workers 

Latest developments 

 
 Ukraine ends visa-free deal with North Korea to keep out ‘ineligible 

persons’ 

 Malta denies visas for North Korean workers, sending them back home 

 Poland suspends issuing visas to North Korean workers 

 IndustriAll Europe: Action needed against North Korean forced labour in 

the EU 

HRWF (12.09.2016) - Human Rights Without Frontiers hails the policies recently put in 

place in the EU, and beyond its borders, to curb the exploitation of North Korean 

Overseas Workers by their own government, with the complicity of a number of states 

and private companies. 

 

In 2007,  Human Rights Without Frontiers (HRWF) organized a conference at the 

European Parliament at which a former staff member of the North Korean embassy in 

Prague revealed that, prior to his defection, he had been in charge of the ‘supervision’ of 

dozens of North Korean seamstresses employed in the Czech Republic. When their 

exploitation was publicized by the national media, the Czech government put an end to 

the hiring of North Korean laborers.  

                                 

At the same time, it was also known that in Poland numerous North Korean workers were 

being recruited in Gdansk shipyards and orchards. Despite the regular coverage of the 

issue by the Polish media - especially Gazeta Wyborcza – and our awareness raising 

https://www.reddit.com/r/technology/comments/53mr05/north_korea_accidentally_leaks_dns_for_kp_only_28/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/11309882/Internet-in-North-Korea-everything-you-need-to-know.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/05/31/north-koreas-facebook-hacked-by-scottish-teenager/
http://www.starcon.net.kp/
http://www.starcon.net.kp/


campaign, the practice was not stopped. This was probably due to the long-standing 

good relations between both countries established during two decades by the North 

Korean ambassadors who happened to be until recently the stepbrother of Kim Jong-il.  

 

A few years ago, a North Korean restaurant opened in Amsterdam.  Human Rights 

Without Frontiers informed Dutch MPs and the European Parliament about this 

controversial business, but there was no political reaction from Brussels or The Hague.  

 

In September 2014, the Korean Institute for National Unification (KINU) co-organized a 

conference with Human Rights Without Frontiers on the exploitation of North Korean 

overseas workers at the European Parliament with MEP Kati Piri. This was followed by a 

meeting of experts on human rights in North Korea held by KINU and the European 

Institute for Asian Studies in 2015, where HRWF and KINU researchers raised this issue. 

Another similar meeting was organized by KINU in Madrid the same year.   

 

In 2015, Qatar, which will host the FIFA World Cup in 2022, Construction Development 

Company (CDC) sent back about 200 North Korean workers last year because of 

repeated violations of national labor laws and regulations by the workers and their 

inhumane treatment by their supervisors.  

 

Throughout 2016, the Seoul-based Database Center for North Korean Human Rights 

(NKDB) organized conferences on the exploitation of North Korean overseas workers in 

the EU, and on 1 June published the report “A Prison With No Fence” in five languages 

(Korean, Russian, Chinese, English and Spanish). 

 

At the beginning of 2016, German MEP and Chair of the EU Parliamentary Committee on 

Employment and Social Affairs Thomas Händel drew attention to the exploitation of North 

Korean workers in Malta, sending letters to a number of EU agencies: the EU Agency for 

Fundamental Rights, Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, Skills and Labour 

Mobility Marianne Thyssen, and Guy Ryder, Director-general of the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO). He became concerned about the issue after hearing that a company 

producing leisure clothing was being sued on the basis of allegations of sub-standard 

working conditions, low wages, and misappropriation of wages. 

 

On 25 May 2016, MEPs Kati Piri and Agnes Jongerius asked a written parliamentary 

question about North Korean workers in the EU. On 29 June, Commissioner Marianne 

Thyssen answered, “The Commission is aware of reports on alleged violations of the 

human rights of citizens of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) working 

abroad,” and recalled, among other things, the EU’s policy against trafficking. 

 

At the end of May, journalists investigated the situation in Poland and produced a 

remarkable 32-minute video report entitled “Cash for Kim: North Korean forced Laborers 

in Poland,” available at http://bit.ly/1PaBOTG  

 

In early July, in Leiden (Netherlands), a new in-depth report on the issue of North Korean 

forced labour in Poland was launched as part of the Slaves to the System project run by 

the Leiden Asia Centre with Professor Remco Breuker. 

 

The sudden interest in this issue by the concerned countries is the result of several 

factors: 

 a long-standing awareness-raising and advocacy campaign  

 the recent investigative work of NKDB, KINU, the Leiden Asia Center, and video-

journalists 

 the acceleration of Pyongyang’s nuclear program which threatens the security of 

all the countries in the region, including the USA 

http://bit.ly/1PaBOTG
http://eahrnk.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=733b5efcc03c5b7891fcf7e2a&id=5352739ac7&e=e968a6242d


 the opinion of a number of experts saying that the benefits in hard currencies 

generated by the exploitation of overseas workers amount to 1.2 – 2.3 billion USD 

and are used to finance the nuclear program of North Korea 

 

Human Rights Without Frontiers urges  

 

the EU  

 

to collect data from its member states about the issuance of working visas to North 

Korean citizens and their working conditions 

 

the EU member states employing North Korean workers 

 

 to abide by the standards of the International Labor Organization and by their 

commitments under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR); 

 

 to strengthen the implementation of labor protection standards 

o clear information on work hours or work conditions and on salaries 

o direct payment of salaries to the workers 

o information about complaint mechanisms 

o non confiscation of the passports and visas by a North Korean 

authority 

o freedom of movement of the workers  

o inspections of companies using North Korean labour and sanctions 

in cases of failure to abide by national and international standards 

 

The international media have covered the latest positive developments and the 

implementation of good practices. 

 
Ukraine ends visa-free deal with North Korea to keep out ‘ineligible persons’ 

By Ju-min Park and Jane Chung 

Reuters (31.08.2016) - http://yhoo.it/2ck6bLC - Ukraine has revoked a Soviet-era deal 

that allowed visa-free travel for North Koreans, the latest setback for isolated North 

Korea which has been under growing pressure since the UN Security Council imposed 
toughened new sanctions in March. 

A Ukraine government document seen by Reuters said that the government approved a 

decree on July 27 to terminate the pact with North Korea, a major buyer of Ukraine's 

flour, that had allowed visa-free travel between the two countries. 

The document, signed by Ukraine Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman, said the 

withdrawal of visa-waiver agreement would "prevent ineligible persons from entering 
Ukraine". 

The Ukraine Embassy in Seoul did not have immediate comment. 

A recent surge in fighting in eastern Ukraine, where Kiev is fighting pro-Russian 

separatists, and fresh tension in Crimea have raised concern that a fragile ceasefire 

agreed in Minsk in February 2015 could collapse. 

http://yhoo.it/2ck6bLC


Concerns about the threat posed by North Korea have spiraled since it conducted its 

fourth nuclear explosion in January and followed it up with a series of missile tests, 
despite severe UN sanctions. 

European Union member state Malta recently denied visa extensions for North Korean 
workers, effectively expelling them, South Korea has said. 

South Korea has been making diplomatic efforts to engage North Korea's old allies to 
press for change in North Korea. 

Impoverished North Korea and the rich, democratic South are technically still at war 

after their 1950-53 conflict ended in a truce, not a treaty. 

Earlier this year, Namibia halted ties with two North Korean state-run companies that 

had built a munitions factory and were involved in projects for its military to comply 

with U.N. sanctions on Pyongyang, according to Namibian media and the South Korean 
government. 

Poland has not issued new visas for North Koreans this year amid concerns that 

Pyongyang may be subjecting its workers to conditions that violated their rights. 

Singapore will impose visa requirements on North Korean visitors from October, its 
immigration authority said in July. 

Malta denies visas for North Korean workers, sending them back home 

Yonhap/ Reuters (28.07.2016) - http://bit.ly/2cQzBog - Malta has denied visa extensions 

for North Korean workers, effectively expelling them, due to a diplomatic campaign by 

South Korea and human rights groups, South Korea's Yonhap news agency reported on 

Thursday. 

South Korea has been pressing the few countries that have ties with North Korea to push 

for changes in the isolated state, which has been criticised for its human rights record 

and for channelling wages earned by its workers abroad back to the North. 

Malta has denied visa extensions for about 20 North Korean workers who had been 

employed at a construction firm and a clothing maker there, Yonhap reported, quoting 

unidentified sources in the Malta government and the companies. 

All of the workers had since left Malta and returned to North Korea, Yonhap reported. 

A diplomatic source in the capital, Valletta, said Malta had taken the move after a push 

by South Korea and human rights groups that raised concerns about the conditions faced 

by the North Korean workers, according to Yonhap. 

Officials at Malta's consulate in Seoul could not be reached for comment. 

North Korea has come under growing diplomatic pressure since its January nuclear test 

and a long-range rocket launch in February, which led to a new U.N. Security Council 

resolution in March tightening sanctions against Pyongyang. 

South Korea has been making diplomatic efforts to engage North Korea's old allies to 

press for change in the isolated state. 

http://bit.ly/2cQzBog


Earlier this year, Namibia halted ties with two North Korean state-run companies that had 

built a munitions factory and were involved in projects for its military to comply with U.N. 

sanctions on Pyongyang, according to Namibian media and the South Korean government. 

Poland has not issued new visas for North Koreans this year in reaction to the North's nuclear 

test and rocket launch at the beginning of the year amid concerns that Pyongyang may be 

subjecting its workers to conditions that violated their rights. 

Poland suspends issuing visas for North Korean workers 

VOA News (07.06.2016) - http://bit.ly/2cpsW2e - Poland has stopped issuing visas for 

North Korean workers amid reports that Pyongyang is sending its citizens to foreign 

countries in harsh working conditions to earn hard currency. 

The Polish Foreign Ministry told VOA that Poland has not issued visas for North Korean 

workers after the North conducted its fourth nuclear test in January. Poland issued 156 

visas for North Korean workers last year, according to the ministry. 

Last year, the European Alliance for Human Rights in North Korea, a British-based group 

that advocates for human rights in North Korea, released a report that named Poland as 

one of nearly 20 countries that hosts North Korean laborers. Poland is one of two 

European Union countries on the list. 

Controversial scheme 

"As the member state of the EU, we are convinced that the primary duty of the 

international community is to promote this legitimate concern. DPRK's citizens working in 

Poland, in shipyard or any other workplace, are subject to the Polish law and are not 

discriminated in any way," said the ministry in an email sent Saturday to VOA. 

"The government of the Republic of Poland follows with great attention information on 

DPRK citizens' employment in Poland, especially concerning working conditions and 

observance of labor law standards," the ministry said. 

Some media speculate that as many as 800 North Koreans are working in Poland, but the 

ministry says only 482 work permits were issued for North Koreans as of 2015. The 

figure accounts for less than 1 percent of all work permits issued in the country. 

"Existing cooperation in this field is being carried out on the basis of private agreements 

between entities from Poland and the DPRK," the ministry said. "Polish authorities neither 

mediate in any way in employing DPRK citizens in Poland, nor do they carry out 

promotional campaigns for this purpose." 

International pressure 

In March, U.S. President Barack Obama signed an executive order imposing fresh 

sanctions on North Korea to curb the North's nuclear weapons program. The measure 

allows the U.S. Treasury Department to freeze assets of any party found to have 

engaged in exportation of workers from the North. A U.N. report found last year that 

Pyongyang earns as much as $2.3 billion a year from workers exported to other 

countries, where they are often subject to harsh working conditions. 

On Tuesday, South Korea's Foreign Ministry welcomed the Polish move, saying there 

have been growing international concerns about the practice. 

Action needed against North Korean forced labour in the EU 

http://bit.ly/2cpsW2e


IndustriAll (05.09.2016) - http://bit.ly/2cg5XHk – Appalled by news reports on North 

Korean forced labour in the EU, IndustryAll Europe is aware of and extremely concerned 

by the rising number of stories being reported by news agencies and affiliated trade 

unions in several sectors (i.e. shipbuilding, textiles, agriculture) and countries. IndustriAll 

European Trade Union strongly condemns any form of forced labour. It is against every 

principle we stand for. It is also against the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and the 

fundamental Conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) including 

Conventions 29 and 105. 

In the European press, several reports have been disclosed over the last few weeks and 

months highlighting cases in various EU Member States where North Korean workers had 

been trafficked into forced labour. In one such case, workers were earning no more than 

€150 - €200 a month in a Maltese textiles company. After this matter first came to public 

attention, our Maltese affiliate General Workers’ Union (GWU) reported back that all 

workers employed directly by the accused company were now covered by a collective 

agreement. However, since then, GWU has confirmed that none of the 20 North Koreans 

employed are working on-site anymore. 

Recently, another case of forced labour was reported in the shipbuilding and construction 

sectors in Poland. 800 North Korean 'slave labourers' were working in companies - 

companies that were sometimes even benefiting from the financial support of the 

European Union. 

Even more shocking is the fact that the salaries earned by these workers are paid to 

managers and repatriated to the North Korean regime in Pyongyang. The United Nations 

estimate that North Korea earns between EUR1.5 bn and EUR2 bn a year from the forced 

labourers it sends overseas. 

The Dutch-based academic 'Leiden Asia Centre' states that there can be little doubt that 

this is an issue of de facto forced labour. 70 to 100 per cent of the earnings of these 

workers goes straight back to the North Korean State. 

Although the number of cases reported are marginal, industriAll Europe demands action 

from the European Union and the EU Member States in order to stamp out these 

unethical and inhumane practices. In the European Parliament, German MEP and Chair of 

the EU Parliamentary Committee on Employment and Social Affairs, Thomas Händel, has 

already drawn attention to the alleged exploitation of North Korean workers. 

IndustriAll Europe is in close contact with the affiliated organisations concerned and with 

those researchers that are disclosing these facts. "It is totally unacceptable that these 

practices exist and are continuing within Europe. We urge all interested parties, whether 

they be the European institutions or the national Member States, to use all measures and 

tools they have at their disposal such as labour inspection to investigate and - where 

present – to immediately put an end to these practices," stated Luc Triangle, General 

Secretary. 

 

North Korean diplomat in Russia defects to third nation 

By Kim Hyo-jin 

 
The Korea Times (26.08.2016) - http://bit.ly/2bUvFBa - A North Korean diplomat based in 

Russia defected last month to an unknown country, according to media reports, Friday. 

 

The diplomat worked as a trade representative for North Korea in its consular office in 

Vladivostok. His whereabouts and detailed route of defection have yet to be identified. 

http://bit.ly/2cg5XHk
http://slavestothesystem.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/NK-forced-labour-first-findings.pdf
http://bit.ly/2bUvFBa


 

He reportedly defected with his family sometime in July, around the same time that high-

profile North Korean diplomat Thae Yong-ho defected to Seoul from London.  

 

The national Intelligence Service refused to clarify if he came to South Korea or not. 

 

The diplomat is known to be a higher-level official than Kim Chol-song, the third 

secretary and trade representative of the North Korean mission who also defected from 

St. Petersburg in July.  

 

Local sources said that a joint inspection team from North Korea's security and trade 

departments was sent to Vladivostok following the defection.  

 

The team began a full-scale inspection of North Korea missions in Vladivostok, Russia, 

and China's Changchun, Shenyang and Dandong, according to the sources.  

 

Following a series of defections, Pyongyang has canceled plans to send company 

delegates to Yanji in China near its border for a trade fair slated to begin Sunday, they 

said.  

 

The recent defections followed the U.N. Security Council imposing tougher sanctions on 

Pyongyang for its nuclear test in January and long-range rocket launch the following 

month. These have stirred anxiety among the North Korean elite working overseas, 

according to North Korea experts. 

 

 

Two armed border security officers attempt to escape 
North Korea 

 
 

By Lee, Ki-Chul 

 

New Focus International (22.08.2016) - http://bit.ly/2bx2Eaw - Recent reports from New 

Focus correspondents located near the China-Korea border revealed that two border 

security officers attempted to escape North Korea, but were arrested by Chinese police. 

http://bit.ly/2bx2Eaw


 

Communicating through telephone, the correspondents told New Focus that “on the early 

morning of the 17th of August, two officers stationed in Hyesan, Yanggang Province, left 

their guard posts, carrying weapons, and crossed the Amnok river”. It was also revealed 

that they had left between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m., leaving other authorities under the 

impression that they were still working. They had been planning their escape for some 

time, the correspondent said. 

 

To add, “they had been missing for quite some time after their designated duty hours, 

and so were reported to authorities leading to an emergency summons. Some North 

Korean residents, who had been drawing water from the river at the same time, spotted 

soldiers searching the banks of the river.” 

 

The North Korean border security division made an official request to Chinese authorities 

to find and arrest the escaped soldiers. Chinese soldiers eventually found the escapees 

hiding in mountainous regions in Changbai County. They were arrested on the 18th of 

August, ending an hours-long search. During the arrest, the escapees reportedly fired 

shots at Chinese soldiers. It was confirmed by a source in China that one Chinese soldier 

was injured. 

 

The correspondent said, “The injured Chinese soldier is being treated in a hospital in 

Changchun city. North Korea has made requests for the extradition of the two escapees, 

but Chinese soldiers may wish to persecute them according to their own law, because 

they caused injury to their own. Rumours circulating the area indicate that the soldiers 

are yet to be repatriated.” 

 

To continue, “Because the soldiers escaped with arms, it goes without saying that, upon 

repatriation, they will be sent to a political prison camp. It would be much preferable for 

them if they were to be punished according to Chinese law.” 

 

Since the reinstatement of policies focusing on increased border surveillance, both 

smugglers and border security officials alike are suffering. This is because border security 

officials depend on bribery as a main source of income, that is, money paid to them in 

return for turning a blind eye or covering up smuggling activities. Due to the capture of 

the two armed soldiers, it is expected that a series of crackdown operations in border 

regions will follow, as well as a complete halt to all smuggling activities. 

 

North Korea deputy ambassador in UK defects to South 

 



 
 
By James Pearson and Ju-min Park   

 
Reuters (17.08.2016) - http://reut.rs/2blT8vI - North Korea's deputy ambassador in 

London has defected with his family to South Korea, making him the highest-ranking 

Pyongyang diplomat ever to flee the isolated regime for the democratic South, South 

Korea said on Wednesday. 

The Unification Ministry in Seoul declined to say when or how Thae and his family 

arrived, or how many relatives accompanied him. 

Thae defected due to discontent with the regime of Kim Jong Un in North Korea and for 

the future of his child, ministry spokesman Jeong Joon-hee told a news conference. It 
was not clear in Korean whether Jeong was referring to more than one child. 

"We know that Deputy Ambassador Thae is saying that his distaste for the Kim Jong Un 

regime and yearning for the Republic of Korea's free democratic system and the future of 

his child are motives for the defection," Jeong said, referring to South Korea, adding that 
Thae and his family were under government protection. 

Impoverished North Korea and prosperous South Korea are technically still at war after 
their 1950-53 conflict ended in an armistice, not a peace treaty. 

The announcement came a day after media report that a high-profile North Korean 

diplomat, later identified by the BBC as Thae, had defected. 

Quoting an unnamed source, South Korea's JoongAng Ilbo newspaper had said the 

diplomat embarked on a defection journey "following a scrupulous plan" and was in the 
process of "landing in a third country as an asylum seeker". 

An official at the North Korean embassy in London would not confirm the defection on 
Tuesday, describing reports of the event as "quite sudden".  

"If it is appropriate to give a response, then you might hear about our response," the 
official told Reuters. 

Further calls to the embassy went unanswered. Calls to Thae's mobile phone were 

redirected to a voicemail inbox. 

http://www.reuters.com/journalists/james-pearson
http://www.reuters.com/journalists/ju-min-park
http://reut.rs/2blT8vI


The UK's Foreign and Commonwealth Office did not have an immediate comment after 

South Korea's announcement. 

Thae's defection follows a string of recent such flights by North Koreans, including 12 

waitresses at a North Korean restaurant in China who defected to South Korea earlier 
this year.  

Those waitresses have finished a prolonged period of investigation and have entered into 
normal society, an official at South Korea's Unification Ministry said on Wednesday. 

The number of defections by North Koreans to the South this year through July totaled 

814, an annual increase of 15 percent, a ministry official told Reuters. 

Several diplomats from North Korea have defected to the South over the last two years, 

including one from Thailand, South Korea's Yonhap News Agency reported on 
Wednesday, citing a source familiar with North Korean affairs.  

Overall, the number of defectors, mostly from the area near North Korea's border with 

China, has declined since leader Kim Jong Un, a third-generation dictator, took power 

following his father's death in late 2011. 

"The bigger picture is that while there have been fewer total defections per year under 

Kim Jong Un, there have been a higher number of strategically significant and political 
defections," said Sokeel Park of LiNK, an NGO which works with North Korean defectors. 

North Korea has become increasingly isolated after conducting its fourth nuclear test in 

January and numerous ballistic missile launches this year, which resulted in tightened UN 

Security Council sanctions.  

Impassioned speeches  

Among his many responsibilities, Thae was well-known to the British press, acting as the 
embassy's main point of contact for British correspondents traveling to Pyongyang. 

Thae lived at or near the North Korean embassy, which is in the leafy west London 

suburb of Gunnersbury. He spoke regularly at far-left events in London, including 

meetings of a British communist party where he would make impassioned speeches in 

defense of North Korea, according to videos of the events. 

Thae's son, Thae Kum Hyok, who was known as "Kum Thae", was a pupil at Acton High 

School, a short walk from the embassy. The school term ended on July 22, according its 
website, around the same time Thae is believed to have defected.  

The son, 19, has a place at Imperial College, London, to study maths and computer 
science, according to one of his school friends cited by the Guardian newspaper.  

Debonair and well-spoken, Thae Yong Ho has over ten years experience working on UK 

and EU-related issues as a diplomat. He is cited in European Parliament archives as a 
London-based diplomat joining a North Korean delegation to Brussels. 

His measured style was a contrast to the bombastic rhetoric often used by Pyongyang's 

propagandists, although at some events he sang revolutionary Red Army Choir songs in 
Korean. 



In regular contact with the media, Thae also spoke publicly about media coverage of the 

isolated country, including the press appetite for sensationalist stories about North Korea. 

"I don't blame reporters," Thae said during a speech at a left-wing London bookshop in 

late 2014. "If they broadcast (North Korea) as it is, the editors of these TV stations and 
newspapers will (change it). 

"The more horrifying, the more shocking stories they create, the more they will be 
viewed by the British public". 

According to an online search of his name, Thae's son was an avid gamer, and had 

accumulated 368 hours regularly playing CounterStrike over the last year, under the 
name "North Korea is Best Korea". 

The account was last active on July 13. 

(Addtional reporting by Mike Holden in LONDON and John Walcott in WASHINGTON; 
Editing by Raju Gopalakrishnan, Tony Munroe and Nick Macfie) 

 

A North Korean defector in Hong Kong 

HRWF (28.07.2016) - A North Korean defector has sought refuge at the South Korean 

consulate in Hong Kong, a local newspaper reported on Thursday (July 28), citing 

government sources in the city. 

 

The North Korean is understood to be a member of a delegation that attended an -

academic competition at a Hong Kong university two weeks ago, the South China 

Morning Post said, citing government sources in the Chinese-ruled city. 

 

A student who assisted at a maths olympiad held at the Hong Kong University of Science 

and Technology (HKUST) told Reuters the organising committee of the competition asked 

for help on July 16 to track down an 18-year-old North Korean who had gone missing 

after the contest.  

 

Security has been stepped up around the South Korean consulate and police have 

boosted patrols around the area in the city's central business district.  

 

The Chinese government could not arrest or repatriate the asylum seeker because he 

had already entered the consulate. The defector will probably have to spend a few 

months at the South Korean consulate before being allowed to head to South Korea as he 

will need the permission of the Chinese government. 

 

Under Hong Kong's Basic Law, the constitutional document of the territory, China has 

authority over diplomatic issues.  

 

The South Korean Unification Ministry's website says more than 29,000 North Koreans 

have defected to the South since the end of the Korean War.  

 

 



EU Parliamentary Question about the exploitation of 
North Korean workers in the EU 

 European Parliament: Parliamentary Question about North Korean 

workers in the EU by MEPs Kati Piri and Agnes Jongerius 
 An exceptional investigation video report in German about the 

exploitation of North Korean workers in Poland (32 minutes) 

http://www.vice.com/nl/video/cash-for-kim-de-noord-koreaanse-

dwangarbeiders-die-zich-doodwerken-in-polen-293 
 See as well HRWF Report presented at the European Parliament in 2014: 

North Korean Overseas Workers - Human Rights Challenges and 

Opportunities http://hrwf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/2014-
North-Korea-Overseas-Workers.pdf  

HRWF (21.07.2016) - On 25 May 2016, MEPs Kati Piri (S&D) and Agnes Jongerius (S&D) 
addressed the following written question to the European Commission:  

A recent study by the University of Leiden (Netherlands) on North Korean forced labour 

in Europe, as well as the documentary on the same topic broadcast on 21 May 2016 by 

the web magazine Vice.com, point to strong evidence that EU-level measures are needed 

to prevent this form of modern slavery taking place within Union territory. The study 

reveals that a total of more than EUR 70 million in EU funds intended to support Polish 

regions and develop local work opportunities has ended up with companies that are 

deliberately hiring North Korean workers and are violating EC law on working time and 

health and safety at work. In addition, exploited North Koreans may be moving between 

Member States.  

- Is the Commission aware that companies benefiting from EU funds are involved in the 

exploitation of North Korean workers and the bypassing of UN sanctions against North 
Korea?  

In light of the recent evidence:  

- Is the Commission planning to take action at EU level to identify the Member States and 

companies which are hiring North Korean workers? 
- Is the Commission planning to set up a systematic control mechanism concerning the 

work contracts offered to North Korean workers and the implementation thereof, as well 

as their working conditions? 

 

Answer given by Ms Thyssen on behalf of the Commission (29 June) 

The Commission is aware of reports on alleged violations of the human rights of citizens 

of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) working abroad. 

  

The Commission condemns forced labour and recalls the EU Charter of Fundamental 

Rights, which prohibits slavery, forced labour and trafficking in human beings for all 

forms of exploitation. The Charter also sets out the right of workers to working conditions 

which respect their health, safety and dignity. 

  

The EU has developed an ambitious legal and policy framework against trafficking in 

human beings for all forms of exploitation(1) for which the level of compliance will be 

assessed in 2016. 

  

In the EU and irrespectively of the status of EU or third-country national, the rules on 

working conditions, health and safety at work as well as legislation against trafficking in 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBxLibBTQJMQ_7Dl6TlL__BZoTGkC6Fd-tgscWTPu8CwgKvuxiUH6S-FNUwYQfkaD2PlqYy42q5kyM5gMFIVyj_57MFoHRvQ5VDQf29ryLNq35m8LsoEvYzJNRA9xAnYhFMbHaetdL_f017sRKeEVKqtREu9b7TaQ4LCnNCXrXThRrNYQL6Q2ZafZKy5gIGuwa&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBxLibBTQJMQ_7Dl6TlL__BZoTGkC6Fd-tgscWTPu8CwgKvuxiUH6S-FNUwYQfkaD2PlqYy42q5kyM5gMFIVyj_57MFoHRvQ5VDQf29ryLNq35m8LsoEvYzJNRA9xAnYhFMbHaetdL_f017sRKeEVKqtREu9b7TaQ4LCnNCXrXThRrNYQL6Q2ZafZKy5gIGuwa&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZB8hIV-2Vt8HY-7E-OeQk2Aw8Fkra_OwqLFWDnRTruqIFE650luleJ1bchU3PUaLlCH2OyuhmJl_jXRuzmHFbOmXchnLO5O78d80YH8TgT1cHzcc-AnSCJCPDXCbX_ZTVOQPwPeilZEjQJj3ULspDQk_9lpXRJp5i18fRJXbLr96SYrionWvSUlYYkxFTIO8KHejc71_dND5DkD6Q9FvexPw==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==


human beings apply. It is the responsibility of the national authorities to ensure that the 

rules are enforced. The Commission may launch infringement procedures in case of 

breach of Union law.  

 

The use of ERDF(2) and ESF(3) funds must be consistent with the activities, policies and 

priorities of the Union, including the Charter. The Commission is in contact with the 

Member States to check possible irregularities. In the event of infringement of EC law by 

an economic operator, the Commission can make financial corrections by cancelling all or 

parts of the financial contribution to the programme.  

  

Finally, all EU Member States have ratified and are accountable for the implementation of 

the 8 fundamental Conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) including 

Conventions 29 and 105 on the prohibition of forced labour. The Commission supports 

the ILO's work with its Member States to raise awareness on and eliminate forced labour. 

  

(1)  Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5.4.2011 on 

preventing and combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, OJ L 

101, 15.4.2011. 

(2)  European Regional Development Fund. 

(3)  European Social Fund. 
  

An exceptional investigation video report in German about the exploitation of 

North Korean workers in Poland (32 minutes) 

http://www.vice.com/nl/video/cash-for-kim-de-noord-koreaanse-
dwangarbeiders-die-zich-doodwerken-in-polen-293 

More reports about North Korea at http://www.vice.com/nl/tag/Noord-Korea 

 

North Korean defector surfaces in Pyongyang, saying he 
tried to abduct orphans 

NY Times (15.07.2016) - http://nyti.ms/2bw35GV - A man who had defected to South 

Korea from the North turned up in a government-arranged news conference in the 

North’s capital on Friday, saying that he was arrested there this year while trying to 

smuggle orphans out of the impoverished country. 

 

The man, Ko Hyon-chol, 53, confessed to trying to kidnap two North Korean orphaned 

girls and take them to the South at the behest of South Korean intelligence officers, 

Agence France-Presse reported from Pyongyang, the North’s capital. 

 

“I committed the unpardonable crime of being involved in attempted child abduction,” 

Mr. Ko said as he cried during the news conference attended by foreign news media and 

diplomats. 

 

Mr. Ko said he originally fled North Korea in 2013 after being involved in illegal 

smuggling and arrived in the South the next year. 

 

In May, officers from the National Intelligence Service of South Korea asked him to 

arrange the kidnapping, promising $10,000 for each child, Mr. Ko said. He said he 

crossed the river border from China with an inflatable boat — which he planned to use to 

ferry back the girls — just after midnight on May 27 but was arrested hours later. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBOL9WNRiPTLuNwUdNnFRX0842p5YIL8663OIkQ7MgJfG8F6JRUnEUy4E8WahrxmhFsVsVC_6v-SoGm0PiJiJfh_QR06YcH6o2N5wVixw1bCH5-_NxH_fWqtmhT2swlozr1XS1I1dJaEUdiv1qbLFiAFLS5syJpZ8t3Nt0itnKiAZxQqRilke15cqcyqnuYcqU-fKDbjfcTKax3flcVVFCkA==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBeCi1NoR_0yOnC9NIxNPuTWM_STKnBBB2wEHv0OiCLgCZDP5_dZFK6b8fu7Dj-8qkpyxiNYllMfSlKs1HCtlIvkjj4EP-YwmojAIdfejG0SzHJgmnPsJ3eNpDHkKw0t1dwdh8njEcW42fGrdQzPrbzHynsGG5oSeggGj_AfUMDXKMGBxdxUL53PwOJ_wMlr57Jq3GgAandR_bzDGsswrlTg==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZB50Cjf-RKv0TiKzyO7P28u-v10MvBvyvOzosjq0u4JFBZCvCoSeiSyqGIUX5Mtz4_wbKn7Lkf8Cksz7dDsvc8k775yTD-icyawGbFpF9GL08SfvBTa3Gl0FoM35dZ7UH54fo4Fh5Lykz2gz3D76BgW4fa4vYfJYwrY9wQs-vfJtbQbkOmHyVQZdWn9YEvBCrqN9UAAnZD03xWFoX2fhrCSw==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBCIC33rhmtQaNdAk0JWtIYiQZ0-zjn3WQ2EaF3hf1rCMetwFznEuVSzr3pAZbnedodipE_CkgfjLH3vWWrBFFrEMZEsrpVldMsnDI-WNfG5P8sHLb3ajecsuSHsZD2JLSLDxdIFT3L3CnlYRi7NUTjQZ5tkzmdb8ip5tLaXc-ltucw2UxzC8Gwczg5M9IpWEdSR8IZwZAU4VL4g9LDw4BcQ==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBsLef4Nru598jrdvPBcMXP0liAhO837WK5CXflV9s7kfb9A9iLHK23ahd4zU8ertN9p6xeiErrH2gg-Sj3iyvIPVwIAFm0pC4sa5rtVPzFto4UCCq6_mMysMJIv6L0rV_r_unGrlFQvMcJ9j5ASDzeWVvZGZLykGhbzp71XRS60b9XBdMTZLD-6ahpq00kIMvNtO0Zrtw4gGMKO5M2G6K-g==&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBbG-vMaf3QnBFWGE2uhcs8Qo-wDP-AEtjeSHuqzJ8BI4lB61sZWlbJ7srO5WlafeE1VXFkb8tfBsfhdUMW4ytm1gC4SWPKcotKNuosWoTuTysa40Rnrz_1bC9T1UVZ88uIvXvusxlODxEOAGiwAHwZ-Z1kMMseac4NUfowUk1xGS-HcjMMABZF1FNesu6hbrSEs_vOy471pxoDsRSZqjrr12T8tj46mPX&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001PMe-GrxGZRxjKhzsqZeMqTgbyJG0141CRIXRQTO8z8vIaJJMRyasGhyoLb5GBKZBKxDovkhGPWHDC2B1i8FWp3WxbWrfA_5kr0hAQPBRw4eWQU35Jo1kGw3l4OmkAwghUDHp73_QA_8-Ogq8JSGHuIBhSgW1zAHz0YvWrimePmAYabuPyqNqEGU4r7kuRVIgSAUD81fAnlA=&c=UNx1dBqyTRIF4WVvAlgDRlK3OxZMsD5jJLrUeB3qGyjLMDJBHFYp4A==&ch=8QjLKL8Na0e2vqPhYSIQ9xwx-E1k-LxyHFBUwpYOgrEfwX_rp-fCpQ==
http://nyti.ms/2bw35GV


 

Mr. Ko’s comments could not be independently confirmed. 

 

News conferences in North Korea are tightly choreographed events in which interviewees 

are not expected to say anything other than what the authorities allow them to. Mr. Ko 

frequently wept and called himself a “traitor of the fatherland” during the news 

conference, the agency said. 

 

The South’s spy agency denied involvement. The country’s Unification Ministry accused 

the North of using Mr. Ko, a South Korean citizen, for propaganda and demanded that he 

be released. 

 

More than 29,000 North Koreans have defected to the South since the 1990s. Some of 

them became activists or human traffickers, often traveling to China to help North 

Korean refugees there reach the South or to help smuggle people from the isolated 

North. They operate near the border with the North under fear that they might be 

kidnapped by North Korean officers. 

 

Several defectors to the South have appeared in news conferences in the North in recent 

years, accusing South Korean intelligence officers of abducting them and bitterly 

complaining about their lives in the capitalist South. 

 

The countries have been bickering over the defection of 12 North Korean waitresses in 

China who arrived in the South in April. The North accused the South of kidnapping 

them, but the South said the women left of their own volition. 

 

On Friday, South Korea also demanded that the North release three other South Koreans 

sentenced to a labor camp for life on charges of spying against the North or engaging in 

illegal religious activities there. 

 

North Korea is also holding two Americans after sentencing them to long years of hard 

labor for what it called antistate crimes. 

 

He calls himself 'Free Man' 

Meet Jung Gwang-il, a North Korean defector who has found his life's work 

 

By Jay Nordlinger 

 

National Review (11.07.2016) - http://bit.ly/29Cx4x4 - JUNG GWANG-IL does something 

unusual for a living: He sends information via helicopter drones into North Korea. The 

drones bear USB sticks and SD cards, which contain South Korean television shows, 

American movies, and more. This “more” includes videos of North Korean defectors, 

telling people back home what the outside world is like. 

  

Jung himself is a defector. He survived the gulag and escaped North Korea in 2003. In 

May, he was a speaker at the Oslo Freedom Forum, where I sat down with him. I will 

relate his story in brief — a story full of horror, but leavened with majesty. 

  

He was born in China in 1963. His grandparents had immigrated there from Korea in the 

1930s. During Mao’s Cultural Revolution, Jung’s father, a professor, was hauled away. 

The entire family suffered. Jung’s mother took them to North Korea in 1969. 

  

“This might seem crazy,” says Jung, “but when I arrived in 1969, North Korea seemed 

like a heaven, compared with China. In China, you could not eat three meals a day. In 

http://bit.ly/29Cx4x4


North Korea, you could.” The Jung family believed in Communism. That included Gwang-

il. And he tells me, “My younger brother is still in North Korea, and he still believes in 

Communism.” 

  

Gwang-il, however, had some doubts in the 1990s. The country was dying of starvation. 

“Every morning when I went to work, I saw ten, sometimes twenty new bodies piled up, 

most of them children who had lived on the streets. City officials took them away like 

bags of trash.” This made Jung wonder about what the regime had taught him: Were 

North Koreans really lucky to have the Kim family and the Communist party ruling over 

them? 

  

He spent ten years in the military. Then he worked for a trading company — a state 

company, of course, the only kind there is in North Korea. He did well. In one year, 

1997, he brought in $700,000 for the regime. He was a good and productive citizen. 

  

Then, in 1999, agents of the State Security Department came in the middle of the night 

and hauled him off. Jung was bewildered. There had to be some mistake. It transpired 

that one of his employees had accused him of being a spy for South Korea. Others 

conspired along with the main accuser. For Jung, there ensued ten months of torture. 

  

I will say relatively little about this. They put him in a torture position known as “pigeon.” 

He thought he would die, and he wanted to die. He wanted to kill himself, but this was 

impossible, under the eye of the SSD. He tried a hunger strike. They force-fed him. His 

weight dropped from 165 pounds to 80. Finally, unable to bear more torture, he 

confessed (falsely). 

  

They put him in a truck and drove him to the gulag — to Camp No. 15, known as 

“Yodok.” This one is for political prisoners, or, in the parlance of the regime, “enemies of 

the state.” It has about 50,000 inmates. There are multiple zones, including a 

punishment area, a killing area, and a “re-revolutionizing” area. When Jung got there, 

the sign at the gate read, “Let’s Sacrifice Our Lives to Protect the Revolutionary 

Leadership of Dear Leader Kim Jong-il.” 

  

“The day I arrived,” says Jung, “I saw the prisoners, and you would not have called them 

human beings, because they did not look like human beings. They had no flesh. They 

were walking skeletons, forced to work 16 hours a day. They were treated not like 

human beings, but like animals.” 

  

I will write just one paragraph about Jung’s years in the camp. If you wanted to skip it, 

that would be perfectly understandable. 

  

In the winter, the prisoners were made to get wood from the mountain. Many were 

injured or killed, as the trees fell or the logs rolled down the mountain. Other prisoners 

would not pause to bury the dead. It would have taken too much energy in the frozen 

ground. They carried the bodies back to a shed next to a latrine. At night, when you went 

to the latrine, you could hear moaning from the shed — some weren’t dead yet. By the 

spring, they were all dead, of course. The bodies had formed a great gelatinous mass. 

And Jung and the others would have to break it apart, with shovels, and bury it. 

  

There was kindness in the camp — from certain guards and SSD agents, one of whom 

told Jung that he had to survive. “You have two children. If you died under the false 

charge of being a spy, they would have no future in North Korea. Think of them. You 

have to keep your hopes up and live for them.” 

  

In 2003, after three years in the camp, Jung was released. Why? Because his former 

employee and the others who had conspired against him were found to have committed 



crimes themselves. This led officials to believe in Jung’s innocence. Something else 

weighed in his favor: In that trading company, he had done well for the regime. 

  

Before Jung left the camp, they made him sign a vow of secrecy: He was never to talk 

about what he had seen and experienced. When he went home, there was no home. 

They had given his house to another family. And they had made his wife divorce him. 

Jung figured, “There’s nothing left for me in this country. I cannot function here.” 

  

So, he rested for a week and a half — then swam the Tumen River into China. From 

there, he went to Vietnam, and then Cambodia, and then Thailand, and finally to South 

Korea, his new home. His daughters joined him there. One of them is now married, with 

a child. 

  

Jung looks good: a youngish grandfather — 53 — with a proud head of hair. As we sit 

together, he laughs frequently. Sometimes the laughter is grim and gallows-like. Other 

times it is lighthearted. I ask him whether he suffers physical effects from his treatment. 

Yes. But more important are the mental effects. “I still have nightmares. I had 

nightmares last night, here in Norway.” 

  

When he made it to South Korea, he said to hell with the vow of secrecy he had signed. 

He vowed to dedicate his life to telling the world about North Korea, and in particular its 

gulag. He vowed to do whatever he could for his former countrymen, especially the gulag 

prisoners. He has testified before the European Union, the U.S. Congress, and the United 

Nations. 

  

And he adopted a name for his e-mail address — and his bank account and his Twitter 

account and anything else requiring a handle. That name is jauin, which means “free 

man.” 

  

In 2012, he founded an organization called “No Chain.” Jung thinks of North Korea as a 

giant prison camp, with a chain around it. He endeavors to break this chain. His group is 

funded by private donors, and operates on a shoestring. But Jung and his partners are 

making inroads. They send their storage devices — USB sticks, SD cards — into North 

Korea via their drones. There are contacts on the inside, waiting for the drones. 

  

But what can North Koreans do with the storage devices? They can insert them into 

Notels, which are Chinese-made media players available on the black market. There are 

also newer, smaller players, which take a micro–SD card. These little cards are handy 

because they are easy to hide, or, if necessary, swallow. 

  

I ask Jung, “Do North Koreans know they live in the worst place on earth? Do they know 

how abnormal, how psychotic and wretched their lives are?” In general they do not, he 

says. They have long been deprived of information. Not only are they not allowed to 

travel abroad, they cannot travel within the country, except with state permission. And 

they are propagandized — brainwashed — out of the womb. 

  

“Before they eat something, children are told to thank the Leader for giving them the 

food. When I got to South Korea, I was amazed to see Christians thanking their heavenly 

father, in much the same way I observed in North Korea.” 

  

When you see and listen to Jung Gwang-il, you can tell that he’s about a business that he 

is compelled to do. “Even after I resettled in South Korea,” he says, “I could not forget 

the images of the fellow inmates I left behind. I can never forget the looks they gave me 

when I walked out of the camp.” 

  

I ask whether he has any survivor’s guilt, however unreasonable. “Of course I do. When I 

was in Yodok, I was lucky enough to become a supervisor of a work group. In this 



position, I had to punish people, because that’s what I was ordered to do. If I did not 

punish them, I would be punished myself. And because of my actions, some people didn’t 

get enough food, and they ended up dying, and when I think about those prisoners, I’m 

so sorry. I feel guilty, but I had no choice.” 

  

Even before he got to the camp, as you know — when he was being tortured by State 

Security agents and made to confess — he wanted to kill himself, and would have if he 

could. Today, is he glad that he did not kill himself? Yes, very. “I’m glad to be alive, lucky 

to be alive, so that I can do what I’m doing.” 

 

The North Korean government is furious with him, of course, and doing all they can to 

discredit him: telling CNN, for example, that Jung is an impostor who was never in the 

camp and stole someone else’s identity. Jung laughs at this, more determined than ever 

to fight the regime. 

 

He wishes he could thank, publicly, the SSD agent who showed compassion to him in the 

camp. He cannot, however, because that would land the agent in trouble. To name the 

agent would be to imperil him. But perhaps Jung will be able to thank him as he wishes 

someday. 

 

Treasury sanctions North Korean senior officials and 
entities associated with human rights abuses 

Today’s treasury designations and State Department report fulfill requirements 

under the North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016 

 

U.S. Department of Treasury (06.07.2016) - http://bit.ly/29hGo37 - The U.S. 

Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) today designated 

top officials of the North Korean regime, including North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, ten 

other individuals, and five entities, for their ties to North Korea’s notorious abuses of 

human rights.  OFAC is taking this action in conjunction with the State Department’s 

issuance of a “Report on Serious Human Rights Abuses or Censorship in North Korea,” in 

accordance with the North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016, and to 

further our efforts to expose those responsible for serious human rights abuses and 

censorship in North Korea.  OFAC has previously designated four individuals and three 

entities also highlighted in the State Department report.  With today’s action, OFAC has 

designated all of the individuals and entities named in the State Department’s report.  

  

OFAC’s designations today were issued pursuant to Executive Order (E.O.) 13722 and 

E.O. 13687.  E.O. 13722 targets individuals and entities that, among other activities, 

have engaged in, facilitated, or been responsible for an abuse or violation of human 

rights by the Government of North Korea or the Workers’ Party of Korea.  E.O. 13687 

targets agencies, instrumentalities, controlled entities, and officials of the Government of 

North Korea and the Workers’ Party of Korea.  As a result of today’s actions, any 

property or interest in property of those designated by OFAC within U.S. jurisdiction is 

frozen.  Additionally, transactions by U.S. persons involving the designated persons are 

generally prohibited. 

  

“Under Kim Jong Un, North Korea continues to inflict intolerable cruelty and hardship on 

millions of its own people, including extrajudicial killings, forced labor, and torture,” said 

Adam J. Szubin, Acting Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence.  “The 

actions taken today by the Administration under an Act of Congress highlight the U.S. 

Government’s condemnation of this regime’s abuses and our determination to see them 

stopped.” 

  

http://bit.ly/29hGo37


Today’s actions strengthen and expand sanctions on North Korea, consistent with the 

North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016, which was passed by 

Congress and signed into law by President Obama in February.  

  

E.O. 13722 designations related to human rights abuses by the government of 

North Korea and the Workers’ Party of Korea 

  

OFAC designated North Korean leader Kim Jong Un pursuant to E.O. 13722 for having 

engaged in, facilitated, or been responsible for an abuse or violation of human rights by 

the Government of North Korea or the Workers’ Party of Korea.  Under the rule of Kim 

Jong Un, North Korea remains among the world’s most repressive countries, with 

significant restrictions on the exercise of fundamental freedoms and serious human rights 

abuses, including extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances, arbitrary arrest and 

detention, forced labor, and torture.  Kim Jong Un leads the Ministry of State Security 

and Ministry of People’s Security.  These ministries, along with the Ministry of People’s 

Security Correctional Bureau and the Ministry of State Security Prisons Bureau, are also 

being designated today pursuant to E.O. 13722 for having engaged in, facilitated, or 

been responsible for an abuse or violation of human rights by the Government of North 

Korea or the Workers’ Party of Korea. 

  

OFAC also designated three individuals pursuant to E.O. 13722 for having acted for or on 

behalf of the Ministry of People’s Security or the Ministry of State Security.  Choe Pu Il is 

the Minister of People’s Security, Ri Song Chol is a Counselor in the Ministry of People’s 

Security, and Kang Song Nam is a Bureau Director with the Ministry of State Security. 

  

The Ministry of State Security engages in torture and inhumane treatment of detainees 

during interrogation and in detention centers.  This inhumane treatment includes 

beatings, forced starvation, sexual assault, forced abortions, and infanticide.  According 

to the State Department report, the ministry is the lead agency investigating political 

crimes and administering the country’s network of political prison camps or kwanliso, 

which hold an estimated 80,000 to 120,000 prisoners, including children and other family 

members of the accused.  In addition, the Ministry of State Security’s Prisons Bureau is 

responsible for the management and control of political prisoners and their confinement 

facilities throughout North Korea.  It operates North Korean political prison camps where 

serious human rights abuses occur, including those involving torture, execution, sexual 

assault, starvation, slave labor, and other cruel extrajudicial punishment.  

  

The Ministry of People’s Security operates a network of police stations and interrogation 

detention centers, including labor camps, throughout North Korea.  During interrogations, 

suspects are systematically degraded, intimidated, and tortured.  The Ministry of People’s 

Security’s Correctional Bureau supervises labor camps (kyohwaso) and other detention 

facilities, where human rights abuses occur such as those involving torture, execution, 

rape, starvation, forced labor, and lack of medical care.  The State Department report 

cites defectors who have regularly reported that the ministry uses torture and other 

forms of abuse to extract confessions, including techniques involving sexual violence, 

hanging individuals from the ceiling for extended periods of time, prolonged periods of 

exposure, and severe beatings.   

  

E.O. 13687 designations of agencies, instrumentalities, controlled entities, and 

officials of the government of North Korea and the Workers’ Party of Korea 

  

Pursuant to E.O. 13687, OFAC designated the Organization and Guidance Department as 

an agency, instrumentality, or controlled entity of the Workers’ Party of Korea.  OFAC 

also designated seven individuals – Cho Yon Chun, Kim Kyong Ok, Kim Ki Nam, Ri Jae Il, 

Choe Chang Pong, Cho Il U, and O Chong Kuk, pursuant to E.O. 13687, for being officials 

of the Government of North Korea or the Workers’ Party of Korea.  

  



The Organization and Guidance Department is a powerful body of the North Korean 

regime.  According to the State Department report, it is instrumental in implementing the 

DPRK’s censorship policies.  It directs key personnel appointments for the Workers’ Party 

of Korea, the North Korean military, and the North Korean government administration.  It 

also purports to control the political affairs of all North Koreans.  Cho Yon Chun and Kim 

Kyong Ok are Vice Directors of this department.  

  

Kim Ki Nam is the Director and Ri Jae Il is a Vice Director of the Workers’ Party of Korea 

Propaganda and Agitation Department.  Under E.O. 13722, the Propaganda and Agitation 

Department was previously identified for being an agency, instrumentality, or controlled 

entity of the Government of North Korea.  According to the State Department report, the 

Propaganda and Agitation Department controls all media in the country, which the 

government uses to control the public.  

  

Choe Chang Pong is the Director of the Investigations Bureau of the Ministry of People’s 

Security.  It has been reported that he is responsible for monitoring the residents on the 

North Korea-China border area and arresting and interrogating defectors.  

  

Cho Il U is the Director of the Fifth Bureau of the Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB).  

The RGB previously was designated pursuant to E.O. 13687 for being a controlled entity 

of the Government of North Korea and listed in the Annex of E.O. 13551.  It has been 

reported that Cho is in charge of overseas espionage operations and foreign intelligence 

collection for North Korea.  It has also been reported that he supported the arrest of 

North Korean defectors by monitoring and collecting information on their hideouts in 

China.  Cho also reportedly reinforced organizations and personnel in charge of 

conducting operations to harm anti-North Korean defectors.  

  

O Chong Kuk is the Director of the First Bureau of the RGB.  He is reportedly in charge of 

North Korea’s infiltration operations into South Korea.  

  

For identifying information on the individuals and entities designated today, click here. 

 

 

North Korean forced labour in the EU: the Polish case 

EAHRNK (08.07.2016) - In early July, in Leiden, the Netherlands, a new in-depth report 

on the issue of North Korean forced labour in Poland was launched as part of the Slaves 

to the System project - a project we are collaborating on with Leiden Asia Centre. The 

report - 'North Korean Forced Labour in the EU, the Polish Case: How the Supply of a 

Captive DPRK Workforce Fits Our Demand for Cheap Labour' - is now available for 

download from the Slaves to the System website. Download your copy here: 

http://slavestothesystem.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/North-Korean-Forced-Labour-

in-the-EU-the-Polish-Case.pdf 

 

The report exposes for the first time many of the companies hiring North Korean workers 

in Poland, company structures, visas, working conditions, EU development funding being 

given to companies which hire North Korean workers, and has also identified new 

countries which have issued work visas to North Korean workers (including Austria, 

Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and the Netherlands). 

 

Over the coming months, we'll be working with our partners to push EU-based companies 

to protect the rights of North Korean workers. We'll also be working to inform 

governmental officials across the EU about the situation and what can be done to protect 

the human rights of North Korean workers in the EU. 

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20160706.aspx
http://eahrnk.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=733b5efcc03c5b7891fcf7e2a&id=5352739ac7&e=e968a6242d
http://eahrnk.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=733b5efcc03c5b7891fcf7e2a&id=5352739ac7&e=e968a6242d
http://eahrnk.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=733b5efcc03c5b7891fcf7e2a&id=29ffa2f839&e=e968a6242d
http://eahrnk.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=733b5efcc03c5b7891fcf7e2a&id=29ffa2f839&e=e968a6242d


 

We hope you enjoy reading the report! 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Michael Glendinning 

Director 

EAHRNK 

 

North Korean defectors’ detention is unlawful, human 
rights lawyers say 

By Choe Sang-Hun 

 

NY Times (21.06.2016) - http://nyti.ms/2bQsed8 - A tussle between the two Koreas over 

12 waitresses from the North who defected to the South spilled into a courtroom in Seoul 

on Tuesday, where human rights lawyers accused the authorities in the South of 

unlawfully detaining them. 

 

The 12 women, together with their male manager, flew to Seoul, the South Korean 

capital, in April after deserting their North Korean government-run restaurant in the 

Chinese city of Ningbo. South Korea welcomed the women and described them as having 

defected of their own free will after growing fed up with their totalitarian government. 

 

North Korea immediately accused the South’s spy agency, the National Intelligence 

Service, of kidnapping the women. It has since arranged for their parents to give 

interviews with the Western news media, during which they have demanded that South 

Korea allow them to meet with their daughters to learn their true intentions. The South 

has dismissed the demands as propaganda. 

 

The inter-Korean standoff took an unexpected turn recently, when a South Korean 

human rights group, Lawyers for a Democratic Society, asked a court in Seoul to release 

the women from a tightly guarded government facility south of the city where they have 

been kept since their arrival, so they could speak for themselves. 

 

The group accused the National Intelligence Service of blocking the women’s access to 

legal services and their right to speak freely about their trip to the South. Lawyers for the 

group presented the court with a power of attorney, which they said they had obtained 

from the women’s North Korean families. 

 

The government has denied the lawyers access to the women, saying that the defectors 

do not want their services. It has also said that if the women appeared in court and 

testified that they abandoned North Korea of their own accord, that would prompt the 

North to persecute their relatives in retaliation. During interviews with journalists, 

defectors often insist on anonymity because of fears for their families. 

 

The closed-door court hearing on Tuesday ended in limbo, however, as the women did 

not show up. 

 

The human rights lawyers, for their part, asked that the case be transferred to another 

judge, complaining that the presiding justice, Lee Young-je, had not tried to summon the 

women again. 

 

http://nyti.ms/2bQsed8


“We didn’t think the court was trying the case fairly, and we don’t think it will,” one 

lawyer, Chae Hee-joon, told reporters after the hearing. 

 

The case has drawn keen attention in South Korea because of the way it might affect the 

country’s handling of other North Korean defectors. 

 

By law, the National Intelligence Service can keep North Koreans who flee to the South 

at the secluded facility outside Seoul for as long as six months for debriefing and to ferret 

out spies. Human rights researchers and opposition lawmakers have quoted some former 

inmates as saying they were subjected to abusive language, violence and threats of 

deportation while they were held there. 

 

The agency has responded that it honors all inmates’ human rights. 

 

But three years ago, events inside the facility, once called the Joint Interrogation Center, 

became the focal point of a scandal that eventually led to the resignation of the 

government’s intelligence chief. 

 

In 2013, a court threw out a spy charge that the intelligence agency had built against a 

refugee from North Korea. The charge relied on confessions the defector’s sister had 

made at the facility. But the sister later said that she had been coerced into making false 

accusations against her brother while being held for 179 days in near isolation and 

without legal representation. 

 

President Park Geun-hye later apologized for the scandal, and the facility was renamed 

the Center for Protection of North Korean Refugees. 

 

Some of the lawyers who exposed that scandal are among those demanding access to 

the 12 waitresses as part of a campaign to make the location more transparent. 

 

They have also faced a backlash. The conservative news media in the South has accused 

them of abetting North Korea’s tactic of using the women’s families as leverage against 

them. Outside the courthouse on Tuesday, conservative activists and defectors rallied, 

calling the lawyers “commies.” 

 

“Their power of attorney is not from the women’s families but from the North Korean 

government,” said a statement from the Solidarity of Lawyers for Liberty and Unification, 

which criticized the other lawyers’ group. 

 

Thousands of North Koreans have defected to South Korea in recent years, but the 

women’s defection as a group was highly unusual. 

 

A typical defector takes weeks or months to flee to the South, often traveling through the 

jungles of Southeast Asia with human traffickers. By contrast, the waitresses arrived in 

Seoul the day after they fled their restaurant in China. Their former colleagues in North 

Korea claimed that the male manager had conspired with the South Korean authorities 

and had taken the women to the South after telling them that they were being relocated 

to a restaurant in Southeast Asia. 

 

South Korea has denied any improper role in the defections. 

 



Poland takes measures to limit trade in North Korean 
slaves 

New Europe (08.06.2016) - http://bit.ly/28ZkaZp - Poland on Tuesday moved to suspend 

visas for North Korean workers, ending a prolonged period of slave trade and human 

rights abuse, the Voice of America reports. 

 

As many as 800 North Korean slaves are working in Poland, The Telegraph reported in 

May. 

 

Research suggest that for years the EU tolerates North Korean slave labour in several 

member states, including Malta, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, 

and Poland. The apparent “common knowledge” was popularized by a Vice news report in 

May. 

 

Only in 2015 Poland issued 156 visas and 482 work permits for North Korean workers. 

Partly as a result of a South Korean global campaign to end the practice, Poland has not 

issued new visas in 2016 Reuters reported on Tuesday. 

 

Up to 14 Polish firms used North Korean slaves in labor-intensive industries such as 

construction, furniture production, ship building, agriculture, medicine, but even finance 

Vice Reported. The Telegraph puts this number to 32 Polish companies. 

 

North Korean workers were made to toil 12-13 hour days, five or six days a week, under 

guard, for no more than €60-to-140 a month, according to Remco Breuker of Leiden 

University. Most of the money they make is siphoned to the regime. 

 

The workers were supplied by a company owned by the Kim regime and two Polish 

mediating companies that supply slave labour to Polish shipyards that take on contracts 

for NATO member states. Apparently, the allegations are corroborated by a UN report 

published in February. 

 

Slave labour is estimated to fetch Korea’s regime between $1,2-to-2,3 bn Chonilbo media 

reported on Wednesday.  It remains to be seen whether other EU member states will 

follow the Polish example. 

 

Europe has an estimated 1,243,400 modern slaves according to a recent report. 

 

Europe is both a destination and a source region for the exploitation of men, women and 

children in forced labour and commercial sexual exploitation. 

 

The first five EU member states with the highest per capita population of slaves are 

Poland (estimated 181,100 slaves), Romania (80,200 slaves), Greece (44,200 slaves), 

and the Czech Republic (44,600 slaves). Among countries negotiating EU membership, 

the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (13,300) and Turkey (480,000) have the 

highest number of slaves per capita. 

 

About the “defection” of twelve North Korean waitresses 
from a restaurant in China: South Korea’s version of the 

facts lacks credibility 

 Is a mass defection of North Korean overseas workers possible? 

 The itinerary of the twelve North Korean waitresses and their Chinese 

manager 

http://bit.ly/28ZkaZp


 From the contextualization of the South Korean narrative to… 

 a possible alternative scenario 

 Seoul owes the truth to its public opinion and the international 

community 

 

By Willy Fautré, Human Rights Without Frontiers Int’l 

 

HRWF (26.05.2016) - On 7th April, 12 North Korean waitresses of the Ryugyong North 

Korean restaurant in the Chinese coastal city of Ningbo and their male manager arrived 

in Seoul, South Korea’s capital, in circumstances that were then described as mysterious. 

Two days before, the women had shopped for backpacks at a local store where they paid, 

relatively expensive, full prices, an unheard-of and impossible practice among North 

Korean overseas workers. They were obviously preparing a trip, but did they know their 

destination? 

 

North Korea accused South Korea of kidnapping its citizens and demanded their 

repatriation. It said the South's intelligence agents "lured and abducted" the 12 young 

North Koreans by using "all sorts of appeasement, deception and gimmicks". Pyongyang 

threatened Seoul with “unimaginable serious consequences and severe punishment."  

 

The 12 waitresses are daughters of North Korean party and administration elites, 

according to Daily North Korea, a website based in Seoul, which quoted sources within 

the North. 

 

Is a mass defection of North Korean overseas workers possible? 

 

Up to now, cases of defection of individual North Korean overseas workers have been 

very rare, and there have not been any cases of collective defection. The reasons are 

simple. 

 

Overseas workers are supposed to watch and report on each other, and a North Korean 

“security member” is in charge of the overall surveillance.  

 

For these and other reasons, it is difficult to believe South Korea’s official version of a 

voluntary, spontaneous and simultaneous defection of the twelve young North Korean 

waitresses from the Chinese restaurant in Ningbo in early April. Although the women 

were not family members and came from different backgrounds, they would have all 

needed to agree together on the operation without any conflict or internal denunciation 

despite the high risks of reprisals against each of their families. Such a proposition is 

highly improbable. 

 

The itinerary of the twelve North Korean waitresses and their manager 

 

The waitresses left their restaurant in Ningbo on 5th April, went to Shanghai by land, and 

arrived in Malaysia in the morning of 6th April. On 7th April, it was announced in Seoul 

they had arrived in Inchon Airport. Some media outlets also reported that they were 

accompanied by the Chinese manager of the restaurant, who had taken 1.2 million yuan 

with him. 

 

For such young North Korean women who lack any international travel experience, 

traveling through three countries in forty-eight hours would have been impossible 

without any external intervention. Assistance was certainly not provided by human 

traffickers as the women could not have paid them. Human rights activists in South 

Korea previously involved in the exfiltration of North Korean defectors were consulted by 

Human Rights Without Frontiers Int’l. They all deny any involvement in this operation, do 

not believe in a voluntary defection as such, and hold the South Korean authorities 

responsible for a “planned defection” of the North Korean waitresses without their 



consent. It is also noteworthy that after international media coverage of the incident and 

the furious reaction of Pyongyang, the Chinese authorities confirmed that the women had 

left China with valid documents. Therefore, it can be legitimately concluded that the 

North Korean waitresses travelled to their final destination, South Korea, without their 

knowledge or consent. 

 

From the contextualization of the South Korean narrative to… 

 

In the last few years, Seoul has particularly campaigned on the exploitation of the North 

Korean overseas workers by their own state and suspects that the financial benefit 

(around two billion USD per year) of this slavery-like activity is used for Pyongyang’s 

military nuclear program.  

 

In short, 

 North Korea’s labor export is organized, managed, and overseen as a matter of 

state policy; 

 Workers are not paid directly by their foreign employers but receive their wage -  

between 120-150 dollars a month – from the North Korean state which gets much 

higher amounts from the employers; 

 Earnings are not sent back as remittances, but appropriated by the state and 

transferred back to the country in the form of bulk cash, in clear violation of UN 

sanctions; 

 Work hours range between twelve and sixteen hours a day, sometimes as much 

as twenty hours, and laborers are only provided one or two days of rest a month; 

 Workers are not allowed to return to North Korea until their contract expires, 

which usually lasts three years. 

 

It is estimated that sixteen countries are currently hosting North Korean laborers, 

including some EU member states, such as Poland and Malta. 

 

The circumstances of the incident and the publicizing of it rightfully raise a lot of 

suspicions all the more as it coincided with the legislative elections campaign in South 

Korea.  

 

While defections do not usually enjoy a lot of publicity, the South Korean government 

hurriedly announced the defection this time, and it can reasonably be inferred that by 

raising a “North Korean issue” the ruling party expected some positive impact on the 

outcome of the election. This was finally not the case as on 13th April the conservative 

Saenuri Party was defeated by … one seat. 

 

to a possible alternative scenario 

 

A possible alternative scenario to the official narrative involves the deep involvement of 

the South Korean National Security Services (NIS) in a meticulously prepared operation 

with the help of the restaurant manager as part of a political strategy. Indeed, only the 

manager could handle the complex logistics of such a “defection” and had the moral 

authority to convince the waitresses to accompany him. 

 

The manager may have been identified by the NIS as a vulnerable target to be bought or 

blackmailed for that spectacular operation. He could defect with a large amount of money 

coming from his restaurant and NIS promise of a special treatment and financial benefits 

in South Korea. A period must have been chosen when the North Korean security 

member was not around. The manager must have given back the North Korean women 

their passports – an unusual practice -, and told them that they were going to another 

restaurant in Malaysia and there that would be a stopover. The final destination after the 

stopover was, however, to be in… South Korea. 

 



Noteworthy is the fact that the twelve women failed to appear in public or make 

statements confirming their voluntary defection. According to some sources, this is not 

unusual as the South Korean authorities habitually keep defectors away from the public, 

in a specific location, to organize their adaptation to their new life, but also to keep their 

identity secret and, thereby, protect their families in North Korea safe from reprisals. 

However, due to the exceptional circumstances of the case and the uproar made by 

Pyongyang on the international scene, Seoul should have released some evidence that 

the waitresses, whose identity is known by the North Korean authorities, were in South 

Korea on their own will. This was not the case. They will probably use the transition and 

adaptation period to try to convince each of them to stay ‘on their own will’ in South 

Korea. This is a challenging and risky bet with an uncertain outcome. 

 

Some South Korean lawyers have started a procedure to force the South Korean 

authorities to clarify the situation. 

 

Seoul owes the truth to its public opinion and to the international community 

 

Human Rights Without Frontiers Int’l urges  

 

the South Korean authorities 

 to allow lawyers to get access to the North Korean waitresses and to interview 

them;  

 to grant the waitresses legal assistance if they request it; 

 to clarify publicly the circumstances of the arrival of the twelve waitresses in their 

country; 

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon  

 to use its power in order to establish the facts; 

 to check the legality of the situation of the North Korean waitresses. 

 

 

North Korean defector JUNG Gwang Il to speak at APPG 

Event: Breaking North Korea’s Information Blockade 

No Chain (13.05.2016) - JUNG Gwang Il, Founder and Executive Director of No 

Chain (The Association of North Korean Political Victims & Their Families), will 

be speaking at the All-Party Parliamentary Group on North Korea (APPG) event titled, 

"Breaking North Korea’s Information Blockade" on Thursday, May 19th at 5pm 

in Committee Room 17, the Houses of Parliament. 

 

"I look forward to talking about No Chain's work in sending outside information into North 

Korea, and meeting members of Parliament and ways to engage, collaborate and partner 

with people in the United Kingdom.  I am also looking forward to meeting and  partnering 

with activists and various NGOs, in addition to meeting North Korean defectors who have 

resettled in the U.K.", said Jung Gwang Il. 

"We are grateful to the APPG for providing this opportunity for Mr. Jung and No Chain to 

promote the work of sending outside information into North Korea", said Henry Song, 

North America Director for No Chain. 

   

More information on the All-Party Parliamentary Group on North Korea (APPG) can 

be found on its website, and social media sites (Facebook, Twitter). 

 

For complete details on the event on May 19th, please see below and also visit the 

following link: http://bit.ly/1YBgqf5  

 

https://www.wired.com/2015/03/north-korea/
https://www.facebook.com/%EB%85%B8-%EC%B2%B4%EC%9D%B8-No-Chain-for-North-Korea-343880029112037/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/%EB%85%B8-%EC%B2%B4%EC%9D%B8-No-Chain-for-North-Korea-343880029112037/?fref=ts
https://appgnk.org/
https://appgnk.org/
https://appgnk.org/2016/05/05/appg-event-breaking-north-koreas-information-blockade/
https://appgnk.org/
https://www.facebook.com/appg.nk/
https://twitter.com/APPGNorthKorea
http://bit.ly/1YBgqf5


 

North Korean general, reported executed, turns up at 
party congress 

By Michael Pearson 

 

CNN (10.05.2016) - http://cnn.it/1XBFHY3 - A senior North Korean military leader 

believed executed earlier this year for "factionalism, misuse of authority and corruption" 

seems to be alive and still a part of the secretive nation's ruling party after all. 

 

Gen. Ri Yong-gil turned up in official state media accounts of the recently concluded 

Workers' Party Congress. In a document published by Rodong Simmun, the official 

newspaper of the Workers' Party Central Committee, Ri is listed as an alternate member 

of the committee's political bureau. 

 

In February, a South Korean government official with knowledge of North Korean affairs 

told CNN that Ri had been executed. Now, that same official says incorrect information 

led to the conclusion that Ri had been killed. 

"North Korea officially publicized Ri's photo and recent state, so we came to believe that 

he was not executed," the source told CNN on Tuesday. 

At the time of his purported execution, Ri was the chief of the North Korean Army's 

general staff. He was appointed to the position in 2013, South Korea's Yonhap news 

agency reported. It's unclear if he remains in that position. 

The change highlights the difficulty in obtaining information from the secretive nation, 

which is largely cut off from the rest of the world. Media access inside North Korea is 

tightly controlled. 

Executions have been widely cited as a political tool used by North Korean leader Kim 

Jong Un to consolidate his power. 

In May of last year, Hyon Yong-chol, the country's defense minister, was publicly 

executed after the regime accused him of treason. He was reportedly killed with an anti-

aircraft gun. 

 

Kim's uncle, Jang Song-thaek, was branded a "traitor for all ages," and executed in 2013. 

 

 

BBC correspondent expelled from North Korea over 
reporting 

By James Pearson 

 

Reuters (09.05.2016) - http://reut.rs/1QWlXGZ - North Korea expelled a BBC journalist 

on Monday over his reporting, the broadcaster and a North Korean official said, as a large 

group of foreign media members visited the isolated country to cover a rare ruling party 

congress. 

 

Rupert Wingfield-Hayes was detained on Friday as he was about to leave the country and 

taken away for eight hours of questioning and "made to sign a statement", the network 

reported. 

 

The British journalist, accompanied by a BBC producer and cameraman, arrived in Beijing 

on Monday evening after a flight from Pyongyang, the North Korean capital. 

http://cnn.it/1XBFHY3
http://reut.rs/1QWlXGZ


"We're obviously very glad to be out. We're going to go and talk to our bosses now. But 

just relieved to be out," Wingfield-Hayes told reporters at the airport before being driven 

off in a car, along with his colleagues. 

 

Wingfield-Hayes had "distorted facts and realities" in his coverage, North Korean official 

O Ryong Il said in announcing that the reporter, who is based in Tokyo, was being 

expelled and would never be let in again. 

 

"They were speaking very ill of the system, the leadership of the country," O, who is 

secretary general of a National Peace Committee, told reporters in Pyongyang, according 

to a video clip published by the Associated Press. 

 

Another BBC correspondent in Pyongyang, John Sudworth, said in a broadcast report 

there was "disagreement, a concern over the content of Rupert's reporting", including 

questioning the authenticity of a hospital. 

 

In his report of a visit to the children's hospital in Pyongyang, Wingfield-Hayes said the 

patients looked "remarkably well" and there was not a real doctor on duty. 

 

"Everything we see looks like a set-up" he said. 

 

In another report, Wingfield-Hayes noted that his official minders were "rather upset with 

us" over trying to do a report in front of a statute of founding leader Kim Il Sung. 

 

"They clearly felt we said stuff that was not respectful," of Kim, he said in his report. 

 

"Now, we are in trouble," he said, adding that the BBC team had been told to delete its 

footage. 

 

Sudworth said in his report Wingfield-Hayes had been prevented from leaving on Friday 

and taken away. 

 

"(He) was separated from the rest of his team, prevented from boarding that flight, 

taken to a hotel and interrogated by the security bureau here in Pyongyang before being 

made to sign a statement and then released, eventually allowed to rejoin us here in this 

hotel," Sudworth said. 

 

Closely watched 

 

A BBC spokesman said four BBC staff remained in the country and he expected they 

would be allowed to stay. 

 

"We are very disappointed that our reporter Rupert Wingfield-Hayes and his team have 

been deported from North Korea after the government took offense at material he had 

filed," the spokesman said. 

 

The eight-hour interrogation was conducted by a man who introduced himself to 

Wingfield-Hayes as the person who prosecuted Kenneth Bae, an American missionary 

who had been held by the North for two years for crimes against the state, said another 

BBC correspondent in Pyongyang, Stephen Evans. 

 

Bae was released in November 2014. 

 

North Korea granted visas to an unusually large group of 128 journalists from 12 

countries to coincide with the Workers' Party congress. 

 



Their movements are closely managed and their only access to the proceedings of the 

congress, which began on Friday, was on Monday, when a group of about 30 was let into 

the venue for a brief visit, following nearly three hours of security checks. 

 

Otherwise, they were taken to showcase sites, such as a maternity hospital, an electric 

cable plant and a children's center. 

 

On Monday, visiting media were taken to a textile factory named after Kim Jong Suk, the 

grandmother of the country's young leader. 

 

The North Korean government, which owns and operates all domestic news media 

organizations, maintains tight control over foreign reporters, with government "minders" 

accompanying visiting journalists as they report. 

 

Wingfield-Hayes had been in town ahead of the congress to cover the visit of a group of 

Nobel laureates. 

 

North Korea said it would strengthen self-defensive nuclear weapons capability in a 

decision adopted at the congress, its KCNA news agency reported on Monday, in defiance 

of U.N. resolutions. 

 

North Korea sentences US man to 10 years hard labour 
'for spying' 

North Korea on Friday sentenced an ethnic Korean citizen of the United States 

to 10 years in prison. 

 

France 24 (29.04.2016) - http://f24.my/1sqn25w - Kim Dong Chul had been detained in 

the North on suspicion of engaging in spying and stealing state secrets. 

 

He was sentenced to 10 years in prison with hard labor after a brief trial in Pyongyang on 

Friday. North Korea’s Supreme Court found Kim guilty of crimes and espionage and 

subversion of under Articles 60 and 64 of the North’s criminal code. 

 

Further details were not immediately available. 

 

Kim’s sentencing comes on the heels of a 15-year sentence handed down on Otto 

Warmbier, an American university student who the North says was engaged in anti-state 

activities while visiting the country as a tourist earlier this year. 

 

North Korea regularly accuses Washington and Seoul of sending spies to overthrow its 

government to enable the U.S.-backed South Korean government to control the entire 

Korean Peninsula. Some foreigners previously arrested have read statements of guilt 

they later said were coerced. 

 

Most of those who are sentenced to long prison terms are released before serving their 

full time. 

 

In the past, North Korea has held out until senior U.S. officials or statesmen came to 

personally bail out detainees, all the way up to former President Bill Clinton, whose visit 

in 2009 secured the freedom of American journalists Euna Lee and Laura Ling. 

 

Both had crossed North Korea’s border from China illegally. 

 

http://f24.my/1sqn25w


It took a visit in November 2014 by U.S. spy chief James Clapper to bring home Mathew 

Miller, also arrested after entering the country as a tourist, and Korean-American 

missionary Kenneth Bae, who had been incarcerated since November 2012. 

 

Jeffrey Fowle, a U.S. tourist detained for six months at about the same time as Miller, 

was released just before that and sent home on a U.S. government plane. Fowle left a 

Bible in a local club hoping a North Korean would find it, which is considered a criminal 

offense in North Korea. 

 

Commentary: North Korea farming out forced labor to 
the European Union 

Reuters (26.04.2016) - http://reut.rs/1NCmGCg - Is North Korea’s fifth nuclear test 

imminent following its failed April 15 rocket launch? With the 7th Congress of the 

Workers’ Party of Korea announced for next month — the last party congress was held 36 

years ago — it's likely that Pyongyang would not hesitate to risk international 

condemnation and strengthened sanctions to demonstrate its nuclear developments 

through another test. The United States has threatened to impose additional sanctions 

that target foreign remittances. These foreign remittances are fueled by upward of 

100,000 North Koreans working under conditions of forced labor around the world, 

including, to the surprise of many Europeans, the European Union. 

 

Following North Korea’s fourth nuclear test in January and long-range rocket launch in 

February, the international community responded in March with a new set of stronger 

United Nations Security Council sanctions, while South Korea’s legislature, after setting a 

world record for filibusters and 11 years of debates, finally passed a deeply contested 

human rights bill lambasting the North. Two days later, Pyongyang replied with threats of 

preemptive nuclear strikes. The European Union welcomed the new UN sanctions, noting 

the "scope for the European Union to adopt additional autonomous restrictive measures 

to complement and reinforce the new UN measures." On March 16, U.S. President Barack 

Obama issued Executive Order 13722 imposing additional sanctions that go beyond those 

of the Security Council and previous unilateral measures. 

 

While the EU has not been shy about taking a leading role in spotlighting the bleak 

human rights situation inside North Korea, is the EU prepared to work to break this cycle 

of provocation and ineffective retaliation? Despite its firm stance on human rights in the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the EU nevertheless has a special relationship 

with the DPRK that might position it for such a role. The EU’s long-standing policy of 

“critical engagement” with North Korea stands in stark contrast to the United States 

position. Seven EU countries maintain embassies in Pyongyang. 

 

However, the EU’s relationship with Pyongyang retains a certain ambiguity. Building on 

Europe’s extensive and long-lasting ties with North Korea — a legacy of the continent’s 

own not-so-distant split along an ideological and political axis — some EU companies 

actually thrive on doing business with North Korea. 

 

Although commercial engagement with North Korea is not inherently problematic, it is 

tricky for various reasons, not least of all the restrictions imposed by myriad sanctions. 

Moreover, there is arguably a strong link between North Korean human rights 

infringements and something that is happening in the EU today. Preliminary research 

shows that several hundred, possibly thousands, of North Korean workers are hired with 

legal work permits, but under often illegal circumstances, in EU member states. These 

states include Poland, Malta and others. The companies hiring North Koreans include 

those involved in shipyards, construction, manufacturing and agriculture. Details about 

http://reut.rs/1NCmGCg


these companies will be included in a forthcoming report later this year. Once workers 

are issued these permits, it is not clear what happens after they arrive in the EU. 

 

Funds earned by North Korean laborers working in the EU under what appear to be 

conditions of forced labor and sent to Pyongyang enable the missile-launching posturing 

we are now witnessing. Effectively, this means that action to address North Korea’s dire 

human rights situation could be intimately connected to efforts to fight its threat to 

regional security. The link between security and human rights in the North Korean 

context has already been acknowledged by the referral of the DPRK’s human rights 

situation to the Security Council in 2014. That means that discussion on North Korea’s 

human rights situation is no longer limited to the UN institutions specializing in human 

rights (the Human Rights Council in Geneva and the Third Committee of the General 

Assembly in New York), but it has been taken up by the body charged with ensuring 

global peace and security. 

 

While Pyongyang has been sending workers abroad since the 1960s, the practice has 

dramatically increased in scale since Kim Jong Il’s death in 2011, likely because the 

impact of international sanctions has made foreign exchange more difficult to obtain 

while illicit activities — e.g. counterfeiting of U.S. dollars and the drug trade — 

increasingly have been curtailed. According to the UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation 

of Human Rights in the DPRK, North Korea earns between $1 and $2 billion per year from 

the labor of an estimated 50,000 North Koreans working abroad under, often distressing 

conditions. Research undertaken by the Leiden Asia Centre indicates, however, that there 

may be at least twice as many workers, laboring on construction sites or farms in the EU, 

in the timber industry in Russia, in factories in China, or building stadiums in the Middle 

East. While statistics about North Korea’s economy may be difficult to verify, if an 

estimated gross national product of $14 billion per year is accurate, the potential impact 

of this kind of labor would be enormous, even if the earnings mentioned by the UN 

Special Rapporteur seem too high. 

 

As opportunities for earning real money inside North Korea remain sparse, many of the 

laborers covet these opportunities to such a degree that they reportedly pay substantial 

bribes to be sent abroad -- regardless of the working conditions they may find there. 

According to reports, once they are dispatched, they work and live under conditions that 

qualify as forced labor. They surrender their passports to supervisors upon arrival, work 

long hours without appropriate rest, reside in cramped facilities with restrictions on their 

movement, face punishment for infractions of rules, do not hold individual employment 

contracts, and do not directly receive their compensation. In many cases, the work is 

both physically strenuous and dangerous. Lethal accidents have been reported. 

 

It behooves EU authorities to take notice of the conditions that North Koreans work 

under in their own territory and to ensure relevant law is enforced. 

 

The more immediate question is how U.S. authorities might address EU companies 

utilizing North Korean labor. Using these workers would appear to make these companies 

liable to secondary sanctions, according to the latest executive order, which explicitly 

prohibits Pyongyang’s exports of slave labor. Any new sanctions targeting foreign 

remittances, as indicated by U.S. officials last week, might impact those EU companies 

and the EU states hosting North Korean workers. 

 

Beyond the violation of labor and human rights of the workers, this issue has broader 

North Korea-policy implications. The bulk of income that North Korean laborers generate 

appears to go directly into the coffers of the state. It is important to ascertain what the 

state is actually doing with these funds. The purpose of Security Council Resolutions 

1718, 1874 and 2094 was to limit Pyongyang’s ability to expand North Korea’s ballistics 

and nuclear weapons programs and to impede its access to luxury goods. UN Security 

Council Resolution 2270 encroaches further on Pyongyang’s ability to access funds and 



technology for these purposes. If North Korean earnings from sending labor abroad are 

being used to circumvent these restrictions, then some of the funding for DPRK weapons 

programs is being earned on EU territory, which should be of immediate concern to 

European authorities. The same things should concern every country where North 

Koreans are working. 

 

If the EU is seriously seeking “additional autonomous restrictive measures” to enhance 

the new UN sanctions, the issue of forced labor within the bloc's borders needs to be a 

focus. Determining whether the funds generated by these workers might be channeled to 

buying luxury goods or weapons systems targeted by current sanctions would be 

another. Such action would not only conform to the EU’s intention to work towards 

improving human rights around the world, it could also provide leverage to execute a 

more realistic and efficacious policy towards the DPRK. 

 

In the meantime, the United States may soon be adding additional pressure on EU 

companies and states hosting North Korean workers in response to further nuclear and 

ballistics provocations by Pyongyang. 

 

North Korean defectors and propaganda theater 

The North and South Korean governments race to spin a rare mass defection to 

their own advantage. 

 

By John Power 

 

The Diplomat (22.04.2016) - http://bit.ly/1SkXYGO - When 13 North Korean restaurant 

workers in China defected to South Korea earlier this month, they instantly became 

players in a propaganda war that has raged for decades across the 38th parallel. 

 

Seoul, usually reticent about individual defections, hailed the arrival of a dozen 

waitresses and their manager as proof that tough new sanctions were putting the 

squeeze on Pyongyang’s network of overseas restaurants. With the announcement 

coming just days ahead of parliamentary elections, journalists and pundits publicly 

wondered if the government was trying to sweeten the public mood. 

 

Pyongyang fired back with the claim that there had been no defection at all, but an 

abduction by South Korean security services. On Thursday, the regime invited CNN to a 

hotel in Pyongyang to witness a piece of emotional theater involving seven tearful 

waitresses from the same restaurant in Ningbo city, Zhejiang province, where the 

defectors had worked. Between dutiful sobs, they claimed their colleagues had been 

tricked by their manager, who was working in cahoots with the South. 

 

“I think about our colleagues being deceived and dragged to South Korea and facing 

extreme hardship there,” said Han Yun Hui, according to CNN. “It tears our hearts.” 

 

No convincing explanation was offered for how the supposed abductees had been 

“dragged” out of China against their will if they went through legal immigration channels, 

as confirmed by Beijing. 

 

On the same day, Pyongyang’s Red Cross Society proposed a meeting between the 

apparent defectors and their families back home, a suggestion immediately rejected by 

the South. Seoul has insisted that the workers left China entirely of their own accord and 

that they were accepted out of humanitarian concern. 

 

http://bit.ly/1SkXYGO


Whether or not the exact details of their arrival in the South are ever made known, the 

two Koreas have been transparent in using the workers as weapons in their ongoing 

battle for legitimacy. 

 

Neither side, however, seems to have much to show for its efforts. In the April 13 vote, 

South Korea’s ruling Saenuri Party lost its parliamentary majority. 

 

“The ROK (Republic of Korea) electorate and media are more savvy than that; they saw 

right through it,” Daniel Pinkston, a professor at Troy University and former Korean 

linguist with the U.S. Air Force, told The Diplomat. “I would bet [the defections] had 

absolutely no impact on the electoral outcome at all.” 

 

For Pyongyang, meanwhile, a mass defection would be seen as a major embarrassment, 

especially coming just weeks ahead of the 7th Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea, 

the first such meeting in more than three decades. 

 

Pinkston said Pyongyang had no choice but offer its own explanation, however unlikely. 

“Given the types of people the defectors were, so-called elite or middle class in 

Pyongyang, their families and people in Pyongyang were finding out about it since it was 

all over the news,” he said. 

 

“So the North Korean  government had to have a story or answer and the story they 

have issued is what they have to say in their circumstance. Even if it’s not true, of course 

they have to say that.” 

 

Tearful North Korean waitresses: Our 'defector' 
colleagues were tricked 

By Will Ripley 

 

CNN (20.04.2016) - http://cnn.it/1TAKinB - The door opens and seven women walk 

quietly into the ornate lobby of the Koryo Hotel in Pyongyang. Their faces are 

expressionless. Most wear little or no makeup, black jackets, and patriotic red lapel pins. 

 

The women, all in their 20s, represent some of the most trusted citizens in the North 

Korean capital. They come from good families and were chosen for the coveted 

assignment of working abroad to earn money for their government. 

Until earlier this month, they were waitresses at a state-owned and operated restaurant 

in Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, in southern China. Now, that restaurant is closed. And 

these women's lives have become extraordinarily complicated. 

 

"We would never leave our parents, country, and leader Kim Jong Un. None of us would 

ever do that," said waitress Han Yun Hui, sobbing alongside her colleagues. 

 

Defection or abduction? 

Last week, South Korea announced 12 North Korean women and one man defected after 

"feeling pressure from North Korean authorities" to send foreign currency back to their 

homeland, according to a South Korean government spokesman. 

 

"The workers said that they learned about the reality in South Korea through South 

Korean TV, soap operas, movies and (the) internet," said South Korean Unification 

Ministry spokesman Jeong Joon-hee at the time. 

 

http://cnn.it/1TAKinB


A spokesman for the North Korean Red Cross quickly denounced the apparent defections 

as a "group abduction" of North Korean employees "in broad daylight," according to 

KCNA -- the official mouthpiece of Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un's government. 

 

Waitresses: Restaurant manager lied 

 

The seven waitresses, presented exclusively to a CNN team in Pyongyang on Monday, are 

workers from the same Ningbo restaurant, who have since returned to North Korea. This 

is the first time they have spoken publicly. They claim the restaurant manager tricked the 

other 12 waitresses into leaving, by lying about their final destination. 

 

"In mid-March our restaurant manager gathered us together and told us that our 

restaurant would be moved to somewhere in Southeast Asia," said head waitress Choe 

Hye Yong. 

 

Choe says by the time the manager revealed, only to her, that they would actually be 

defecting to South Korea, she only had time to "warn" a handful of the waitresses. 

 

"The car was already waiting for us at that time," Choe said as she broke down in tears. 

The waitresses in Pyongyang claim their manager, and a South Korean businessman, 

coordinated the trip under the direction of government authorities in Seoul. 

 

"I think about our colleagues being deceived and dragged to South Korea and facing 

extreme hardship there," said a sobbing Han Yun Hui. "It tears our hearts." 

 

In response, the South Korean Unification Ministry issued a statement to CNN: "13 

defectors voluntarily decided to leave and pushed ahead with the escape without any 

help from the outside. Following their voluntary request to defect, our government 

accepted them from a humanitarian point of view." 

 

China: North Koreans left legally 

 

If true, a mass defection would be a humiliating blow to the Pyongyang leadership. 

Especially because it was apparently allowed by China, North Korea's most powerful ally 

and trading partner. In the past, China has sent defectors back to North Korea. But last 

week, Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesman Lu Kang made the unusual move of 

commenting publicly about the case. 

 

"After an investigation, 13 [North Korean] citizens were found exiting the Chinese border 

with valid passports on the early morning of April 6. It is worth noting that these people 

all had valid identity documents with them and exited the Chinese border in accordance 

with law," he said in an April 11 press conference. 

 

Many analysts believe China's actions could be a sign of increased tension between 

Pyongyang and Beijing. Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un's government faces growing 

isolation and heightened sanctions over its nuclear and missile programs. Ongoing 

allegations of widespread human rights abuse made by the United Nations Commission 

on Human Rights continue to infuriate North Korean leadership. 

 

Pyongyang has responded to mounting global pressure with a series of provocative 

shows of force. In January, Kim ordered an H-bomb test just days before his birthday. 

One month later, he ordered a satellite launch using a long-range rocket. And last week, 

an apparent attempted mid-range missile launch on the nation's most important holiday 

failed. 

 

Observers believe Kim is trying to project strength, both domestically and internationally, 

ahead of the crucial Worker's Party Congress next month, when the young leader is 



expected to consolidate his power. South Korean government intelligence indicates a fifth 

North Korean nuclear test could be in the works ahead of that major political gathering. 

 

Source of foreign income 

 

The North Korean government is believed to subsidize its military and scientific activities 

by sending tens of thousands of citizens to work abroad, bringing in an estimated $1.2 

billion to $2.3 billion annually, according to a U.N. report last fall. 

 

State-owned restaurants are one way the cash-strapped regime brings in much-needed 

foreign currency. But the restaurants, along with other North Korean enterprises, are 

believed to be struggling under the heightened sanctions. 

 

When asked if she had a message for her friends and colleagues who are now in South 

Korea, head waitress Choe Hye Yong made an emotional plea. 

 

"Comrade Kim Jong Un is yearning for all of you to return. We are awaiting your return, 

unable to sleep or eat. Please hold on a bit longer, gain victory, and come back to our 

country," she said. 

 

Still wiping away tears, the waitresses walk back through the hotel lobby to the door they 

came from. Their lives are forever changed. They now face the heavy burden of 

explaining why their friends left home and didn't come back. 

 

13 North Koreans defect from overseas restaurant 

A rare mass defection may hint at an uptick in defection. 

 

By Catherine Putz 

 

The Diplomat (13.04.2016) - http://bit.ly/1T4Tz9L - In early April, 13 North Korean 

citizens defected to the South. The case of the 12 women and one man, which South 

Korean officials said defected from one of North Korea’s overseas restaurants, was 

unique because all 13 came from the same restaurant. The story become even more 

interesting this week when Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said that 13 

North Koreans “were found exiting the Chinese border with valid passports.” It’s assumed 

the 13 people South Korea announced had defected are the same 13 China says left 

legally, although South Korean authorities have not named the country in which the 

group had worked. South Korean media, however, have pinpointed the defectors as 

having worked at a restaurant in Ningbo, in the Chinese coastal province of Zhejiang. 

 

“It is worth noting that these people all had valid identity documents with them and 

exited the Chinese border in accordance with law,” Lu said, stressing that they were not 

North Koreans who had illegally crossed into China. 

 

Given the heavy militarization of the border with South Korea and scant opportunities to 

travel abroad, North Korean defectors usually leave via the country’s border with China. 

Beijing, in the past, has been harsh on North Koreans caught trying to defect via their 

territory. 

 

In an interview with The Diplomat Magazine last year, Hyeonseo Lee–a well-known North 

Korean defector and author of a book about her defection–said that in the decade she 

lived in China after fleeing North Korea (before defecting to South Korea in 2008) she 

would “constantly wake up in fear of being captured by the Chinese police and send back 

to a prison camp in North Korea.” 

http://bit.ly/1T4Tz9L


 

North Korea maintains an estimated 130 restaurants in other countries, mostly in China. 

The staff are assumed to be selected because of their loyalty. Although individuals have 

defected to South Korea from such restaurants in the past, this month’s 13 are unique in 

that they defected as a group. The culture of paranoia engendered by Pyongyang in the 

country’s citizens, makes such group defections rare. How to plan something like that 

when anyone might turn you in for suggesting it? 

 

Although defections have been slowing since a peak in 2009–when 2,914 defected–the 

South Korean unification ministry says defections are up 17.5 percent in the first three 

months of 2016 in comparison to 2015. That statistic does not include the 13 who, 

according to the Chinese, legally exited China. 

 

While the 13 restaurant workers are remarkable for their number (and China’s statement 

on the defection), South Korea recently confirmed that last year two senior North Korean 

officials defected. One had been a colonel in Pyongyang’s spy agency, the General 

Reconnaissance Bureau, and the other a diplomat in an unnamed African country. 

 

The colonel’s defection, in particular, could yield lucrative intelligence for Seoul. 

 

Number of NK defectors up 17.5 pct on-year in Q1 

Global Post (12.04.2016) - http://bit.ly/204Wa5G - The number of North Korean 

defectors rose 17.5 percent on-year in the first quarter, government data showed 

Tuesday, as more people are seeking to flee North Korea amid their leader's iron-fist 

rule. 

The number of those who escaped North Korea and arrived in South Korea reached 342 

in the January-March period, up from 291 the previous year, according to the data by 

South Korea's unification ministry. 

As of end-March, the number of North Koreans who defected to the South came in at 

more than 29,000 with some 1,280 people arriving in the South last year. 

The number of defectors reaching the South peaked in 2009, but the pace of growth has 

slowed down since 2011 as North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has strengthened border 

control and surveillance over the country's people. 

The data followed the latest defections by 13 North Koreans who used to work at an 

overseas restaurant in China amid toughened international sanctions on Pyongyang over 

its recent nuclear and missile tests. 

The number of male North Korean defectors reached 77 in the first quarter, up 54 

percent from a year earlier. That of female North Koreans gained 10 percent on-year to 

265 during the cited period. 

An entry by North Korean men into South Korea has been on the falling trend mainly 

because it is relatively easier for the North's regime to scrutinize men at the workplace. 

"The livelihood of North Koreans appears to be tough due to the regime's continuous 

mobilization of its people ahead of the North's key events such as last year's party 

anniversary and the upcoming party congress in May," said Kim Yong-hyun, a professor 

of North Korean studies at Dongguk University. 

http://bit.ly/204Wa5G


The ministry handling inter-Korean affairs remained cautious about a possibility that the 

number of North Korean defectors would easily pass the mark of 30,000 in coming 

quarters. 

"(The first-quarter data) could reflect a temporary rise. It is too early to judge (when it 

will top the mark)," a ministry official said. 

North Korean defectors face harsh punishments and even execution after being 

repatriated from China, which does not recognize them as asylum seekers, according to 

human rights activists. 

 

North Korea senior intelligence officer 'defects to South' 

A senior North Korean military officer who oversaw spying operations has 

defected, say South Korean officials. 

 

BBC (11.04.2016) - http://bbc.in/1Sc7t9Y - The officer has not been named, but the 

defence ministry in Seoul said he was a senior colonel in the Reconnaissance General 

Bureau and left last year. 

South Korea's Yonhap news agency quoted a source as saying the colonel was seen as 

elite by other defectors. 

More than 28,000 people have fled North Korea since the end of the Korean War, but 

high level defections are rare. 

Last week, 13 North Koreans who had been working in one of the North's restaurants 

abroad defected as a group. 

Yonhap said a number of senior political figures had defected while working overseas 

recently. 

It quoted government officials as saying this was a sign the leadership of Kim Jong-un 

was cracking. 

'Valuable information' 

Defence Ministry spokesman Moon Sang-gyun said the South could not release further 

information on the colonel. 

One unnamed official told Yonhap the man was the highest-level military official ever to 

have defected. 

"He is believed to have stated details about the bureau's operations against South Korea 

to the authorities here," said the official. 

The Reconnaissance General Bureau handles intelligence gathering and spying 

operations, as well as cyber warfare, said Yonhap. 

The BBC's Stephen Evans in Seoul said such a figure would likely have valuable 

information about the workings of Kim Jong-un's government. 

How do you leave North Korea? 

http://bbc.in/1Sc7t9Y


For most North Koreans it is almost impossible. The borders are heavily guarded and few 

people have the resources to fund an escape. 

Those who do make it out usually cross the river borders into China. They either lay low 

to avoid being sent back by China to face severe punishment, or try to reach a third 

country. 

There are many cases of diplomats, athletes, musicians and others defecting and 

claiming asylum while representing North Korea in other countries. Some border guards 

have simply walked away from their posts. 

Relatives they leave behind are almost certain to face persecution or jail. 

How many senior North Koreans have left? 

Numbers are not widely available but dozens of senior level officials are thought to have 

defected in the past few years. 

The most high-profile defection to date was Hwang Jang-yop, a politician who was 

considered the architect of North Korea's policy of "juche", or self-reliance. 

He claimed asylum at the South Korean embassy in Beijing while on a work visit in 1997. 

He died in 2010. 

About 29,000 people have defected in total since the 1950s, though numbers have fallen 

in recent years. 

How does South Korea treat defectors? 

Any North Korean who makes it to the South enters into a rehabilitation programme and 

is given an aid package to help them start a new life. 

Despite this, many find it hard to adjust. 

High-level defectors are questioned closely for valuable information, and to ensure they 

are not acting as double agents. 

South Korea denies North's Korea's accusations that it is enticing people to defect. 

 

Thirteen North Koreans defect from overseas restaurant 

Thirteen North Koreans working at the same restaurant abroad have defected to 

South Korea, Seoul officials say. 

 

BBC (08.04.2016) - http://bbc.in/1VruN7G - People have defected from North Korean 

restaurants overseas before but this is the first mass escape from the same one, a South 

Korean official said. 

Overseas North Korean workers are usually thought to be chosen largely because of their 

loyalty. 

North Korean defections are a bitter point of contention between the two Koreas. 

Pyongyang has accused Seoul of enticing North Korean citizens to defect, something 

Seoul denies. 

http://bbc.in/1VruN7G


South Korean Unification Ministry spokesman Jeong Joon Hee said one man and 12 

women arrived in the South on Thursday. 

Mr Jeong did not reveal where they were working to avoid causing diplomatic rifts or 

endangering North Koreans still working in the country. 

According to a staff member at the Crowne Plaza hotel in Danang, Vietnam, a North 

Korean restaurant there recently closed down and all staff left the country, the 

Associated Press reported. 

It could not confirm a link to the defections. 

North Korea is reported to run an estimated 130 restaurants in other countries, primarily 

in Asia, providing essential hard currency for the regime. 

Seoul believes the restaurants have been struggling since new sanctions were applied on 

Pyongyang following a recent nuclear test. 

The defectors said they learned about the South by watching South Korean TV dramas 

online and began to distrust North Korean propaganda, Mr Jeong said. 

The Unification Ministry's website says more than 29,000 North Koreans have defected to 

South Korea as of March. 

Where are they? 

 North Korea runs an estimated 130 restaurants in 12 countries, according to 

South Korean media. 

 Most are in China, but they can also be found in Russia, Cambodia, Mongolia and 

Vietnam. 

 Pyongyang's only restaurant in Europe re-opened in Amsterdam in late 2013. 

Where does the money go? 

 The restaurants each send back between $10,000 and $30,000 to Pyongyang 

each year, defectors and insiders have reported. 

 Experts say the money is sent to Office 39, a secretive North Korean state arm 

which the US government says is responsible for "managing slush funds and 

generating revenues for the leadership". 

Who are the staff and how are they treated? 

 Most workers sent abroad to work in restaurants are daughters of the elite. 

 They are among up to 50,000 North Korean workers sent to work overseas. 

 Rights activists say they are not allowed to spend more than three years abroad, 

and live in tightly controlled conditions. 

 



The collection of short stories smuggled out of North 
Korea is authentic 

HRWF (17.03.2016) - “The Denunciation/ La dénonciation,” a collection of seven short 

stories smuggled out of North Korea, is authentic, according to Human Rights Without 

Frontiers (Brussels).  Everyone can rightly question the authenticity of this work and so 

did Ms Lim Yeong-hee, who discovered and translated this book first published in Korean. 

She was able to see the original manuscript written by hand on old poor-quality paper. 

The 600 pages of text had been hole-punched and needed to be reassembled with string 

and had been secured with scotch tape.  

 

This she affirmed at a conference in Paris on March 14 organised by Pierre Rigoulot, 

author of the afterword, and Willy Fautré, director of Human Rights Without Frontiers. 

 

The work has just been published in Paris by Editions Philippe Picquier in French and is 

soon to be followed by ten or so other language editions.  

 

A question was raised at the event concerning the possibility that the collection was 

either fabricated by the government or by some political entity in South Korea. In the 

case of political manipulation, responded Pierre Rigoulot, this would have benefited 

someone, but this has apparently not been the case. The book remained completely 

unnoticed in Seoul and has not been exploited by any political party or other group. 

Neither has it been substantively criticized by any serious expert in South Korea. 

 

South Korean television covered the event in Paris: http://bit.ly/255VO3n  

See also this article in La Libre Belgique on North Korea: http://bit.ly/1Lsm69o  

For more information, Ms Lim can be reached by:  

email: so-ilim@hotmail.fr ou so-ilim@hanmail.net 

phone. : +33 04 90 49 61 56 

fax : +33 04 90 49 61 95 

 

 

Le recueil de nouvelles sorti sous le manteau de Corée du 
Nord est authentique 

 

HRWF (17.03.2016) - “La dénonciation”, un recueil de sept nouvelles sorti sous le 

manteau de Corée du Nord, est authentique, selon Human Rights Without Frontiers 

(Bruxelles). 

 

Tout un chacun peut se poser des questions sur l’authenticité de cette oeuvre et il en a 

été de même pour Me Lim Yeong-hee qui a découvert et traduit ce livre tout d’abord 

publié en coréen. Elle a pu voir le manuscrit original écrit à la main sur du vieux papier 

de piètre qualité. Les quelque 600 pages de texte avaient été trouées pour pouvoir être 

reliées avec de la ficelle et étaient consolidées avec du scotch. C’est ce qu’elle a déclaré 

lors d’une conférence organisée à Paris ce 14 mars par Pierre Rigoulot, auteur de la 

postface, et Willy Fautré, directeur de Human Rights Without Frontiers. 

 

L’ouvrage vient d’être publié à Paris par les Editions Philippe Picquier et il le sera bientôt 

dans une dizaine d’autres langues.  

 

http://bit.ly/255VO3n
http://bit.ly/1Lsm69o
mailto:so-ilim@hotmail.fr
mailto:so-ilim@hanmail.net


Lors de cet événement, la question a été posée de savoir s’il ne s’agissait pas d’un faux 

créé par le pouvoir ou quelque force politique en Corée du Sud. En cas de manipulation 

politique, le crime aurait profité à quelqu’un mais tel n’est pas le cas, a répondu Pierre 

Rigoulot. Le livre est totalement passé inaperçu à Seoul et n’a été exploité par aucun 

parti politique ou autre. Il n’a pas non plus été critiqué, quant au fond, par quelque 

spécialiste sérieux en Corée du Sud. 

 

La télévision sud-coréenne a couvert l’événement à Paris: http://bit.ly/255VO3n  

Voir également l’article de La Libre Belgique sur la Corée du Nord: http://bit.ly/1Lsm69o  

Pour plus d’information, on peut joindre Me Lim par:  

email: so-ilim@hotmail.fr ou so-ilim@hanmail.net 

phone. : +33 04 90 49 61 56 

fax : +33 04 90 49 61 95 

 

 

North Korea sentences US college student to 15 years' 
hard labour 

Otto Warmbier, 21, was arrested for removing a political banner from a hotel 

and had begged the regime for mercy in a recent press conference 

 

The Guardian (16.03.2016) - http://bit.ly/1TMXVoN - North Korea has sentenced an 

American college student to 15 years’ hard labour after finding him guilty of “crimes 

against the state”, in a ruling that is certain to increase tensions with Washington. 

 

Otto Warmbier, a 21-year-old economics student at the University of Virginia, was found 

guilty of committing “severe crimes” against the North Korean state after he was held for 

allegedly attempting to steal a political banner from a restricted area of the hotel where 

he was staying in the capital Pyongyang. 

 

Warmbier’s conviction by the North’s supreme court, announced on Wednesday by 

China’s Xinhua news agency, comes soon after the UN security council agreed a new 

round of sanctions in response to the regime’s recent nuclear test and rocket launch. 

 

There was no immediate confirmation of the trial, which reportedly lasted less than an 

hour, by the North Korean state media. 

 

Tensions on the Korean peninsula have risen in recent weeks following the start of the 

largest-ever joint military exercises involving South Korea and the US. In response, 

Pyongyang has kept up a daily barrage of threats to carry out nuclear strikes against 

Seoul and Washington over the drills, which the North regards as a rehearsal for an 

invasion. 

 

Earlier this week the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un, warned that the country was 

about to carry out tests of another nuclear warhead, as well as ballistic missiles capable 

of carrying nuclear bombs to the US and other targets. 

 

While there is some disagreement over how advanced North Korea’s nuclear programme 

is, US officials believe North Korea is some way off being able to mount a nuclear 

warhead and deliver it to a target as far away as the mainland US. 

 

“We have not seen North Korea demonstrate capability to miniaturise a nuclear weapon, 

and again, put it on a ballistic missile,” Pentagon spokesman Peter Cook told reporters. 

http://bit.ly/255VO3n
http://bit.ly/1Lsm69o
mailto:so-ilim@hotmail.fr
mailto:so-ilim@hanmail.net
http://bit.ly/1TMXVoN


 

In the past, the regime has used detainees as leverage to secure visits by high-profile US 

politicians, including former presidents Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter. 

 

The US accused North Korea of using Warmbier for propaganda purposes after he made 

a stage-managed confession in late February. 

 

In a prepared statement read out before TV cameras, Warmbier said a member of 

Friendship United Methodist Church in Wyoming, Ohio, described as the mother of a 

friend, had offered him a used car worth $10,000 if he could return with the banner as a 

“trophy” from North Korea. 

 

Church officials said they did not know the woman identified by Warmbier, adding that he 

was not a member of the congregation. 

 

Warmbier, from Ohio, broke down in tears as he acknowledged and apologised for his 

alleged crime, which he described as “the worst mistake of my life”. 

 

Warmbier was arrested in early January, as he was about to board a flight from 

Pyongyang for Beijing at the end of a visit arranged by Young Pioneer Tours, an agency 

specialising in travel to North Korea. 

 

On its website, the US state department strongly discourages all travel to North Korea, 

with which Washington does not have diplomatic relations, and warns of the “risk of 

arrest and long-term detention”. 

 

Warmbier’s parents pleaded with the North to show leniency, citing his youth and the fact 

that he had made a full confession in public. 

 

Bill Richardson, the former governor of of New Mexico, who had previously travelled to 

North Korea, met Pyongyang’s ambassador to the UN on Tuesday to press for Warmbier’s 

release of Warmbier, the New York Times reported. 

 

“I urged the humanitarian release of Otto, and they agreed to convey our request,” 

Richardson told the newspaper. 

 

North Korea last year sentenced Canadian pastor Hyeon Soo Lim to life imprisonment 

with hard labour on sedition charges. 

 

North Korea sentences American to 15 years' labor 

Court says student was acting at behest of Ohio church; pastor rebuts claim 

 

World Watch Monitor (16.03.2016) - North Korea has sentenced a 21-year-old US 

student to 15 years’ hard labour following his “confession” to stealing a piece of political 

propaganda during his trip at the request of his church in Wyoming, Ohio. 

Otto Warmbier, a third-year economics student at the University of Virginia, was arrested 

on 2 Jan. when he was about to board a flight from North Korea to China. He was 

accused of trying to steal an item bearing a piece of propaganda from the Yanggakdo 

International Hotel in the capital, Pyongyang where he was staying. 

Following his arrest, Warmbier made an emotional confession to the crime at a news 

conference broadcast on state television.  

http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1605
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1605


At the conference, Mr Warmbier said a “deaconess” of his Friendship United Methodist 

Church in Ohio had promised to give him a used car worth USD 10,000 if he brought 

back a propaganda sign from his North Korea trip. However, the senior pastor at the 

church said he did not know the person identified by Warmbier as a deaconess there, and 

said Warmbier was not a member of the congregation. 

North Korea’s state news agency, KCNA, said Warmbier has been convicted under an 

article of the criminal code relating to subversion. The verdict was handed out 16 March 

by the country’s Supreme Court. 

According to KCNA, Warmbier said: “The aim of my task [to steal the trophy] was to 

harm the motivation and work ethic of the Korean people. This was a very foolish aim.” 

On 15 March, Bill Richardson, a long-time American diplomat and former governor of 

New Mexico who has visited Pyongyang a number of times, met with two North Korean 

officials in New York to urge Mr. Warmbier’s release on humanitarian grounds. 

Human Rights Watch condemned the verdict: "North Korea's sentencing of Otto 

Warmbier to 15 years hard labour for a college-style prank is outrageous and shocking" 

said Phil Robertson, deputy director of HRW's Asia division, in a statement. 

Quote of the Day https://t.co/uwx6U2m7ZR by @reaproy via @NPR 

pic.twitter.com/blIMp67MMM 

— Human Rights Watch (@hrw) March 16, 2016 

North Korea has a history of detaining foreigners and later making a public display of 

their "confessions", as in the case of Korean Canadian pastor, Hyeun-soo Lim who was 

sentenced in December to life in prison following an admission in a Pyongyang church of 

committing crimes against the state. 

He was convicted of numerous charges including an attempt to overthrow the 

government and attempting to establish a religious state. Lim’s sentencing by the 

Supreme Court also followed the failure to win his release through diplomatic channels 

after Canadian consular officials in New York spoke informally with North Korean 

delegates at the UN. 

Lim, a head pastor at the Light Presbyterian Church in Toronto who had visited North 

Korea more than a hundred times on humanitarian work, was suspected of being 

quarantined during the Ebola crisis when he first went missing. But it was revealed in 

February 2015 that he had been detained by the North Korean government.  

In July he was made to read out a public confession at a government-sanctioned church 

in Pyongyang. Usually North Korea pronounces a sentence within weeks after such a 

confession – as in the case of Warmbier – but Lim’s sentencing came five months later.  

A source told World Watch Monitor that “diplomatic efforts to secure Lim’s release had 

most likely failed”. 

Previous case of life sentence 

In May 2014, North Korea sentenced South Korean pastor Kim Jong-Wook to a life of 

hard labour. As a missionary, Kim operated from the Chinese border city of Dandong, 

where he provided shelter, food and other aid to North Korean refugees who crossed the 

border seeking relief from the famine in their country. Kim also taught the refugees 

about the bible.  

http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1606
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1607
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1608
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1609
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1610
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1606
http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1611


North Korean agents infiltrated his network and convinced him to visit their country, 

which he did 8 Oct., 2013. Kim was expecting to find out what had happened to some 

refugees with whom he had lost contact but instead he was arrested, interrogated and 

possibly tortured. 

In February 2014, Kim told assembled North Korean television cameras he had spied for 

the South Korean government, had given money to North Koreans to set up 500 

underground churches and attempted to overthrow the regime. After a trial in May 2014 

North Korea’s state media reported that prosecutors had sought the death penalty for 

Kim, but the court imposed the life sentence after the pastor had “sincerely repented”. 

Enemies of the state 

North Korea links Christianity with South Korea and the United States -- both considered 

to be enemies of the state. Ever since North Korean Christians fled communist 

oppression and made a run for the South during the Korean War in the early 1950s, they 

have been seen as traitors. After the war, tens of thousands of Christians were arrested, 

forced into hard labour or put to death. Christians who stayed live their faith in secret. 

North Korea has, for the 14th consecutive year, been considered the most difficult place 

in the world to be a Christian, according to the V. 

 

Security Council imposes fresh sanctions on Democratic 
People’s Republic of Korea, unanimously adopting 

Resolution 2270 (2016) 

7638th Meeting (AM) 

 

New Measures Cover Cargo Inspections, Prohibitions on Aviation Fuel, Rare 

Minerals 

 

United Nations (02.03.2016) - The Security Council today condemned in the strongest 

terms the nuclear test conducted by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea on 6 

January 2016 “in violation and flagrant disregard” of the relevant resolutions, its actions 

thereby constituting a challenge to the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT) and to peace and stability in the region and beyond. 

Unanimously adopting resolution 2270 (2016), the 15-member Council also condemned 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea launch of 7 February 2016, using ballistic 

missile technology, and demanded that it comply immediately with its international 

obligations.  Its previous actions on the subject included the adoption of resolutions 1718 

(2006), 1874 (2009), 2087 (2013) and 2094 (2013). 

By today’s resolution, the Council decided that all States should inspect cargo within or 

transiting through their territory — including airports, sea ports and free trade zones — 

that was destined for or originating from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.  It 

also decided that Member States should prohibit that country’s nationals and those in 

their own territories from leasing or chartering their flagged vessels and aircraft to it, or 

providing it with crew services.  The prohibition should apply also to any designated 

individuals or entities assisting in the evasion of sanctions or violation of all related 

resolutions. 

The Council also decided that all States should prohibit their own nationals and others 

subject to their jurisdiction, as well as entities incorporated in their respective territories 

from registering vessels in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and obtaining 

http://subscriptions.worldwatchmonitor.org/lt.php?s=14983aaccae4ba1f8632be442cf4ed60&i=247A383A1A1612


authorization for vessels to use their respective flag.  In addition, it decided that all 

States should deny permission for any aircraft to take off from, land at or overfly their 

respective territories if such aircraft contained items for supply, sale, transfer or export 

of which were prohibited by all related resolutions, except in cases of emergency landing. 

Further by the text, the Council decided that Pyongyang should not supply, sell or 

transfer coal, iron, iron ore, gold, titanium ore, vanadium ore, and rare earth minerals, 

and that all States should prohibit their nationals from procuring such materials.  By 

other terms, it decided that all States should prevent the sale or supply of aviation fuel — 

including aviation gasoline, naphtha-type jet fuel, kerosene-type jet fuel, and kerosene-

type rocket fuel — whether or not originating in their own territory, to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea. 

By other terms, the Council decided that Member States should expel Pyongyang’s 

diplomats, governmental representatives or nationals acting in a governmental capacity 

who assisted in the evasion of sanctions or the violation of related resolutions.  It decided 

further that all Member States should prevent specialized teaching or training of 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea nationals within their territories, or by their 

nationals, in disciplines that could contribute to the proliferation of sensitive nuclear 

activities or the development of nuclear-weapon delivery systems. 

Speaking after the adoption, the representative of the United States said the resolution 

went further than any other sanctions regime in two decades, emphasizing that 

multilateral pressure could be effective in bringing Pyongyang back to the table for 

serious and credible negotiations on denuclearization.  Describing the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea as the only State that had conducted nuclear tests in the 

twenty-first century, routinely threatening other countries with nuclear annihilation, she 

noted that the chronic suffering of its people was the direct result of the choices made by 

their Government. 

Echoing that sentiment, the Republic of Korea’s representative warned that a nuclear-

armed Pyongyang would impair the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

regime and trigger an arms race in the region.  Deploring the use of scarce resources for 

weapons development while citizens lived in abject poverty, he expressed hope that the 

resolution would help to alleviate the population’s plight. 

The United Kingdom’s representative noted that the resolution contained some of the 

toughest measures ever taken by the Council, while emphasizing that it was not intended 

to have adverse humanitarian consequences, nor to affect those activities not prohibited 

by Council resolutions, nor to affect international relief efforts.  New provisions on cargo 

inspection were consistent with obligations set out in the Vienna Convention on 

Diplomatic Relations, he added. 

China’s representative stressed that the resolution should be a starting point to ease 

tensions on the Korean Peninsula, emphasizing that progress on the ground would 

depend on resuming peace talks and advancing denuclearization.  Concurring, the 

Russian Federation’s representative described the new sanctions as “quite harsh” but 

necessary for resumption of the six-party process and for Pyongyang’s return to the 

negotiating table. 

Also speaking today were representatives of Japan, France, Spain, Venezuela, Malaysia, 

New Zealand, Ukraine, Egypt, Senegal, Uruguay and Angola. 

The meeting began at 10:10 a.m. and ended at 11:26 a.m. 

 



S. Korea passes North Korean human rights law 

While the bill was passed with a considerable approval rate, criticisms remain 

 

NK News.Org (03.03.2016) - http://bit.ly/1L6uxat - Seoul on Wednesday night passed its 

North Korean human rights bill 11 years after it was first brought before the National 

Assembly, following the end of world’s longest filibuster against the bill which concluded 

with the opposition party’s surrender. 

 

The legislation has been stuck since last fall despite broad agreement between the ruling 

Saenuri and opposition Minjoo parties. 

 

The sharpest conflict point, until the last moment, was whether to prioritize improvement 

of North Korean human rights or take a more balanced approach between human rights 

and the inter-Korean relationship. The former approach, favored by the conservative 

Saenuri Party was adopted in the end. 

 

“The nation should do its best to protect and improve the human rights of North Korean 

residents, as well as develop inter-Korean relation and settle peace on the Korean 

Peninsula,” the bill’s final version reads. 

 

The final version included a compromise between the two parties regarding the location 

of a North Korean human rights archive. The archive will open and be collected at the 

Ministry of Unification, but the materials will also be shared with the Ministry of Justice 

for legal purposes. 

 

Conservative groups have argued that the archive should be placed at the Ministry of 

Justice in order to carry out punitive measures against human rights violators following 

unification. The progressive opposition party has asserted that material collection should 

focus on policy making to improve the human rights situation. 

 

Kim Tae-hoon, a lawyer who had been advocating in support of the law, said the location 

of the archive is the most disappointing point of the law’s final version. 

 

“A professional investigative agency should take up the human rights violation cases in 

North Korea,” Kim told NK News. “Education on North Korean human rights is another 

important point, which was not included in the law.” 

 

Pyongyang’s state-run online media Uriminzokkiri has since February 27 published a five-

part series of interviews with the chief of the North’s Chosun Human Rights Issues 

Council to criticize the passage of the law. On Wednesday, the outlet published another 

column blasting South Korea’s human rights roll-back during President Park Geun-hye’s 

term. 

 

The series, citing the existence of the archive, said the law is aimed at “system 

unification.” The North advocates for a confederation prior to reunification in which the 

two Koreas maintain their political and economic systems. 

 

The laws passed with the approval of 212 out of 236 lawmakers, while 24 lawmakers 

abstained. Saenuri lawmaker Ha Tae-kyung, who has led in advocating for the bill railed 

against the North Korean regime and spoke of its collapse before voting began. 

 

“Under the flagrant reign of terror of Kim Jong Un, it is hard to expect a minimal 

improvement in human rights … Regime change and democratization is the fundamental 

solution to North Korea’s human rights issue,” Ha said at the National Assembly’s plenary 

session. 

 

http://bit.ly/1L6uxat


President Park described North Korean administration as “tyranny” on Wednesday during 

her speech to a Christian group. 

 

One expert showed concern over these remarks being openly spoken by high-profile 

politicians. 

 

“They are using the security issue for their political interests ahead of the next election,” 

Seo Bo-hyeok, research professor from the Institute for Peace and Unification Studies at 

Seoul National University told NK News. 

 

After passing controversial bills including its anti-terrorism law, Seoul is now gearing up 

for the general election in April, after finalizing the reconstruction of election precinct 

regulations through a National Assembly vote. 

 

US student Otto Warmbier detained in North Korea 
appears on state media admitting to trying to steal 

propaganda 

'I have no idea what sort of penalty I may face but I am begging to the Korean 

people and government for my forgiveness’ 

 

Independent (29.02.2016) - http://ind.pn/1QIltUW - An American student detained in 

North Korea since early January was arrested for attempting to steal propaganda from 

Pyongyang hotel, the regime’s official state media has said.  

Appearing in a video Otto Warmbier, escorted by North Korean guards, read out a 

statement in which he confessed to “severe crimes” against the secretive state and 

begged for forgiveness. A second video posted by CNN shows the 21-year-old Virginia 

student on the verge of tears as he makes his plea.  

Mr Warmbier was identified by the regime’s state-run KCNA news agency on January 1 as 

an American who was detained before boarding a flight to China. It said he entered North 

Korea as a tourist and was "was caught committing a hostile act against the state," which 

it said was "tolerated and manipulated by the U.S. government" 

In the video the American student said: “On the early morning of January 1 2016 I 

committed my crime of taking out the important political slogan from the staff-only area 

of the Yanggakdo International hotel aimed at harming the work ethic and motivation of 

the Korean people.” 

He added: “I have been very impressed by the Korean government’s humanitarian 

treatment of severe criminals like myself and of their very fair and square legal 

procedures in the DPR Korea. 

“I understand the severity of my crime and I have no idea what sort of penalty I may 

face but I am begging to the Korean people and government for my forgiveness.” 

Mr Warmbier's family have not heard from him since his arrest, according to a statement 

provided to the Cavalier Daily, the University of Virginia's student-run newspaper. "He 

seems to be in good health, although we won't know for sure about his condition until we 

have a chance to speak with him," the statement said. 

The student was on a five-day New Year's tour of North Korea with a group of 20 and 

was delayed at immigration before being taken away by two airport officials, according to 

a tour operator that had sponsored the trip. 

http://ind.pn/1QIltUW


A few thousand Westerners are thought to visit North Korea each year, and Pyongyang is 

pushing for more tourists as a way to help its dismal economy. The U.S. State 

Department has warned against travel to the North, however, and visitors, especially 

those from America, who break the country's sometimes murky rules risk detention, 

arrest and possible jail sentences – although most have eventually been released. 

 

UN rights expert urges Russia not to implement the new 
extradition treaty with North Korea 

OHCHR (26.02.2016) - The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human 

rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), Marzuki Darusman, urges 

the Government of the Russian Federation not to implement the extradition treaty signed 

with the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) earlier this month. 

 

According to reports, there is an estimated 10,000 North Koreans regular labourers in 

Russia, some of whom stay in the country after their contracts have expired in order to 

seek asylum. Others fleeing the DPRK try to reach Russia through other countries.   

 

“I am alarmed by the new extradition treaty signed between the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea (DPRK) and the Russian Federation on 2 February 2016. The treaty 

calls for transferring and readmitting individuals ‘who have illegally’ left their country and 

stay ‘illegally’ in another’s territory.  

 

In November 2015, Russia signed a separate extradition treaty with the DPRK, calling for 

mutual assistance in criminal matters. I am concerned that the latest treaty is much 

broader in scope and may lead to forced repatriation to the DPRK of individual at risk of 

human rights violations, in contravention of Russia’s international obligations.  

 

Given the practice of the DPRK to send labourers to Russia, who often work in slave like 

conditions, it is feared that such a treaty could also be used to capture and repatriate 

workers who attempt to seek asylum.  

 

In fact the practice of sending workers abroad to be exploited may constitute state-

sponsored enslavement of human beings, possibly amounting to a specific category of 

crime against humanity. 

 

At this very moment when the deployment of such labourers has become a matter of 

grave concern, the signing of an agreement of this nature amplifies the apprehension of 

the international community. 

 

The UN Commission of Inquiry on human rights in the DPRK, in its 2014 report*, found 

that persons who are forcibly repatriated to the DPRK are commonly subjected to torture, 

arbitrary detention, summary execution, forced abortions and other sexual violence. The 

Commission called on countries to respect the principle of non-refoulement and abstain 

from forcibly repatriating any persons to the DPRK.  

 

I also note that the signing of the treaty took place against the context where the DPRK 

continues to commit deliberate belligerent acts, such as nuclear testing followed by the 

latest missile launch. Such acts adversely impact on the constructive efforts to address 

the ongoing gross human rights violations in the country, and reinforce even further the 

international community’s resolve to pursue political and legal accountability.  

 

I strongly urge Russia to respect the principle of non-refoulement and not to implement 

the treaty.” 

 



(*) Read the Commission of Inquiry’s report: http://bit.ly/1dfT46h  

 

Mr. Marzuki Darusman (Indonesia) was appointed Special Rapporteur on the situation 

of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in August 2010 by the UN 

Human Rights Council. As Special Rapporteur, he is independent from any government or 

organisation and serves in his individual capacity. He has served in a three-member UN 

Commission of Inquiry to investigate the assassination of former Pakistani Prime Minister 

Benazir Bhutto and chaired the UN Secretary General’s Panel of Experts on Sri Lanka. In 

March 2013, the Human Rights Council designated Special Rapporteur Darusman to serve 

simultaneously on a three-member Commission of Inquiry to investigate the systematic, 

widespread and grave reports of violations of human rights in DPRK. Learn more, log on 

to: http://bit.ly/1K0uJWu  

 

The Special Rapporteurs are part of what is known as the Special Procedures of the 

Human Rights Council. Special Procedures, the largest body of independent experts in 

the UN Human Rights system, is the general name of the Council’s independent fact-

finding and monitoring mechanisms that address either specific country situations or 

thematic issues in all parts of the world. Special Procedures’ experts work on a voluntary 

basis; they are not UN staff and do not receive a salary for their work. They are 

independent from any government or organization and serve in their individual capacity. 

 

UN Human Rights, country pages: 

DPRK: http://bit.ly/1Thdhly  

Russian Federation: http://bit.ly/1OHlR4O  

 

OHCHR Seoul Office: http://bit.ly/1WRYL1k  

 

US presents 'robust' North Korea sanctions with China's 
support 

France 24 (26.02.2016) - http://f24.my/1QfpGT8 - The US presented a draft Security 

Council resolution Thursday it negotiated with China that would tighten existing 

restrictions on North Korea after its Jan. 6 nuclear test and create the toughest U.N. 

sanctions regime in over two decades. 

The draft, seen by Reuters, would require U.N. member states to conduct mandatory 

inspections of all cargo passing through their territory to or from North Korea to look for 

illicit goods. Previously states were only required to do this if they had reasonable 

grounds to believe there was illicit cargo. 

The United States used the nearly two months of bilateral negotiations that at one point 

involved President Barack Obama and his Chinese counterpart, diplomats said, to 

win China's support for unusually tough measures intended to persuade its ally North 

Korea to abandon its atomic weapons program. 

The proposal would close a gap in the U.N. arms embargo on Pyongyang by banning all 

weapons imports and exports. 

There would also be an unprecedented ban on the transfer to North Korea of any item 

that could directly contribute to the operational capabilities of the North Korean armed 

forces, such as trucks that could be modified for military purposes. 

Other proposed measures include a ban on all supplies of aviation and rocket fuel to 

North Korea, a requirement for states to expel North Korean diplomats engaging in illicit 

activities, and blacklisting 17 North Korean individuals and 12 entities, including the 

http://bit.ly/1dfT46h
http://bit.ly/1K0uJWu
http://bit.ly/1Thdhly
http://bit.ly/1OHlR4O
http://bit.ly/1WRYL1k
http://f24.my/1QfpGT8


National Aerospace Development Agency or 'NADA', the body responsible for February's 

rocket launch. 

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Samantha Power told reporters the new 

measures, if approved, would be "the strongest set of sanctions imposed by the Security 

Council in more than two decades." 

Several council diplomats predicted a Saturday meeting to adopt the draft but Russian 

deputy U.N. ambassador Petr Iliichev told Reuters Moscow needed time to study the draft 

and the earliest likely vote would be next week. The draft was the result of seven weeks 

of tough negotiations between the United States and China, North Korea's neighbor and 

main ally. 

"This is a very robust resolution," a U.S. official said on condition of anonymity. "Clearly 

this took a long time ... it was a difficult process." 

Difference between China and US 

North Korea has been under U.N. sanctions since 2006 because of its multiple nuclear 

tests and rocket launches. 

China and the United States had differed on how strongly to respond to Pyongyang's 

most recent test, with Washington urging harsh punitive measures and Beijing 

emphasizing dialogue and milder U.N. steps confined to non-proliferation. 

The Global Times, an influential Chinese tabloid published by the ruling Communist Party, 

said in an editorial that North Korea "deserves the punishment" of new sanctions, but 

China should "cushion Washington's harsh sanctions to some extent." 

"China insists the sanctions should focus on striking North Korea's ability to continue 

developing nuclear weapons. It is the fundamental difference between China's policy and 

that of the U.S., South Korea and Japan. China holds unswerving goodwill toward North 

Korea, which Chinese society hopes Pyongyang can understand," it said. 

Diplomats said a sharp tightening of restrictions was necessary since Pyongyang has 

proved its determination to flout at all costs attempts at constraining its nuclear and 

missile programs. 

They said they hoped the latest measures would make it harder for North Korea to 

continue with that policy, keeping up the pressure on the country's leadership without 

making the country's impoverished population any poorer. 

"Pyongyang has prioritized the pursuit of these massively expensive programs over 

absolutely everything else," the U.S. official said. "So is New York action going to 

automatically convince the regime's leaders to cease? I think we’re realistic on that 

point." 

However, he added that "this resolution will be felt, it will have an impact ... The DPRK 

(North Korea) have never been subject to the kind of pressure that is in the resolution." 

Power said the measures were aimed at the country's leadership, and "careful not to 

punish the North Korean people." 

In Beijing, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying told a regular press 

briefing on Thursday: "We hope and believe this new resolution can help effectively 

constrain North Korea from further developing its nuclear missile program". 



There will also be further restrictions aimed at making it more difficult for North Korea to 

press ahead with its nuclear and missile programs. Pyongyang is currently banned from 

importing and exporting nuclear and missile technology and is not allowed to import 

luxury goods. The list of banned items will be expanded. 

The U.S. official said one of five annexes to the resolution lists 31 ships owned by North 

Korean shipping firm Ocean Maritime Management Company Limited, which will be 

blacklisted. 

Also new, countries will be required, not just encouraged, to freeze the assets of North 

Korean entities linked to Pyongyang's nuclear or missile programs and to prohibit the 

opening of new branches or offices of North Korean banks or to engage in banking 

correspondence with North Korean banks. 

 

Has North Korea given birth to a Soljenitsyn?  

Dr Pierre Rigoulot (*) has just come back to Paris from Seoul where he carried 

out some investigation about a collection of short stories that were smuggled 

out of North Korea and will be published on the 3rd of March in Paris. 

Human Rights Without Frontiers has interviewed him. 

   

HRWF (22.02.2016) -  

HRWF - The British newspaper The Guardian has just announced that several 

European publishing houses have issued a collection of short stories by an 

anonymous writer from North Korea which was smuggled out of the country. 

PR - These short stories are being talked about a lot even though the collection has only 

been published in Korean! The very existence and the quality of it have sent a shockwave 

not only in Europe but throughout the world. There will soon be a Japanese edition, a 

Chinese edition in Taiwan and an American edition, since Grove Atlantic, one of the great 

American publishers, just bought the rights to translate it. However, the French edition, 

which is planned to come out the 3rd of March 2016, will come next. 

HRWF - You were invited to write the afterward for the French edition. How did 

you learn about the existence of this work? 

PR - In Paris people know already my interest in what is happening in North Korea! I 

found out about it in two ways all at once. A friend of mine who is a literary critic sent me 

the proofs of the text. And then at a meeting of our Committee to Help the North Korean 

People, the translator (from Korean to French), Ms Lim, spoke to us about the text, not 

only about its quality but also the emotions that the upcoming French translation has 

aroused among some South Korean intellectuals. Some of them prefer to imagine North 

Korea to be more or less on the side of progressives, because it is hostile to the capitalist 

South and to 'American imperialism' rather than a model of a totalitarian state for which 

the very notion of human rights is unthinkable. 

My meeting with the editor, Philippe Picquier, did the rest. He has the feeling that he is 

about to publish an interesting collection that will appeal to readers far beyond the few 

specialists in East Asian literature. He offered for me to write the afterward and it suited 

him well that I do it. 

HRWF - But if he asked you to write an afterward, that means there is a 

preface? 



PR - Yes, it has been written by a human rights activist in South Korea, Mr Do Huy-yong, 

who is likewise determined to do everything possible to make these texts known. 

HRWF - Are these short stories that interesting? What was your first impression 

when you read them? 

PR - I found the stories to be quite exceptional. Not only politically and morally but also 

for their literary importance. There are seven short stories that describe the very real 

effects of North Korean totalitarianism: the freedom of movement, the freedom of 

thought, the arrogance of the thin layer of society that is profiting from the system and 

the profound inhumanity of that system. It is not so much a vast tableau as it is a dense 

mosaic of metaphors and symbols while at the same time a tribute to those who resist 

every day under such difficult conditions. The stories leave a sense of hopelessness, but 

love and friendship are hard to brainwash away, and that is the way you resist. A 

beautiful and moving message. 

HRWF - Excuse my suspicion, but are we sure about the origins of these 

texts?Human Rights Without Frontiers co-financed your fact-finding mission to 

Seoul to uncover the hidden faces that appear in this mysterious work. Do you 

know a little more now? 

PR - I had the same reaction as you did when I first read it, with some suspicion, 

especially since the biographical information given in the first edition, the Korean, 

seemed so precise as to be dangerous! I have since been reassured that biographical 

details have been changed and by hearing accounts of how these texts (and others: a 

collection of poems) actually got out of North Korea. I can hardly give details here, but 

other reliable sources say that the author does indeed exist, he goes by the pseudonym 

Bandi, he is not unknown in his own country, and he assumes all the risks that you can 

imagine. If Bandi's book has success abroad and perhaps even in the South, the police 

will double up their efforts to find him! 

HRWF - Does the alias 'Bandi' mean anything? 

PR - Yes, 'bandi' in Korean is a firefly. We were speaking earlier of symbolism. Here is 

one. The author is one who resists but does not run away. It's a small light, alive in the 

North Korean night... 

HRWF - The stories then found their way to South Korea. How do you explain 

why they are not such a sensation in that country? 

PR - This is still difficult for me to understand. How could have our South Korean friends, 

who have such undeniable commitment to freedom and human rights for North Korea, 

not known about this collection or at least be aware of it and not want to read it? It will 

take some time to gather more explanations for this. I think that we'll have to consider 

the gap that exists between the activist community and the literary community. After all, 

it was by his art that Solzhenitsyn reached the entire world. The fact of the gulag was 

known. The testimonies, the studies, had all been published. But it took a writer and the 

retelling of the horrors of the Soviet camps before to global public opinion would face up 

to it. 

There is also what I referred to earlier: many intellectuals of the South Korean left 

imagine that North Korea is on the 'right side', because it denounced the faults of the 

very capitalist South Korea. However, the enemies of my enemies are not always my 

friends! There may still be other things. The South Korean news editor is clearly labelled 

on the 'right.' From there to suspicion there is only one step. I also wonder if it is not 

more difficult for people from the South than for us to criticise the North, who are their 

brothers in the end. Finally, Bandi is taking down communist totalitarianism. But are 



South Koreans even educated on what communism actually is? This is unclear. And so 

without reference points, without some elements of recognition, how can they relate to 

these stories? 

HRWF - Do you think then that we can speak of a North Korean Solzhenitsyn? 

PR - It is too soon to say. These works that we are just learning about are not new, even 

though they evoke realities in North Korea that still exist. What has he been writing since 

then? I do not know. And these short stories (each is about thirty pages) call for another 

kind of writing than the sweeping canvas that we have in the Gulag Archipelago or even 

the short One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich. But the criticism is harsh (the author 

goes back to Marx and to communism in his criticism, as did Solzhenitsyn) and it is the 

author's location that counts to the outside world to break the silence, undeniably 

bringing them closer together. 

HRWF - What can we do? 

PR - What we are doing: read this work, talk about it to others around us and respond to 

what it calls us to do. For example, Bandi says in one of the stories that a magician can 

bewitch those around him more easily if he does it behind closed doors. I think that 

Bandi shows us a way to make totalitarian propaganda less effective. But can we break 

through the walls that exist in North Korea? And how? That is what we have to think 

about. 

For more information, you can contact Pierre Rigoulot at  p.rigoulot@free.fr 

(*) Pierre Rigoulot is a philosopher and a political scientist. His PhD thesis was 

about the methodology and the challenges of his criticism of Communist 

totalitarianism. He is the executive director of the Institute of Social History in 

Nanterre. He published more than 15 books in Paris and a number of them were 

translated in several languages. His contributions about North Korea involve: 
Les Aquariums de Pyongyang (avec Kang Cheol Hwan), Laffont 2000, translated in 

several languages 

Corée du Nord, Etat voyou (Paris 2003) 

A contribution to le Livre noir du Communisme ( Laffont 1997), 

An afterward to the work of Blaine Harden, Echappé du camp 14 (Belfond 2013) 

An afterward to the work of Bandi, La dénonciation (Picquier 2016) 

 

La Corée du Nord a-t-elle accouché d'un Soljenitsyne? 

Dr Pierre Rigoulot vient de rentrer à Paris de Seoul où il a mené une enquête 

sur le recueil de nouvelles sorti clandestinement de Corée du Nord et qui va être 

publié 

le 3 mars à Paris. 

Human Rights Without Frontiers l'a rencontré. 

 

HRWF (22.02.2016) –  

 

HRWF : Le journal britannique The Guardian vient d'annoncer la publication par 

plusieurs maisons d'édition européennes d'un recueil de nouvelles écrites par 

un auteur anonyme deCorée du Nord, et sorties du pays clandestinement. 

PR : Ces nouvelles sont en effet en train de faire beaucoup parler d'elles alors qu'à ce 

jour, elles n'ont été publiées qu'en coréen ! Leur existence même et leur qualité 

mailto:p.rigoulot@free.fr


provoquent une onde de choc, et pas seulement en Europe : dans le monde entier. Il va 

y avoir en effet une édition japonaise, une édition chinoise à Taïwan, une édition 

américaine puisque Grove Atlantic, un des grands éditeurs américains, vient d'acheter les 

droits de traduction. Mais l'édition française, prévue dès le 3 mars 2016, sera la 

prochaine. 

HRWF : Vous avez été invité à écrire la postface de l'édition française. Comment 

avez-vous appris l'existence de cette œuvre ? 

PR : On connaît à Paris mon intérêt pour ce qui se passe en Corée du Nord ! Le résultat 

est que j'en ai eu vent de deux façons à la fois : un ami critique de livres et débordé de 

travail m'a confié les épreuves du texte. Et par ailleurs, lors d'une réunion de notre 

Comité d'aide à la population nord-coréenne, la traductrice (du coréen au français), Mme 

Lim, nous a parlé de ce texte, de ses qualités mais aussi de l'émoi que cette future 

traduction française suscitait chez certains intellectuels sud-coréens qui préfèrent 

imaginer la Corée du Nord grosso modo du côté progressiste puisque elle est hostile au 

capitalisme du Sud et à « l'impérialisme américain » plutôt que comme un modèle d'Etat 

totalitaire pour lequel la notion même de droit de l'homme est impensable. 

Ma rencontre avec l'éditeur, Philippe Picquier, qui sent bien qu'il s'apprête à publier un 

recueil intéressant des lecteurs bien au-delà des seuls spécialistes de littératures d'Asie 

orientale, a fait le reste. Il m'a proposé de rédiger très vite une postface. Elle lui a 

convenu. 

HRWF : Mais si c'est une postface qu'on vous a demandée, cela veut dire qu'il y 

a une préface ? 

PR : Oui, c'est celle d'un défenseur des droits de l'homme actif en Corée du Sud, M. Do 

Huy-yong, un homme bien décidé, lui aussi, à tout faire pour que ces textes soient 

connus. 

HRWF : Ces nouvelles sont à ce point intéressantes ? Quelle a été votre 

première réaction à leur lecture ? 

PR : J'ai trouvé ces nouvelles exceptionnelles. Non seulement sur le plan politique et 

moral mais aussi sur le plan littéraire. Il s'agit de sept nouvelles qui évoquent les effets 

très concrets du totalitarisme nord-coréen : la liberté de circulation, la liberté de pensée, 

l'arrogance de la mince couche sociale qui profite du système, l'inhumanité profonde de 

ce dernier. Ce n'est pas une vaste fresque mais une charge pleine de métaphores et de 

symboles en même temps qu'un hommage à ceux qui résistent au quotidien dans des 

conditions difficiles. Les nouvelles sont souvent désespérantes mais l'amour et l'amitié 

sont difficiles à embrigader. C'est ainsi qu'on résiste. Belle et émouvante leçon. 

HRWF : Pardonnez-moi ma méfiance, mais est-on sûr de l'origine de ces 

textes ? Human Rights Without Frontiers International a co-financé votre 

mission d'enquête à Seoul sur les faces cachées de cette œuvre mystérieuse. En 

savez-vous un peu plus  maintenant ? 

PR : J'ai réagi comme vous lors de ma première lecture, c'est-à-dire avec une certaine 

méfiance, d'autant que les indications biographiques données dans la première édition, la 

coréenne, semblaient trop précises pour ne pas être dangereuses ! On m'a rassuré 

depuis en m'expliquant que les précisions biographiques ne devaient pas être prises au 

pied de la lettre et en me racontant comment ces textes (et d'autres : un recueil de 

poèmes) sont sortis de Corée du Nord. Je peux difficilement donner ici des détails, mais 

d'autres sources fiables affirment elles aussi que leur auteur, qui se fait surnommer 

Bandi, existe bien, qu'il n'est pas un inconnu dans son propre pays et qu'il assume les 



risques que vous imaginez. Si le livre de Bandi connaît le succès à l'étranger (et peut-

être enfin au Sud), la police va mettre les bouchées doubles pour le trouver ! 

HRWF : Ce pseudonyme de Bandi  signifie-t-il quelque chose ?  

PR : Oui : « bandi » en coréen, c'est la luciole. On parlait plus haut de symbole : en voilà 

un. Cet auteur qui résiste mais qui ne s'enfuit pas, c'est une petite lueur, bien vivante, 

dans la nuit nord-coréenne.. 

HRWF : Les nouvelles se retrouvent donc en Corée du Sud. Comment expliquez-

vous qu'elles n'aient pas « fait un tabac » là-bas ? 

PR : C'est encore difficile à comprendre pour moi. Comment des amis sud-coréens au 

dévouement indéniable et même formidable en faveur de la liberté et des droits de 

l'homme en Corée du Nord peuvent avoir ignoré ce recueil ou en avoir vaguement pris 

connaissance sans même le lire ? Il faudrait plus de temps que nous n'en avons pour 

repérer quelques éléments d'explication. Je crois qu'il faudra qu'on réfléchisse à la 

coupure entre les milieux activistes et les milieux littéraires. Après tout, C'est par son art 

que Soljenitsyne a touché le monde entier. Le fait du goulag était connu. Des 

témoignages, des études, étaient parus. Mais il a fallu la rencontre d'une opinion 

publique mondiale enfin prête à entendre parler des horreurs des camps soviétiques et 

d'un écrivain pour qu'on re-connaisse quelque chose ... 

Il y a aussi ce à quoi je faisais allusion tout à l'heure : bien des intellectuels de la gauche 

sud-coréenne s'imaginent que la Corée du Nord est « du bon côté » parce qu'elle 

dénonce les défauts de la très capitaliste Corée du Sud. Les ennemis de mes ennemis ne 

sont pourtant pas toujours mes amis ! Il y a peut-être encore d'autres choses. L'éditeur 

sud-coréen des nouvelles est clairement étiqueté « à droite ». De là à ce que certains se 

méfient, il n'y a qu'un pas. Je me demande aussi s'il n'est pas plus difficile pour les gens 

du Sud que pour nous de critiquer ceux du Nord, leurs frères en somme. Enfin, Bandi 

démonte le totalitarisme communiste. Mais les Coréens du Sud ont-ils été éduqués sur ce 

que c'est que le communisme ? Rien n'est moins sûr. Et donc sans référence, sans 

éléments de connaissance, comment pourraient-il être sensibles à ces nouvelles ?  

HRWF : Pensez-vous qu'on puisse parler de Soljenitsyne nord-coréen ? 

PR : Il est trop tôt pour le dire. Les œuvres dont on prend connaissance ne sont pas 

récentes, même si elles évoquent des réalités nord-coréennes toujours bien actuelles. 

Qu'a-t-il écrit depuis ? Je ne le sais pas. Et puis, ces courtes nouvelles (chacune fait 

environ une trentaine de pages) appellent une autre écriture que celle d'une vaste 

enquête comme L'Archipel du goulag ou même qu'une nouvelle ample commune Une 

journée d'Ivan Denissovitch. Mais la férocité de la critique (l'auteur remonte à Marx et au 

communisme dans ses critiques, comme Soljenitsyne), et la situation d'écrivain qui 

compte sur le monde extérieur pour briser le silence, les rapprochent indéniablement. 

HRWF : Que pouvons-nous faire ? 

PR : Ce que nous faisons : lire cette œuvre, en parler autour de nous, répondre aux 

appels qu'elle lance. Bandi raconte par exemple dans une nouvelle qu'un magicien 

envoute les gens autour de lui d'autant plus facilement qu'il le fait à huis-clos. Il me 

semble que Bandi indique a contrario une manière de rendre moins opérante la 

propagande totalitaire. Mais peut-on percer les murs de la Corée du Nord ? Et comment ? 

Voilà ce sur quoi on peut réfléchir. 

Pour plus d'information, vous pouvez prendre contact avec Pierre Rigoulot 

p.rigoulot@free.fr   

mailto:p.rigoulot@free.fr


(*) Pierre Rigoulot est philosophe de formation mais dans les années 1980 il se 

tourne vers l'histoire et plus particulièrement vers des thèmes historiques qui 

visent à mettre en lumière la nature totalitaire du système communiste. Sa 

thèse de doctorat en science politique sur ses travaux (Université de Paris II 

Panthéon-Assas) portait sur la méthode et les enjeux de sa critique du 

totalitarisme. Pierre Rigoulot est également le directeur exécutif de l'Institut 

d'Histoire Sociale à Nanterre. 

Parmi la quinzaine d'ouvrages dont il est l'auteur, il faut noter : 

 Les Aquariums de Pyongyang (avec Kang Cheol Hwan), Laffont 2000, traduit dans 

plusieurs langues 

 Corée du Nord, Etat voyou (Paris 2003) 

Son intérêt particulier pour la Corée du nord s'est aussi manifesté sous la forme 

 d'une participation au Livre noir du Communisme (Laffont 1997), 

 d'une postface à l'ouvrage de Blaine Harden, Echappé du camp 14 (Belfond 2013) 

 d'une postface à l'ouvrage de Bandi, La dénonciation (Picquier 2016) 

 

Alleged exploitation of North Korean workers in Malta 
highlighted in European Parliament 

Malta Independent (18.02.2016) - http://bit.ly/1SBFvH5 - German MEP and Chair of the 

EU Parliamentary Committee on Employment and Social Affairs Thomas Handel has 

drawn attention to the alleged exploitation of North Korean workers in Malta, sending 

letters to a number of EU agencies. 

 

The Leisure Clothing case was one that shocked the island, when the case went before 

the courts, allegations of sub-standard working conditions, low wages and 

misappropriation of wages were made 

 

The first letter sent by the German MEP, sent to the EU Agency for Fundamental Rights, 

reads that German broadcaster ARD, on January 16, 2016, reported about “extreme 

forms” of exploitation of North Korean workers in Malta, and said that similar exploitation 

might occur in other countries such as Poland or the Czech Republic. 

 

“Such forms of exploitation are shocking and cannot be tolerated in the European Union. 

I would like to bring the matter to your attention and I should like to invite you to ensure 

that your Agency gives the appropriate follow-up on this issue”. 

 

A similar letter was also sent to the Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, Skills 

and Labour Mobility Marianne Thyssen, and asks her to raise the issue with the 

competent national authorities “where there is concrete evidence so that the necessary 

remedies are taken without delay”. 

 

Yet another letter was sent to Mr Guy Ryder, Director-general of the International Labour 

Organisation. 

 

PN MEP David Casa told this newsroom that “the concerns of the Chairman of the 

Committee on Employment and Social Affairs, Thomas Händel, with regard to 

exploitation of North Korean workers in Mata were brought to my attention in my 

capacity as EPP Coordinator on the Employment Committee. I am aware of letters the 

chairman has sent to the relevant European Commissioner as well as to the Director of 

the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights and the Director-general of the 

International Labour Organisation”. 

 

http://bit.ly/1SBFvH5


“We will now await the reaction of these bodies to understand what measures, if any, will 

be taken. It is clear that any violation of human rights and the abuse of workers should 

be investigated rigorously by the Maltese authorities and those responsible brought to 

justice. I urge the Maltese people to be vigilant and to report any suspicion of abuse." 

 

The project ‘Facing Finance’, which identifies companies worldwide that profit form 

breaching international norms and standards concerning human- and labour rights, 

environmental protection, controversial weapons and corruption, has also mentioned the 

situation in a bulletin post. 

 

“According to the German radio channel Deutschlandfunk, Vietnamese, Chinese and 

North Korean workers are being exploited in a Maltese textile factory, ‘Leisure Clothings’, 

which produces luxury goods for brands like Armani,” Facing Finance wrote. 

 

“Instead of receiving the mandatory minimum wage of €700 per month, the workers are 

paid €75 for working 14 hours a day, with only one free day every two weeks”. 

 

“The workers are usually sent by state-run agencies in their respective countries. Leisure 

Clothings is a subsidiary of the Chinese state-owned enterprise CICET, therefore the 

North Koreans are transferred to the Maltese factory by Chinese intermediaries. 

According to newspaper articles, currently there are around 1.000 North Koreans who are 

exploited in countries within the European Union. In addition to Malta, Polish companies 

have also been accused of using forced labour”. 

 

South Koreans warned over North Korean restaurants 

South Korea's government has warned its citizens travelling abroad to avoid 

dining in North Korean restaurants over fears they are funding the cash-

strapped communist state. 

 

BBC (17.02.2016) - http://bbc.in/24bJLRx - The warning from Seoul's foreign ministry 

tells its citizens that scores of North Korean restaurants across China and Asia are 

ultimately owned by the North Korean government, and diners are 

inadvertentlysupplying hard currency for Pyongyang's weapons programmes, the Chosun 

Ilbo newspaper reports. As well as the financial concerns, Seoul says it's worried for the 

safety of its nationals abroad after the North's nuclear and ballistic missile tests, and the 

closure of an industrial zone run jointly by both governments, the Yonhap news agency 

says. 

Approximately 130 restaurants are operated in 12 countries, often under the 

"Pyongyang" brand name to attract Koreans travelling and working abroad, The Korea 

Times reports. Diners are attracted by North Korean waitresses - vetted for their loyalty 

to the Workers' Party - in traditional dress serving Korean delicacies, followed by a 

nightly show featuring song, dance and photo opportunities, according to a 2010 Chosun 

Ilbo feature. 

South Korean intelligence estimates that over $100m (£70m) is remitted back to North 

Korea every year from the establishments' receipts to Room 39, the government 

department thought to be responsible for raising hard currency from abroad. 

Despite the government warning, the lure of North Korean restaurants may be too strong 

for some. "I'd say those restaurants have attracted South Koreans because they offer a 

window on the world's most secretive state that I may not be able to visit before the two 

Koreas are united," a Daewoo employee told The Korea Times. And academic Yang Moo-

http://bbc.in/24bJLRx


jin appears to agree - a similar warning six years ago following the sinking of the South 

Korean naval corvette Cheonan "didn't have much impact", he said. 

 

South Koreans asked not to eat at NK restaurants 

The Korea Times (17.02.2016) - http://bit.ly/218bNL8 - The government has asked 

South Koreans to refrain from eating at North Korean restaurants when they go abroad, 

according to Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials on Thursday. 

 

The measure is part of Seoul's efforts to cut off the flow of hard currency into the Kim 

Jong-un regime, which is suspected of having diverted salaries of overseas workers into 

the development of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). 

 

There are an estimated 130 Pyongyang-owned restaurants in 12 countries that are 

believed to be a major source of income for the cash-strapped North Korea, ministry 

officials said. 

 

"We've requested our diplomatic missions to ensure that our citizens will cooperate with 

the government's policy concerning Pyongyang's dining establishments," an official said. 

"The targeted citizens include South Korean migrants and employees from South Korean 

enterprises." 

 

The North Korean restaurants have sprung up since the 1990s. Some 100 of them are in 

China while others are found in Russia, Cambodia, Mongolia and Vietnam ― all of them 

Pyongyang's Cold War allies. 

 

In 2012, North Korea's first and only restaurant in Europe opened in Amsterdam 

although it closed after a few months. Another one was opened at the end of 2013. 

 

The repressive regime is considering opening a restaurant in Scotland in the near future, 

according to diplomatic sources. 

 

Intelligence officials claimed that all such restaurants are owned by Office 39, a secretive 

branch of the Kim regime, and collectively channel $100 million back home annually. 

Such amount is equivalent to North Korea's annual earnings from the Gaeseong 

Industrial Complex (GIC) according to Seoul's claims. 

 

Seoul decided on Feb. 11 to shut down the GIC in response to Pyongyang's nuclear test 

on Jan. 6 and long-range rocket launch on Feb. 7. Unification Minister Hong Yong-pyo 

claimed that 70 percent of Pyongyang's earnings at the GIC, including wages paid to 

North Korean laborers, have been sent to Office 39, which directly reports to Kim the 

regarding use of the money to build WMDs, buy luxuries for Pyongyang's leadership and 

prop up the regime. Shortly after, the minister rescinded his comment before President 

Park repeated the claim. 

 

Still, some South Koreans living and traveling abroad said it's uncertain whether they will 

follow the government's call to boycott the North Korean restaurants. 

 

"I often go to North Korean restaurants even though there are many restaurants run by 

South Koreans in China," said a Daewoo International employee at Guangzhou, China on 

condition of anonymity. "I'd say those restaurants have attracted South Koreans because 

they offer a window on the world's most secretive state that I may not be able to visit 

before the two Koreas are united." 

 

http://bit.ly/218bNL8


Most of the over 2,000 employees at the restaurants worldwide are North Korean females 

in their 20s. 

 

Dressed in traditional Korean clothes, the waitresses serve food and drinks. They also 

dance and sing North Korean national songs at night for customers, many of them South 

Koreans, while posing for photos upon request. 

 

"People would concentrate on the eccentric nature of those restaurants, especially if they 

are tourists looking for exotic memories," said Yang Moo-jin, a professor at the University 

of North Korean Studies. "The government should come up with a better idea if it wants 

its tourists to pay attention to security on the Korean Peninsula over the entertainment 

offered by those restaurants." 

 

Yang cited that Seoul asked the citizens not to eat at the restaurants in 2010 in response 

to North Korea's sinking of the South Korean warship Cheonan. 

 

"As far as I know, it didn't have much impact on North Korea," he said. 

 

Short story collection smuggled out of North Korea 
sparks global interest 

Dissident tales from pseudonymous author Bandi, still living in the country, are 

very rare fiction to emerge from the secretive dictatorship 

 

The Guardian (12.0.2.2016) - http://bit.ly/1QZUirG - A collection of short stories written 

under a pseudonym and smuggled out of North Korea is on its way to becoming an 

international literary sensation, with its agent fielding offers from around the world for an 

author who is being labelled the North Korean Solzhenitsyn. 

 

Barbara Zitwer, the literary agent for the pseudonymous North Korean author Bandi’s 

collection, The Accusation, said that she had not left her desk since accepting pre-

emptive offers for the book from the US and the UK, describing international interest as 

“immediate and stunning”. “Within a few days, I have accepted pre-empts and I expect 

to close in Germany, Israel, Sweden, Italy, and other territories before the London book 

fair [in April],” said Zitwer. 

 

Bandi’s stories are set in 1990s North Korea and include stories about a wife attempting 

to make breakfast during a famine and a factory supervisor trying avoid denouncing a 

friend while staying on the ruling party’s good side himself. They were smuggled out of 

the country with the help of the Happy Reunification Road Organisation, which works to 

help North Koreans and for the reunification of the country. It was published in South 

Korea in 2014 by Chogabje. 

 

Zitwer, who has worked with major Korean authors on titles including Kyung-Sook Shin’s 

Please Look After Mother and Han Kang’s The Vegetarian, said it was “unheard of until 

now” to find a work of fiction from North Korea. “I have been working with Korean 

literature for more than 10 years and I have never come across anything like Bandi. And 

what is especially incredible is that the author is living in the north and has not left,” she 

said. 

 

“The stories depict the everyday lives of various characters living in North Korea – they 

are personal stories that illuminate the umbrella of horror that North Koreans live under 

all the time. They are the voices of mothers and sons, fathers and brothers, sisters and 

aunts,” said Zitwer. 

 

http://bit.ly/1QZUirG


One, she said, tells of a mother whose toddler is frightened of a huge poster of Karl Marx 

that he can see from their window, so she closes the blinds. A government official later 

comes to find out why her blinds are closed before a major parade that day, and she 

explains how her baby was scared of the image. 

 

“Within a few hours, however, the husband returns home and is scared to death that his 

wife was honest and shortly thereafter, guards come to take the mother, father and baby 

out of their home and they are put on a train to somewhere we can only imagine,” said 

Zitwer. “As I read the story, I felt the mother’s tender love for her baby – it is a story of 

a mother and her child, but pervading every molecule is the terror of the North Korean 

regime. 

 

“I thought the baby would be killed right there. The story was the most terrifying 

because the life depicted is an average day for a North Korean family. Our worst 

nightmares are their everyday lives. Even the unimaginable horrors are daily 

occurrences.” 

 

Hannah Westland, of the publisher Serpent’s Tail, which acquired the book for UK 

publication, said that The Accusation “isn’t just a book with a good story behind it: it’s a 

collection of perfectly crafted novellas that, like Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s work [from the 

old Soviet Union], speak with authority and truth-to-power directness”. 

 

Their classical construction, she said, harks back to the likes of Gogol and Chekhov, while 

Bandi’s “absurdist approach to satire” is reminiscent of Ionesco’s Rhinoceros, and his 

“biting wit … reminds you of that other great Russian literary dissident, Mikhail 

Bulgakov”. 

 

“The fact that Bandi has almost certainly never had access to either of the two latter 

writers underlines the quality of his own work,” said Westland, who will publish in spring 

2017. 

 

North American rights to The Accusation have been pre-empted by Grove Press, with the 

French translation out in March from Éditions Philippe Picquie, and rights also sold in 

Japan and Taiwan. Global Spanish rights have been acquired by Libros del Asteroide. 

Dutch rights have gone to Ambo Anthos, and there is an auction underway in Germany, 

said Zitwer, with further offers in from other territories. 

 

Hee-yoon Do, the president of Happy Reunification Road, said that if the author hears the 

news that his book will be published around the world, “he will not be able to keep back 

his tears. And he will eagerly look forward to seeing the people all around world 

recognise that North Korean people have been living miserably and cruelly, like slaves.” 

 

Zitwer said the publication of The Accusation in the west “is confirmation of the 

indomitable spirit of freedom of thought and imagination”. 

 

“As much and as hard as the brutal leader of North Korean tries to robotise the 

population, he cannot. Free thought, free ideas, artistic efforts and most of all a great 

sense of free imagination cannot be destroyed or eliminated,” she said. 

 

North Korea reportedly executes army chief of staff 

The execution, if true, would be the latest out of a long string of high-level 

executions under Kim Jong Un's regime. 

 



The World Post (10.02.2016) - http://huff.to/1o1kLeD - North Korea has executed its 

army chief of staff, Ri Yong Gil, South Korea's Yonhap news agency reported on 

Wednesday, which, if true, would be the latest in a series of executions, purges and 

disappearances under its young leader. 

 

The news comes amid heightened tension surrounding isolated North Korea after its 

Sunday launch of a long-range rocket, which came about a month after it drew 

international condemnation for conducting its fourth nuclear test. 

 

A source familiar with North Korean affairs also told Reuters that Ri had been executed. 

The source declined to be identified, given the sensitivity of the matter. 

 

Ri, who was chief of the Korean People's Army (KPA) General Staff, was executed this 

month for corruption and factional conspiracy, Yonhap and other South Korean media 

reported. 

 

Yonhap did not identify its sources. The source who told Reuters the news declined to 

comment on how the information about the execution had been obtained. 

 

South Korea's National Intelligence Service declined to comment and it was not possible 

to independently verify the report. 

 

The North rarely issues public announcement related to purges or executions of high-

level officials. 

 

North Korea has executed its army chief of staff, Ri Yong Gil, South Korea's Yonhap news 

agency reported on Wednesday, which, if true, would be the latest in a series of 

executions, purges and disappearances under its young leader. 

 

The news comes amid heightened tension surrounding isolated North Korea after its 

Sunday launch of a long-range rocket, which came about a month after it drew 

international condemnation for conducting its fourth nuclear test. 

 

A source familiar with North Korean affairs also told Reuters that Ri had been executed. 

The source declined to be identified, given the sensitivity of the matter. 

 

Ri, who was chief of the Korean People's Army (KPA) General Staff, was executed this 

month for corruption and factional conspiracy, Yonhap and other South Korean media 

reported. 

 

Yonhap did not identify its sources. The source who told Reuters the news declined to 

comment on how the information about the execution had been obtained. 

 

South Korea's National Intelligence Service declined to comment and it was not possible 

to independently verify the report. 

 

The North rarely issues public announcement related to purges or executions of high-

level officials. 

 

US Senate passes the North Korea Sanctions and Policy 
Enhancement Act of 2016 

HRWF (10.02.2016) - The United States Senate has passed the North Korea Sanctions 

and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016 (Gardner-Menendez) by a vote of 96 to 0.  See 

http://huff.to/1o1kLeD


below the press releases from Senator Bob Corker and Senators Cory Gardner and Bob 

Menendez on this bi-partisan action. 

Corker: Senate passes North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 

2016 

“Today the U.S. Senate in strong bipartisan fashion gave our country a more robust set 

of tools to confront the growing North Korean nuclear and ballistic missile threat.” 

WASHINGTON – U.S. Senator Bob Corker (R-Tenn.), chairman of the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee, today said Senate passage of the North Korea Sanctions and Policy 

Enhancement Act of 2016 (Gardner-Menendez) will provide the U.S. with “a robust set of 

tools” to confront the increasingly dangerous nuclear and ballistic missile threat from 

North Korea. The Senate approved the legislation in a unanimous vote of 96 to 0. North 

Korea conducted its fourth nuclear test in January and launched a ballistic missile last 

week in violation of United Nations Security Council resolutions. Yesterday in testimony 

before Congress, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper confirmed North Korea’s 

progress in expanding production of weapons-grade nuclear fuel.  

“Today the U.S. Senate in strong bipartisan fashion gave our country a more robust set 

of tools to confront the growing North Korean nuclear and ballistic missile threat,” said 

Corker. “We can no longer afford to pursue a failing policy while North Korea advances its 

nuclear capabilities and continues to top lists of proliferators of weapons of mass 

destruction, perpetrators of cyberattacks, and systemic violators of human rights. This 

legislation targets a wide range of the regime’s illicit activities as part of establishing a 

more effective and proactive policy to eliminate the danger from North Korea’s nuclear 

program and alleviate the suffering of the North Korea people. Achieving these objectives 

will require increased vigilance by the U.S. and the cooperation of the international 

community, especially from China, which must stop preventing the United Nations 

Security Council from taking further action against North Korea.” 

The North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016, which was approved 

unanimously by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in January, includes the 

following key provisions: 

Sanctions: 

 The bill requires the president to investigate sanctionable conduct, including 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), arms-related materials, 

luxury goods, human rights abuses, activities undermining cyber security and the 

provision of industrial inputs such as precious metals or coal for use in a tailored 

set of activities, including WMD, proliferation activities and prison and labor 

camps.  

 The president is mandated to sanction any person found to have materially 

contributed to, engaged in or facilitated the above activities.  

 Penalties for sanctionable activities include the seizure of assets, visa bans and 

denial of government contracts.   

 The president retains the discretionary authority to sanction those transferring or 

facilitating the transfer of financial assets and property of the North Korean 

regime.   

 The president may waive sanctions, but only on a case-by-case basis.  

http://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/H.R.%20757%20as%20reported1.pdf
http://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/H.R.%20757%20as%20reported1.pdf
http://www.corker.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/news-list?ID=FFB2D087-ED70-4084-92D7-65EEAAF5BE97
http://www.corker.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/news-list?ID=6E76C3D7-EF18-4CEC-B5D0-677DC3EA1BA3
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/world/asia/north-korea-nuclear-effort-seen-as-a-top-threat-to-the-us.html?_r=0


 The bill requires the Secretary of Treasury to determine whether North Korea is a 

primary money laundering concern. If such a determination is made, assets must 

be blocked and special measures applied against those designated persons.  

Strategies and Policies: 

 The bill requires a strategy to promote improved implementation and enforcement 

of multilateral sanctions; a strategy to combat North Korean cyber activities; and 

a strategy to promote and encourage international engagement on North Korean 

human rights-related issues. There are reporting requirements related to the 

above strategies as well as a report on political prison camps and a feasibility 

study on providing communications equipment to the people of North Korea.  

 The State Department is required to expand the scope and frequency of travel 

warnings for North Korea. 

Gardner-Menendez North Korea sanctions legislation passes senate 

WASHINGTON, DC – With overwhelming bipartisan support, the Gardner-Menendez North 

Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016, passed the Senate unanimously. It 

now returns to the House and is expected to pass easily. 

“Four nuclear tests, three Kims, two violations of United Nations Security Council 

Resolutions and one attempt by North Korea to transfer nuclear technology to Syria later 

-- it is clearly time for the United States to start taking the North Korea challenge 

seriously,” said Sen. Menendez, senior member of the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee.  “With today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote, we have taken a major step 

forward in creating a new policy framework that combines effective sanctions and 

effective military countermeasures that can stop North Korea’s nuclear ambitions and 

bring some sanity back to the political calculus.  This new framework leaves no doubt 

about our determination to neutralize any threat North Korea may present – with robust, 

realistic diplomacy toward the clear goal of a denuclearized Korean Peninsula.” 

“Following North Korea’s fourth nuclear test last month and an illicit satellite launch 

several days ago, it is evident the regime’s nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities are 

growing, not slowing. At the same time, North Korea has bolstered its cyberattacks and 

continues to imprison and horrifically torture more than 200,000 of its own men, women, 

and children,” said Gardner, Chairman of the Foreign Relations Subcommittee on East 

Asia, the Pacific, and International Cybersecurity Policy. “This legislation is the first step 

of building a new policy that will put pressure on Pyongyang to peacefully disarm and 

cease its violations of international norms. I was proud my colleagues came together to 

approve the North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act, legislation that 

mandates the United States vigorously pursue sanctions against individuals who 

contribute to the regime’s proliferation activities, cyberattacks, censorship, and human 

rights abuses. It’s far past time to counter the Forgotten Maniac.” 

The Gardner-Menendez North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 

2016 would strengthen and expand sanctions against the regime in North Korea 

by: 

 Requiring the President to investigate any person who knowingly imports 

into North Korea (DPRK) any goods, technology, service, training, or advice 

regarding weapons of mass destruction and their delivery; knowingly imports 

luxury goods into North Korea; knowingly engages in serious human rights abuses 

or censorship by the Government of North Korea; knowingly engages in money 

laundering, counterfeiting, cash smuggling, or narcotics trafficking that supports 

the Government of North Korea or any senior official; knowingly sells significant 



amounts of precious metals, graphite, steel, coal or other materials in support of 

weapons programs and other proliferation activities; knowingly exports or imports 

arms to or from North Korea; or knowingly engages in cyber-terrorism or cyber-

vandalism.  

 Requiring a report that identifies severe human rights abusers in North 

Korea and requiring the President to designate any person listed in the 

report.  

 Codifying and making mandatory cybersecurity sanctions on North Korea 

under Executive Orders 13687 and 13694, until the President submits to Congress 

a certification that the government of North Korea is no longer engaged in the 

illicit activities described in such executive orders. The legislation also requires a 

report on cybersecurity strategy.  

 Requiring the President to apply sanctions to those deemed to have 

undertaken prohibited activities, including blocking assets and transactions in 

property and interests.  The legislation also allows for the forfeiture of property.   

 Requiring a determination by the Treasury Secretary on whether North 

Korea is a jurisdiction of primary money laundering concern and should be 

subject to banking-related sanctions.   

 Barring defense exports to North Korea; banning foreign assistance to any country 

that provides lethal military equipment to North Korea; and barring persons or 

entities designated for facilitating North Korea’s destructive policies from receiving 

U.S. government contracts.  

 Providing a carve-out/waiver for humanitarian organizations engaged in 

humanitarian assistance, and organizations engaged in the identification and 

recovery of U.S. military personnel.  

 Authorizing, for each fiscal year 2017 through 2021, $3,000,000 to carry 

out radio broadcasting to North Korea, $2,000,000 for humanitarian assistance, 

and $2,000,000 aimed at making unrestricted and unmonitored electronic mass 

communications available to the people of North Korea.  

 Allowing the President to waive any portion of the act, on a case by case 

basis, if it is in the national security interests of the U.S., or if it is for an 

important law enforcement purpose. 

 

Held hostage: North Korean overseas workers face 
'appalling' conditions 

North Koreans sent abroad as workers are exploited by the Kim regime, says 

Greg Scarlatoiu of the Committee for Human Rights in North Korea. They are 

treated like slaves. Not just in China and Russia, but also in the EU. 

 

DW (22.01.2016) - http://bit.ly/1q46j78 - DW: There have been reports that North 

Koreans have been held in slave-like conditions in Malta - but also in Poland and other 

countries. How is it possible that North Koreans are held in slave-like conditions in 

Europe and elsewhere? 

http://bit.ly/1q46j78


Greg Scarlatoiu: We've surely had reports that for the past few decades, North Korean 

workers have been officially dispatched to a total of 45 countries. Right now, there are 

North Korean workers in about 16 or 17 countries. The conditions are indeed appalling. 

How is it possible? Number one, at many of these locations, there are the agents of the 

North Korean government that have full control of their workers and the work site. 

Secondly, these workers are dispatched to many countries where there are already 

problems with the rights of migrant workers. So these are not exactly countries with a 

stellar record when it comes to the rights of foreign workers. 

You've worked extensively on this topic - and you've said that North Korea's exportation 

of tens of thousands of workers to foreign countries is an important way to get hard 

currency to sustain the Kim regime. How does this system work? How for instance are 

the workers selected to go abroad? 

It is always workers who have good songbun. Songbun is North Korea's social 

classification system - it's based on one's perceived loyalty to the regime. It's based on 

the perceived loyalty of parents and grandparents. So these are the people who have 

access to the selection process. 

You may ask: If working conditions are so terrible, if in some instances these are pretty 

much equated to slave labor, why do these workers still want to go overseas? Well, 

because regardless of how terrible things might be, if they are left with a hundred dollars 

or a couple of hundred dollars at the end of the month, this is great for the families left 

back home. Going back to the selection process, it's actually only men of good songbun 

who are married with at least one child, but often two or more. 

To make sure that they actually return to North Korea? 

Yes, so the family is held hostage. So they have to belong to that class of certified 

loyalists, but at the same time, they are on the fringes of the core class. They are loyal 

and employed in let's say respectable positions, but [they are] still poor. And thus, they 

seek these opportunities to make the lives of their families a little bit better. Now of 

course once they reach their overseas locations… I've spoken with many of them who 

actually regret having made that decision, because they are really entrapped. 

You've said that the workers need to have a family in North Korea and leave them behind 

to guarantee that they return. But despite all this, there have been cases of North 

Koreans trying to escape. Have they been successful? 

Yes, some of them have escaped. I've interviewed 25 of them - I've met others, but I've 

interviewed 25 of them for my own report. There are actually three side supervisors: the 

technical supervisor, the party secretary - the Korean workers' party secretary - and the 

Stasi guy basically, the state security department agent. 

And they are all on site, even in Poland or Malta? They would be there with them at all 

times? 

Absolutely no doubt about that. There is a party organization, there are weekly party 

meetings, there are weekly self-criticism meetings... [During] overseas operations, there 

is not 100 percent, but 150 percent [of control]. There is a state security department 

presence, because these are North Koreans operating overseas, they must be under the 

strict scrutiny and surveillance of the state security department. 

They will continue to indoctrinate these workers - it's even more important from the 

regime's point of view to indoctrinate workers who are overseas, exposed to the outside 

world. They will keep them under strict surveillance. 



How is it that some of them escape? Well, it depends on the site, it depends on the 

location. Russian Far East logging camps, vast spaces… there is of course surveillance, 

but less surveillance than you would see at a highly contained, tightly controlled working 

camp let's say in the Middle East, somewhere in Qatar. It may be difficult to escape, or it 

may be extraordinary difficult, nearly impossible. 

And the escape comes at the price of sealing the fate of family in North Korea. 

A very high price. The ultimate price, really. The highest price possible. 

Is there anything good that could come out of North Korean workers going abroad if 

conditions were better? Experiencing a different way of life, seeing other cultures - or 

should these programs be scrapped altogether? 

I am of the opinion that of course these sites are very tightly controlled, but at the same 

time these are [North] Koreans who've had a chance to take a look at the outside world. 

I recall what one of the loggers I spoke with told me. I ask all of them the same 

question: At what point did you realize that other places were dramatically different from 

North Korea? And the answer was: As soon as the train crossed the border into Russia. 

And you're talking about this vast nothingness of the Russian Far East. 

When they return to North Korea, they continue to be kept under extraordinarily strict 

surveillance, but nevertheless, these are people who have seen the outside world - so 

from that viewpoint, I think exposure is important. But if the price is too high, I will not 

remove the complete closure of these sites off the table, either. 

 

House approves bill to sanction North Korea after nuke 
test 

WTNH.com (12.01.2016) - http://bit.ly/1mXMHQ2 - House Republicans and Democrats 

joined together Tuesday to overwhelmingly approve legislation that aims to punish North 

Korea for conducting its latest nuclear test. 

 

Just hours ahead of President Barack Obama’s final State of the Union address, 

lawmakers passed the North Korea Sanctions Enforcement Act by a vote of 418-2. The 

bill proposes stronger sanctions that deny Pyongyang the money it needs for developing 

miniaturized nuclear warheads and the long-range missiles to deliver them, according to 

the legislation’s backers. 

 

Cutting off North Korea’s access to cash also makes it difficult for Pyongyang to pay its 

army and police forces, said Rep. Ed Royce, R-Calif., chairman of the House Foreign 

Affairs Committee. 

 

“What we are concerned about here is the miniaturization of nuclear warheads that fit 

onto its most reliable missiles,” Royce said Monday on the House floor. “This threat is 

unacceptable, and it has to be aggressively challenged.” 

 

The White House does not oppose the House sanctions bill, said a senior administration 

official who was not authorized to speak publicly about the legislation and requested 

anonymity. The administration is deeply concerned about North Korea’s recent actions, 

the official said, and will continue to use existing sanctions authorities to prevent financial 

support for North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs. 

 

http://bit.ly/1mXMHQ2


Republicans who have criticized Obama’s foreign policy as feckless used the timing of the 

vote to demonstrate that they are taking swift action to deal with threats to the U.S. 

while the president procrastinates. 

 

“When America doesn’t stand up to dictators, problems around the world only get 

worse,” said House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, R-Calif. “Foreign aggressors take 

American inaction as a sign of weakness, and the result is only more instability and 

insecurity abroad.” 

 

The bill would use financial and economic pressure to isolate North Korean leader Kim 

Jong Un and his top officials from the assets that they maintain in foreign banks and from 

the money that sustains their rule, Royce said. These assets are derived primarily from 

illicit activities, he said, such as selling their missile technology, counterfeiting U.S. 

currency, and drug smuggling. “And all of that is used to advance North Korea’s nuclear 

program,” Royce said. 

 

A similar strategy was used very effectively a decade ago by the Treasury Department, 

Royce said. 

 

A central part of the House legislation is to make so-called “blocking sanctions” 

mandatory rather than discretionary as currently permitted through existing regulations. 

 

The sanctions are mandated against any country, business or individual that materially 

contributes to North Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile development, imports luxury 

goods into North Korea, or engages with Pyongyang in money laundering, the 

manufacture of counterfeit goods, or narcotics trafficking, according to the legislation. 

 

Royce’s committee unanimously approved the sanctions bill in February 2015 and it 

remained there until last week when North Korea announced it had conducted a fourth 

nuclear test — this one detonating a thermonuclear device with massive destructive 

power. 

 

The announcement was met with doubt North Korea had set off a hydrogen bomb, which 

would mark a major technological advance for Pyongyang’s limited nuclear arsenal. But it 

could take weeks or even longer to confirm or refute the claim. 

 

Members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee received a classified briefing on 

North Korea on Monday evening. Committee chairman Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn., said 

the work of determining what type of bomb was detonated is ongoing. “It’s too early to 

tell,” Corker said Tuesday. 

 

Senate bills to sanction North Korea for previous actions, including the alleged 

cyberattack on Sony Pictures Entertainment, have not moved as quickly. Senate Majority 

Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky said Tuesday that sanctions legislation sponsored by 

Sen. Cory Gardner, R-Colo., would be considered by the Foreign Relations Committee 

“very soon.” 

 

Slaves of the system: Research on North Korean forced 
labour in the EU 

Thousands of North Korean workers work in the European Union (in the Czech 

Republic, Poland, the Netherlands, Malta and other EU countries). They are part 

of the more than fifty thousand North Korean workers who are deployed as de 

facto slaves by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, more commonly 

known as North Korea. 



 

Leiden Asia Center (01.2016) - http://bit.ly/1pAcuz6 - There can be little doubt that this 

is an issue of de facto forced labour. Those people who themselves appear to opt for 

deployment, do so under mental and physical pressure, and because they have no other 

choice (malnourishment and starvation are the daily reality). 70-100 per cent of the 

earnings of these workers abroad goes straight back to the North Korean state. If the 

workers refuse or try to escape, they suffer harsh punishments, as do their family 

members who have been left behind in North Korea. The hours they work infringe EU 

laws and treaties, the individual worker has no authority over his own body and the 

working conditions are deplorable. There are no individual contracts for DKRP workers 

abroad, no possibilities of redress or appeal and no means of escape from this situation. 

This kind of regulated slavery is able to exist, and is even growing, due to the fact that 

the whole affair is presented under the pretext of legal agreements. The deploying 

organisation is after all a state, the internationally recognised state of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). At the same time, EU member states offer the DPRK 

a platform to make financial gain by exploiting its own citizens as present-day slaves 

disguised as legitimate business transactions. 

Read more on the project website:  

Slaves to the system. Researching North Korean forced labor in the EU. 

https://slavestothesystem.wordpress.com/2015/10/29/project-summary  

Project objective 

The project that will be carried out by the LeidenAsiaCentre is part of a large overarching 

effort to put a stop to this form of regulated slavery in the EU, on the basis of European 

employment law. This overall project comprises two stages, the first of which will be 

implemented by the LeidenAsiaCentre. First stage, implemented by the LeidenAsiaCentre 

An exhaustive and multi-facetted scientific analysis of the quantitave and qualitative 

aspects of North Korean overseas labour, particularly in the European Union, and the way 

in which this export labour (and its economic fruits) is structurally connected to how the 

Democratic Peoples’ Republic of Korea functions. 

Second stage, coordinated by such organisations as the  European Alliance for Human 

Rights in North Korea and New Focus The second stage builds on the research results 

generated by the LeidenAsiaCentre, and focuses on developing a judicial strategy based 

on European employment law to make those hiring this labout responsible for the 

consequences of the use of forced labour. The LeidenAsiaCentre will not be involved in 

this stage of the project. 

Approach 

The research will be carried out by a multidisciplinary team of experts on North Korea 

and the North Korean diaspora, international employment law, EU law, state 

responsibility, human rights and the security of former North Korea workers and officials 

of the system in exile. The points of view of the exiles on this issue have so far remained 

underexposed (except as relatively unambiguous data). 

The project is still in its start-up phase in early 2016. It will therefore focust firstly on 

developing an accurate picture of the current context in which there is exploitation of 

overseas labour by the DPRK, to ensure that the follow-up activities can be based on a 

solid analysis. In addition, the efforts in this stage of the project will focus primarily on 

attracting new (international) research partners. Interviews with North Korean exiles wil 

take place in South Korea and various EU countries. 

http://bit.ly/1pAcuz6
https://slavestothesystem.wordpress.com/2015/10/29/project-summary

